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Abstract
A method of fabricating fibre reinforced aluminium alloys using a low pressure liquid 
metal infiltration technique has been investigated. The composite systems studied were 
Saffil/6061, Borsic/7018 and Nicalon fibre reinforced commercially pure aluminium, Al-4 wt% 
Cu and an Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy chosen to improve transverse properties.
The effect of the fabrication parameters of pressure, melt and fibre temperature on infiltration 
of fibre preforms have been established experimentally and the results compared with the 
predictions of simple theoretical models. Successful infiltration of fibres with diameters 
ranging from 3 to 140 pm and volume fractions of 0.1 to 0.6 was achieved with pressures of less 
than 4 MPa, provided that the fibre temperature exceeded the liquidus of the matrix alloy. 
Solidification of hypoeutectic alloy matrices was shown to occur by nucléation of primary 
aluminium dendrites in the interfibre regions followed by segregation of second phases to fiie 
fibre/matrix interface.
Investigation of Nicalon reinforced aluminium alloys showed that reaction occurred to form 
AI4 C3  needles at the fibre/matrix interface, the extent being alloy dependent. Reaction of 
Nicalon with aluminium alloys was associated primarily with the free carbon and silicon- 
oxycarbide phases. Precipitation hardening studies on Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg Ag composites 
showed that O formation was inhibited.
A modification to Marshall's fibre indentation test has been developed which enabled high 
interfacial shear stresses to be measured. Application to fibre reinforced alloys as a function of 
ageing has shown that matrix yielding was the preferred failure mode.
Flexural tests of Nicalon composites have demonstrated that longitudinal stiffnesses obeyed 
rule of mixtures (ROM) predictions, but strengths were reduced. Segregation of brittle phases to 
the fibre/matrix interface, reaction and geometric clustering of fibres are believed to explain 
this poor performance. Transverse flexural tests showed good agreement with ROM stiffnesses.
i i
Strengths exceeded ROM predictions for Nicalon/ A1 but were lower for Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg- 
Ag, owing to an increased tendency for fibre splitting at the fracture surface and an increased 
fibre/matrix reaction.
The effect of residual stresses in the composites has been considered theoretically employing 
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1. Introduction
Development of modem composites began about 40 years ago with the manufacture of 
glass fibre reinforced plastics for the aircraft industry. The development of improved resin 
formulations, coupling agents for glass fibres and better manufacturing techniques led to the 
rapid expansion of composite technology. The arrival of very high specific strength and 
modulus boron, carbon and aramid fibres in the 1960's allowed the development of high 
performance composite materials. Matrix controlled properties have limited some applications 
of polymer composites and this has resulted in the development of metal matrix composites [1 , 
2,3,4].
Particular interest has been shown in the reinforcement of light alloys such as 
aluminium with whiskers, particulates and fibres for structural applications. The highest 
materials properties are obtained by long fibres and consequently fibre reinforced metals (FRM) 
are of considerable importance. As with any composite system, the matrix acts both as a load 
transfer medium and as a form of protection for the fibre, while the state of the interface 
between the fibre and the matrix critically controls the overall behaviour of the composite. 
The interface is influenced by the method of fabrication used to manufacture the material and 
by the environment to which the composite is exposed in service. Hence an understanding of the 
interface is essential when attempting to characterise tiie static and dynamic properties of this 
class of materials.
The use of a precipitation-hardened alloy to improve further off-axis strengths may 
lead to complications at the microstructural level, since the presence of a large number of 
heterogeneous interfaces in the form of fibres may significantly effect the mode of 
precipitation. The presence of alloying elements may also effect the extent of fibre-matrix 
reaction and possible degradation of fibre properties.
Little work has so far been reported in the literature concerning the use of precipitation 
hardening alloys as matrices for metal matrix composites. To date, most research has been 
directed to the basic problems associated with the fabrication of these materials and 
consequently most alloys have been chosen to ease the manufacturing process. The recent
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development of liquid metal infiltration techniques has allowed the potential use of matrix 
alloys whose mechanical or environmental properties are the main reason for their selection. 
Matrix strength is particularly important since it dominates the off-axis properties of 
unidirectionally reinforced composites.
Application of pressure-assisted casting methods to manufacture net shaped FRMs has 
directed attention to the availability of high performance aluminium casting alloys, since all 
high performance wrought alloys rely on significant thermo-mechanical processing, to refine 
the grain structure and provide a dislocation substructure to assist in the heterogeneous 
nucléation of strengthening precipitates. The highest strength casting alloy commercially 
available today is A201, an Al-Cu-Ag-Mg based alloy, and by using good foundry practice, a 
guaranteed proof stress of 345 MPa, ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 415 MPa and minimum 
elongation of 5 % can be achieved. Work at ARE and the University of Bath has led to 
improved mechanical properties; 0.2 % proof stress values of 480 MPa, ultimate tensile 
strengths of 520 MPa and elongations of 12% have been achieved by good foundry practice, close 
control of alloying elements and a detailed understanding of the microstructure.
The field of metal matrix composites is very large, embracing matrices ranging from 
magnesium through aluminium, titanium and copper, to tungsten in conjunction with 
reinforcements of even greater variety of shape and composition. It is beyond the scope of this 
thesis to explore all such variations and so we shall be concentrating on a few specific systems 
based on silicon carbide fibre reinforced aluminium alloys manufactured by a low pressure 
liquid metal infiltration technique.
In this first chapter, we shall start by considering commercially available fibres that 
are suitable for incorporation in aluminium alloys and examine their manufacture and physical 
properties. We shall then concentrate on silicon carbide based fibres and review their chemical 
stability in air and possible reaction with molten metals. Subsequently, we shall briefly 
summarise the types of possible aluminium alloy matrices before covering the metallurgy of 
aluminium-copper based alloys in more detail. This will be followed by a brief description of 
the more important manufacturing routes that have been applied to FRMs, before concentrating 
on the liquid metal infiltration process. We shall then review the literature on precipitation
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hardening in metal matrix composites, before concluding with the use of theoretical models to 
predict composite properties and the role that the matrix plays in determining the composite 
longitudinal and transverse tensile strengths.
1.1 Fibres
A wide variety of fibres are commercially available for use in polymer composites such 
as glass, Kevlar, carbon, boron, silicon carbide, alumina, high modulus polythene and many 
others, but only some are suitable for incorporation into metal matrix composites because of 
compatibility problems. Table 1.1 summarises the main physical and mechanical properties of 
a wide range of fibres. Those fibres used in the production of composites possess either high 
specific stiffness or strength (and in most cases both) due to either strong covalent or ionic 
bonding, and the lack of large intrinsic defects, which allows the fibre strength to approach 
the theoretical strength of ~ E/10 (as demonstrated by modem high performance glass fibres) 
where E is the Young's modulus.









Borsic 140 1430 3100 400
SiC (SCS-2) 140 890 3500 400
Nicalon 1 2 400 250 2 0 0
Graphite (T300) 8 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 330
Graphite (PlOO) 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 690
Safimax SD 3 75 2 0 0 0 300
The fibres of most interest for FRMs include carbon, alumina and silicon carbide, the latter 
offering the best compromise between ease of manufacture, performance and compatibility.
We shall start by reviewing the manufacture of monofilament boron and silicon carbide
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fibres, before moving on to the production of silicon carbide fibres by pyrolysis and then examine 
the chemical behaviour of silicon carbide at elevated temperature when exposed to an 
oxidising atmosphere and to molten metals.
1.1.1 Boron Fibres
Boron fibres were first reported by Talley [5] in 1959 in conjunction with research carried 
out at Texaco Experiments Inc. and represented the first modem high performance fibre. This 
work attracted the attention of the USAF Materials Laboratory, which initiated a programme 
of research and development involving many US companies. By the end of the sixties, 
commercial production of boron fibres had been started in the US by Avco and the United 
Aircraft Co., while pilot plants had been set up in other countries.
Initial uses of boron fibres centred on the reinforcement of plastic matrices for aerospace 
structural components. However, the development of carbon fibres in the late 1960’s resulted in 
the reduction of boron fibre production for this application as carbon fibres steadily became 
more competitive. Boron fibres have also found specific application in the reinforcement of 
light alloys. Boron-aluminium, in the form of some 240 tubular struts in the cargo bay of the 
Space Shuttle, is the first continuous fibre reinforced metal to be used commercially.
At present, the only commercial supplier of boron fibres is Textron Speciality Materials 
Division, Lowell, Massachusetts, USA, although a Japanese com pany [6 ] (Vacuum 
Metallurgical Co.) has recently commissioned a small pilot plant.
Commercial production of boron fibres relies on a chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 
process involving the deposition of boron onto a tungsten filament (some development work has 
made use of a carbon filament). The process is carried out in horizontal or vertical reactor tubes 
with mercury seals that also serve as dc heating contacts for the moving substrate, see figure
1.1. The tungsten filament (12.5 pim in diameter) is drawn continuously through the reactor that 
is normally split into a number of regions and heated resistively to ~ 1200®C. Before deposition 
the substrate is heated in a hydrogen atmosphere to remove surface contamination, such as die- 
lubricant resulting from previous wire drawing operations, and any surface oxide layers. The 
actual deposition is carried out using a mixture of boron trichloride and hydrogen according to 
the reaction;
2BC13 + 3H2 -»2B + 6HC1 1.1
The gas leaving the reactor contains a high proportion of BCI3 , some BCI2 / H2  and HCl, since
the efficiency of the reaction is typically only 6 %. A chemical recovery plant is an essential 
part of the process removing HCl and other waste products while unreacted BCI3  is condensed,
recovered, mixed with fresh hydrogen and recycled through the reactor. Boron fibres have been 
produced with a variety of different diameters ranging from 100 pm to over 400 pm in continuous 
lengths exceeding 5 km.
To protect boron fibres from oxidation at temperatures above 300®C the surface of the 
fibre is coated with a thin layer of SiC, B4 C or BN. Silicon carbide is applied by CVD from a
mixture of hydrogen and a chlorosilane in a stoichiometric Si:C ratio [7];
RSiHnCl(3 _n) + H2  SiC + (3-n)HCl 1.2
or with a mixture of argon and chlorosilanes [8 ] at 1200-1300®C. The coating is typically 2 pm 
thick and is applied in similar reactors to those used in tiie production of boron fibres.
1.1.2 Silicon Carbide Fibres
Silicon carbide fibres may be classified depending on tiieir method of manufacture. One 
manufacturing route, is by chemical vapour deposition using the same procedure as for the 
production of boron fibres, while the other main manufacturing technique relies on the pyrolysis 
of a polycarbosilane precursor in an analogous manner to that of carbon fibre manufacture.
There are currently two commercial sources of SiC fibres produced by CVD. BP Sigma 
Composites, UK, produces small quantities of SiC on a tungsten wire precursor, while Textron 
Speciality Materials Division, USA, manufactures a range of SiC fibres on a carbon precursor. 
The Vacuum Metallurgical Co. of Japan is developing a SiC on W fibre, similar to that 
produced by Sigma, but have not yet reached commercial status with this product. The basic 
process is very similar to that used to manufacture boron fibres except that a mixture of silanes 
and hydrogen are used as the source of SiC. A fine columnar sub-grain structure of cubic b SiC is 
produced [9] which grows radially firom the substrate, with perpendicular to the fibre
axis.
The use of a carbon precursor result in an increased rate of deposition since the carbon 
substrate appears to catalyse the reaction. Other benefits of the carbon substrate include
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reduced raw materials cost and a reduction of the overall fibre density as compared with the 
tungsten cored version. Also there is no reaction between the carbon core and the deposited SiC 
thereby reducing the tendency for fibre splitting.
Various surface coatings can be applied to the fibre as part of the deposition process to 
improve the mechanical properties and compatibility of the fibre with it's intended matrix. 
Textron has developed a range of graded silicon and carbon rich surface layers, while BP Sigma 
has introduced a carbon/titanium boride protective surface layer.
CVD SiC fibres offer properties that are equal to or better than boron, albeit at a slight 
density penalty. The kinetics for SiC deposition is substantially faster when compared with 
CVD of boron, with lower raw material costs. Consequently, mass produced fibre costs of less 
than £ 100 per Kg have been predicted.
An alternative manufacturing method for thin SiC fibres was developed by Yajima in 
the 1970's based on the pyrolysis of a melt spun polycarbosilane, A variety of synthesis routes 
have been developed to produce the polycarbosilane precursor with the required spinnability 
and ease of handling. One such method [1 0 , 1 1 ] involves the common raw material 
dimethyldichlorosilane subjected to a dechlorination condensation to form polydimethylsilane 
powder, which is then heated under pressure to produce the polycarbosilane. The polymer is 
then melt spun into a fibre at 200-300®C and wound on to a bobbin followed by curing in air at 
200®C. The cured fibre is then heat treated at 1200-1300®C in an N2  atmosphere to obtain a
continuous SiC fibre. The fibre produced by this process has a diameter of approximately 15 |im 
and is believed to consist of amorphous P SiC with excess carbon and oxygen. It is marketed 
under the trade name of Nicalon by the Nippon Carbon Co. Several grades of Nicalon fibre 
have been produced and in addition to silicon carbide, free carbon and silica have been reported 
[12]. The degree of crystallinity and crystallite size was also found to vary from batch to batch 
as did the mechanical properties.
The exact structure of Nicalon has been an area of some controversy, perhaps in part due 
to the availability of a range of fibre grades and as a consequence of improved fibre processing 
over a period of many years. The silicon carbide content of the fibre is less than 65% and is 
present either in microcrystalline form or amorphous with some short range order. The free
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carbon ranges from is believed to exist as microcrystals ~ 2-5 nm in size. It is now accepted that 
the main constituents of this type of fibre are graphitic carbon, silicon carbide, a silicon 
oxycarbide phase and a surface coating of silica. Porte and Sartre [13] employed x-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to analyse the atomic composition and binding energies of the 
chemical species present in Nicalon fibres (Porte and Sartre failed to state the fibre grade). 
The presence of silicon XPS peaks intermediate between those due to the binding energies of 
Si02 and SiC led them to conclude that a non-stoichiometric oxycarbide phase, SiOxCy, was 
present, their results are summarised in table 1.2. Bleay et al [14] have recently carried out an 
analysis of Nicalon NL-227 grade fibres using electron probe microanalysis (EPMA)
Table 1.2 Compositional analysis of Nicalon fibres by XPS and EPMA
Phase Porte & Sartre [13] 
(at. %)





C 32.2 2 0
Si02 3.4 -
A recent development of the polycarbosilane route is the substitution of polytitanocarbosilane 
[15] made by mixing polydimethylsilane with titanium alkoxide and a small amount of 
polyborodiphenylsiloxane. The polytitanocarbosilane is then melt spun, dried and cured in air, 
before heat treating in N2  at up to 1500®C to produce a Si-Ti-C-O fibre. This fibre, sold under
the trade name Tyranno by Ube Industries of Japan, retains its mechanical properties to higher 
temperatures due to the; bonding of unstoichometric excess carbon with titanium.
1.2 Oxidation Behaviour of SiC
Information on the oxidation behaviour of various commercially available silicon
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carbide fibres is scarce. However, considerable studies have been performed on single crystals,
polycrystals and powders of SiC. Thermodynamically, SiC is very prone to oxidation, however
when heated in air, a stable film of Si0 2  is formed which substantially reduces any subsequent
reaction rate:
2SiC + 302 2Si02 + 2CO 1.3
This passive state can break down below a critical oxygen partial pressure where:
SiC +O2  ^  SiO(g) + CO(g) 1.4
The presence of the silica film will prevent active oxidation below the critical oxygen partial 
pressure provided that it is not damaged or chemically degraded. The oxidation of SiC as a 
function of oxygen partial pressure and temperature is shown in figure 1 .2 .
Exposure to "inert" atmospheres at elevated temperatures that may contain oxidising 
impurities such as O2  and H2 O vapour can cause rapid attack, especially impure H 2  since 
hydrogen encourages the decomposition of Si0 2 -
Some work by Andersson [16] indicates that the oxidation of a variety of SiC fibres is 
similar to other forms of SiC.
1.3 Reaction of SiC with Metals
The majority of SiC-metal systems can be classified as reactive or stable. In reactive 
systems, SiC does not exist in equilibrium with the metallic form of the third constituent 
because it chemically reacts to form silicides or carbides. For example, with nickel:
SiC + Ni ^  NixSiy + C 1.5
or with titanium (at low SiC fractions):
SiC + Ti TixSiy + TiC 1.6
no two-phase field exists with SiC and the metal in equilibrium and the composite is 
potentially unstable. In practice, the usefulness of the FRM will be determined by the kinetics 
of the reaction.
In a stable system, a two-phase field exists between SiC and an alloy of the third 
constituent, examples include SiC with Al, Au, Ag, Cu, Mg, Pb, Sn, and Zn. This does not mean 
that no reaction will occur, for example in the case of the Al-SiC system, where a liquid metal 
route is employed:
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Sic + Al SiC + Si + AI4 C3  I . 7
since the section SiC-Al lies in the three-phase field, see figure 1.3 (based on work by Warren 
and Andersson [17]). However, clearly by prior alloying with Si, bodi dissolution and reaction 
can be avoided [18].
The kinetics of reaction between SiC and a metal is dependent on tiie initial state of the 
composite microstructure since the reaction rate normally increases with surface area of 
interface between the reactants. In fibre composites this means that reaction rate will increase 
with decreasing fibre diameter. In cases where reaction occurs by the growth of uniform reaction 
layers at the interface, where growth is controlled by diffusion through the interfacial layer of 
thickness 5, it can be approximated using the parabolic law:
5  =  1.8
where k is a constant, t is time and the extent of reaction can be assessed by comparing the 
reaction layer thickness with the original fibre diameter,
A composite consisting of SiC in pure aluminium will lie on the edge of the tiiree-phase 
field AI4 C3  - Al - SiC, see figure 1.3. A reaction involving slight dissolution of SiC in Al and 
some reaction to form AI4 C3  is therefore likely. Long term heat treatment studies by Kohara 
[19] showed that significant losses in strength occurred for SiC fibres coated with pure Al and 
heat treated for 25 hours at 500®C or higher, but no loss was observed when the fibres were 
coated in an Al-1 % Si alloy. In molten aluminium, this effect is expected to be more extensive 
with a greater volume of dissolution and a faster reaction rate, Kohara noted a 25% and a 50% 
drop in strength after 30 minutes in fibres coated with Al-1% Si and pure Al respectively at 
800®C. Restall et al [20] observed that a 3 pm thick reaction layer was formed on CVD SiC 
fibres exposed to molten aluminium at 680°C for 15 minutes.
Of the reactive systems, SiC-Ti has received the most attention [21], optically visible 
reaction starts at about 650®C and reaction occurs by the formation of relatively uniform layers 
at the interface. Several reaction products are possible in a system that starts with pure SiC in 
Ti, these include TiC, silicides and mixed carbides, in practice, multiple layers consisting of 
TiC, TigSi3  and Ti3 SiC2  have been produced.
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1.4 Matrix Alloys
Fibre reinforced metals have been produced using a wide variety of matrix alloys based 
on magnesium, aluminium, titanium, copper and nickel systems. Most attention has been 
directed to aluminium alloys due to their low density, good corrosion resistance and high 
tensile strengths. Historically, most matrix alloys have been chosen either to compare 
unreinforced with reinforced versions, or to facilitate the process of manufacture. Very few 
workers have rigorously examined the role of the matrix regarding the performance of the 
composite beyond considering the effect of fibre/m atrix attack and degradation of fibre 
strength. Factors such as matrix hardening are only now beginning to be considered.
Increasing the yield stress of aluminium alloys can be achieved by chemical, dispersion 
or precipitation hardening to restrict the motion of dislocations through the alloy. 
Precipitation hardening is one of the most effective ways to strengthen an alloy and by varying 
the heat treatment a range of alloy strengths can be achieved. The growth of precipitates 
within the alloy matrix depends primarily on the alloy content, the prior thermo-mechanical 
history and the ageing treatment. For a specific alloy composition, adjustment of the ageing 
treatment can lead to different matrix properties and allows the effect of matrix strength on 
composite properties to be studied. The aluminium-copper binary system is a classic example of 
a precipitation hardening system and has been extensively studied by other workers. The 
highest strength aluminium casting alloy is also based on the Al-Cu system but with additions 
of Mg, Zn and Ag. These systems will now be examined in some detail.
1.4.1 Al-Cu Binary Alloys
Age hardening was first observed by Wilm in 1911 when he noticed that an increase in 
hardness occurred in Al-Cu alloys with time. Mercia et al [22] suggested that the increase in 
hardness was attributable to precipitation of CuAl2  from the supersaturated solid solution due 
to the decrease in solubility of CuAl2  with temperature. From X-ray work carried out
independently by Guinier [23, 24, 25] and Preston [26, 27] the precipitation of the equilibrium 
phase CuAl2  was found to be ihe final product of a sequence, which may be written as;
CP zones ^  0" 0' -> 0 (CuAl2 > 1.9
The aluminium-rich end of the aluminium-copper phase diagram is shown in figure 1.4 and
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includes the metastable GP zone, 0" and 0' solvuses.
CP zones are essentially copper-rich clusters in the aluminium lattice. They are 
coherent with the matrix and form on {100} aluminium matrix planes. The exact structure of GP 
zones is still unresolved, although there is experimental evidence that supports the model 
proposed by Gerold [28]. Gerold's model consists of a monolayer of copper atoms that are 
associated with a rearrangement of the stacking of the aluminium {100} planes. The strain 
associated with the zone structure proposed by Gerold differs from that observed by Auvray et 
al [29], although they confirmed that the zone was essentially 100% Cu as proposed by Gerold. 
Direct quenching experiments have shown that GP zones play a role in the nucléation of 0". 
Baur [30] has proposed that the first step in 0" formation is a monolayer GP zone, followed by 
the addition of layers of copper atoms on either side of the GP zone, forming the 0 " structure, see 
figure 1.5.
As ageing continues, the phase 0" forms as a fully coherent plate-like precipitate on 
{100}^] lattice planes. In an attempt to relate the precipitation sequence to the ageing curves of
Al-Cu, Silcock et al [31] repeated the X-ray work of Guinier and Preston and correlated their 
results with the ageing curves of Hardy [32]. This work resulted in some modification to the 
structures proposed by Guinier and Preston.
Since the original work by Guinier, Preston and Silcock, further work on the structure 
and mechanisms of nucléation has been conducted, which has verified the structures and lattice 
parameters of the 0' and 0 precipitates as given by Silcock, figure 1.6. The nucléation of 0' first 
occurs on dislocations and as ageing proceeds, bands of 0 ' form parallel to the initial 
precipitates. Since this process is independent of the presence of GPl or 0 ", Lorimer [28] has 
proposed that nucléation of successive plates of 0 ' occurs within the strain fields of prior 
nucleated 0 '.
The equilibrium 0  phase is body centred tetragonal with a = 6.066 Â and c = 4.874 A and 
is incoherent. Nucléation of 0  has been found to occur at planar interfaces such as grain 
boundaries or 0 ' interfaces [33] and at least six different orientation relationships with the 
matrix have been reported.
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1.4.2 Al-Cu-Mg Alloys
The aluminium-rich end of the Al-Cu-Mg ternary phase diagram is shown in figure 1.7. 
Al-Cu-Mg alloys have been reported as showing a faster response to ageing than Al-Cu alloys 
containing similar amounts of copper [34,35]. This has been attributed to the increased number 
of vacancies that are retained on quenching Al-Mg alloys [36]. Due to the various phase fields 
present in the Al-rich comer of the phase diagram, the precipitation sequence is dependent on 
the Cu:Mg ratio. For alloys lying in the a  + S region, the precipitation sequence begins with the 
formation of ordered clusters of copper and magnesium atoms [35, 37] designated GPB zones. 
These form as rods along <100>^p A second zone formation, GPB 2, has been suggested for
ageing above 190®C [35]. The rise to peak hardness has been associated with the precipitation 
of S' laths [37, 38] which are nucleated on dislocations. As the S' precipitates grow and 
transform to S, softening occurs. S' is semi-coherent, nucleates on dislocations to form laths on 
{2 1 0 } ^  along <1 0 0 > ^i directions and is orthorhombic, a = 4.04 A, b = 9.25 A, c = 7.18 A. The S 
phase is best described as Al2 CuMg with an orthorhombic structure [39], a = 4.0 A, b = 9.23 A, c = 
7.14 A.
The precipitation sequence of Al-Cu-Mg alloys lying within the a  + S + 0 region is a 
combination of the sequences found for Al-Cu binaries and Al-Cu-Mg alloys lying within tiie a  + 
S region as described above.
1.4.3 Al-Cu-Mg-Ag Alloys
Addition of 0.5 wt% silver to Al-Cu-Mg alloys whose Cu:Mg ratio is such that the 
alloy lies in the a  + S part of the phase diagram has been investigated by a number of workers 
[38-40]. These workers conclude that additions of silver does not change the form of the ageing 
curve; the rate of formation of intermediate phases is accelerated and higher peak hardnesses 
are achieved. The effects are most pronounced in the temperature range 120-220®C. Studies 
[38,39] using transmission electron microscopy have shown that additions of silver alters the 
dispersion and morphology of the precipitates resulting in the precipitation of a T phase 
(AlgCu Mg4 ) [41]. It has been suggested that the precipitation of the T phase in preference to S'
is due to silver reducing the number of quenched-in vacancies so lowering the number of 
dislocation sites available for S' nucléation. Plastic deformation has been found to suppress T
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precipitation.
The addition of silver to Al-Cu-Mg alloys rich in copper results in a change in the 
precipitation sequence [42, 43]. S phase formation is suppressed and the formation of a CuAl2
precipitate on {1 1 1 } aluminium planes occurs. Auld [44] determined ttie structure of this phase to 
be monoclinic with a = b = 0.496 nm, c = 0.848 nm and g = 120.6®. Since silver additions are 
ineffective at altering the precipitation sequence of Al-Cu binary alloys, Taylor et al [42] 
speculated that a silver-magnesium compound, MggAg, might be responsible for the nucléation
of this new phase having observed that additions of magnesium and silver in the atomic ratio 
of 3:1 appeared to be optimal for the formation of these precipitates. This view is supported by 
Polmear [40] in that both Mg and Ag are required to alter the alloy's response to ageing. Kerry 
and Scott [43] carried out a detailed TEM examination of this type of alloy and using electron 
diffraction data concluded that the precipitate, now designated W, was hexagonal, a = 0.496 
nm, c = 0.701 nm with orientation relationships [0001]^^//[1H]A1 / [1010]\Y//[H0]A1- They also
concluded that the very long streaking observed in the selected area diffraction patterns 
indicated a regular faulting through the precipitate thickness.
1.5 Precipitation Hardening Matrices
Relatively little attention has so far been paid to the effects of matrix hardening on 
the performance of metal matrix composites, although a number of papers have recently started 
to appear in the literature to re-address this deficiency. Many workers have applied 
conventional heat treatment procedures to both particulate and short fibre reinforced alloys 
and have commented on the disappointing response to age hardening that has resulted. Abis 
and Donzelli [45] have followed the age hardening response of a discontinuous alumino-silicate 
fibre reinforced Al-4.5 wt% Cu alloy, compared with the unreinforced alloy, using hardness and 
differential scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurements. They found that the hardening 
response for the composite was less but faster than the unreinforced matrix and that the DSC 
traces of the composite showed no evidence for GP zone formation, while the 0' endotherm was 
shifted to a lower temperature. They inferred that the lack of GP zone formation was probably 
due to vacancy annihilation by an increase in dislocation density associated with the large 
thermal strains generated during quenching due to the large difference between fibre and matrix
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coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE).
Friend and Luxton [46] have studied the response of Saffil fibre reinforced 6061 to age 
hardening using resistivity and hardness measurements. With die use of cross plots of hardness 
and resistivity against ageing temperature (isochronal ageing) they showed that GPB zones 
are absent in the ageing sequence for the composite and that the response to ageing as measured 
by variation in hardness decreased as the fibre volume fraction increased from 0 to 26 %. They 
concluded that the fibre/matrix interfaces were acting as vacancy sinks, the reduction of 
quenched in vacancies retarded GPB zone formation in the composites, and hence precipitation 
of p' on lattice defects such as dislocations was encouraged.
Papazian [47] has carried out a detailed study of SiC whisker reinforced alloys using 
DSC techniques to study the precipitation sequences and kinetics in 2124, 2219, 6061 and 7475 
aluminium alloy composites made by powder metallurgy (PM) and by casting routes. He 
concluded that the age hardening sequences were the same as for the unreinforced alloys. The 
kinetics of GP zone formation and dissolution and intermediate precipitate formation were 
accelerated for both the composites and the control unreinforced matrices made by PM, but not 
the 7475 composites that were made by the casting route. The volume fraction of GP zones 
formed in the composites were significantly less than in the unreinforced alloys, regardless of 
fabrication route. The presence of SiC whiskers also resulted in alloys such as 6061 becoming 
quench sensitive
Christman and Suresh [48] have also carried out an investigation into the response of a 
SiC whisker reinforced 2124 aluminium alloy to age hardening using microhardness, resistivity 
measurements and TEM. They found that the dislocation density in the composite matrix was 
significantly higher than in an unreinforced alloy, of the same composition, which had 
undergone exactly the same processing route. Their results also showed that the composite 
exhibited an accelerated response to ageing due to heterogeneous precipitation of S' on 
dislocations, but no precipitate free zones adjacent to fibre/matrix interfaces were detected.
Virtually no work on the effects of matrix hardening in continuous fibre reinforced 
metals has been published, presumably because most workers have concentrated on methods of 
fabrication, fibre/matrix compatibility and investigation of the fibre dominated properties.
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Dhingra and Gulbransen [49] recently published some work carried out in the late 1960's on the 
effect of matrix strengthening in boron fibre reinforced magnesium alloys. They reported that 
increased matrix strength resulted in increased transverse and longitudinal shear strength in 
the composite, but led to a reduction in longitudinal flexural strength.
The presence of increased dislocation densities in short fibre composites, due to thermal 
strains, clearly affects the ageing of these materials. Direct observation by a number of workers 
has shown that tlie fibre ends are far more effective at 'punching' out dislocations into the 
matrix, than the central areas of the reinforcement [47, 48].
1.6 Fabrication Methods for Fibre Reinforced Metals
Fabrication of early FRM model systems such as tungsten fibre reinforced copper was by 
conventional casting techniques due to the excellent wettability of tungsten by copper. Attempts 
to manufacture boron fibre reinforced aluminium in the early 1960's using similar methods, 
however, proved highly unsuccessful due to poor wettability and degradation of the fibre when 
exposed to molten aluminium. This led to the development and exploitation of diffusion 
bonding as the main fabrication technique for B-Al composites produced in the USA in the 
1970's. At around the same time, techniques such as plasma spraying of CVD fibres to produce 
monolayer tapes for subsequent diffusion bonding were being successfully used.
Liquid metal infiltration techniques such as pressure casting or squeeze casting re- 
emerged with the development of fibres more resistant to attack by molten aluminium for short 
periods of time.
Numerous methods to manufacture FRMs have been developed, but only a few have 
reached commercialisation and it is these fabrication methods that will now be outlined.
1.6.1 Plasma Spraying
Kreider [50] first suggested the use of a plasma to deposit a layer of matrix material 
onto a set of fibres. The process consists of winding fibres onto a mandrel with a fixed pitch, 
then drops of the matrix alloy are carried by a low temperature plasma jet to the mandrel 
surface, coating the fibres with a matrix layer. This is removed and further consolidated by hot 
isostatic pressing or diffusion bonding (see below).
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1.6.2 Diffusion Bonding
Diffusion bonding is the solid-state joining of metals caused by the diffusion of atoms 
across the joint interface at temperatures below the melting point of the parent metal. The 
process variables consist of time, temperature, pressure and surface finish.
A typical bonding procedure [51] involves the stacking of alternate metal foils and fibre 
monofilaments between heated metal platens at 550®C and applying a pressure of 69 MPa for 10 
minutes.
A major problem when diffusion bonding aluminium is the presence of its tenacious oxide 
that acts as a diffusion barrier. Various methods have been tried to remove or minimise the 
oxide problem, such as by chemically cleaning the surface immediately prior to bonding and 
using an inert atmosphere or vacuum, or by ion cleaning followed by ion plating a thin layer of 
silver [52] to protect the clean surface. In either case, it is usually essential to use sufficient 
bonding pressure to cause -  5-10% plastic deformation at the joint to disrupt any remaining 
oxide film and to ensure an atomic scale fit.
1.6.3 Squeeze Casting
Squeeze casting was developed in the Soviet Union [53] in the 1940s as a method to 
avoid casting defects such as gas and shrinkage porosity and has been applied to a variety of 
metals such as aluminium, steel, copper, etc. The process consists of introducing the molten alloy 
into a die cavity and applying mechanical pressure by means of a piston while solidification 
occurs. The levels of pressure applied (typically 100-250 MPa) are sufficient to raise the 
liquidus and solidus temperatures by 10-40®C. Hence, by careful control of melt temperature, 
application of pressure results in rapid solidification with a fine grain size, no porosity and 
enhanced mechanical properties compared with a conventional cast component.
The process has been adapted for the fabrication of FRMs and particularly for the 
production of automotive diesel pistons reinforced with discontinuous alumina fibres on an 
industrial basis.
1.6.4 Liquid Metal Infiltration
The adoption of conventional squeeze casting to produce FRMs opened up the potential 
for the low cost manufacture of net-shaped components in high volume. The high pressures used
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in squeeze casting can, however, lead to displacement, compression and even fracture of fibre 
preforms. The process is also somewhat limited in component size because the high applied 
pressures require large and expensive presses. Work at ARE Portland, during the early 1980's, 
showed that lower applied pressures could be used and significant simplification and increased 
flexibility could be achieved by gas pressure applied to the melt [54] rather than by using a 
matching die and ram. A schematic of the process is shown in figure 1.8, fibres are loaded into 
the die that is closed and heated. Both the die and pressure vessel are evacuated before the 
application of pressure to tiie surface of tiie melt, forcing molten alloy up the riser tube, into the 
die cavity and infiltrating the fibre preform. On cooling, the component is removed and the 
cycle repeated.
1.7 Factors Affecting Liquid Metal Infiltration
1.7.1 Matrix Alloying
The addition of alloying elements to pure aluminium can directly affect the fabrication 
and mechanical properties of the composite in a number of distinct ways; these include wetting, 
fibre degradation and matrix hardening.
Over the years, much effort has been expended on the effect of alloying additions to 
aluminium alloys in an attempt to improve the wetting characteristics of SiC, alumina and 
carbon based fibres. Alloying has been mainly aimed at reducing the contact angle between the 
fibre and the liquid metal by modifying the matrix interfacial energy term or by limited 
reaction with the fibre [55]. The presence of an oxide film on the liquid aluminium metal surface 
and another associated with the fibre (e.g. Si02 on SiC) may seriously hinder wetting. As a
result, a sharp transition from non-wetting to wetting is often observed at a critical threshold 
temperature [17, 56]. Most fundamental wetting studies have been carried out with extremely 
pure components that bear little resemblance to tiie carbon, alumina and silicon carbide fibres 
commercially available for reinforcing aluminium alloys. Rossi et al [57] has found that 
infiltration of carbon fibres with liquid aluminium can only be achieved by repeated chemical 
washing of the fibre bundle to remove contaminants.
Wetting is favoured by the formation of strong chemical bonds and is often accompanied 
by mutual dissolution or reaction at the interface. Any reactions tend to be detrimental to the
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mechanical properties of the fibres and so a compromise m ust be achieved between the 
contradictory requirements of good wetting and no chemical reaction. Carbon fibres tend to react 
readily with most metals to form carbides, while alumina fibres are very stable but have poor 
wettability w ith aluminium except when the matrix is alloyed with either lithium or 
magnesium. The best compromise between wetting and stability seems to be offered by SiC fibres 
and may be due to the presence of a stable Si0 2  film that provides a barrier to reaction [17] and 
yet can be wetted by molten aluminium, by reduction of the Si0 2  [58].
Various approaches have been developed using coatings applied to the fibres or by 
alloying elements to the matrix to improve wettability while limiting any reaction. Coatings 
applied to carbon fibres include metallic coatings such as nickel, silver, chromium and copper 
deposited by electrolysis [59,60, 61]. Surface treatments by liquid sodium followed by a molten 
Sn-2% Mg alloy [62] or by applying a CVD layer of titanium boride or carbide [60] have also 
been tried with some success. A different approach has been proposed by Rocher et al [63] who 
employed a fluoride compound K2 ZrF^ deposited from aqueous solution to wet SiC with molten 
aluminium. They suggested that the fluoride species caused the dissolution of the AI2 O 3  
barrier as the liquid front propagated through the fibre network.
Elements that have a high affinity for oxygen lower the interfacial tension between 
liquid metals and oxides. In the presence of oxidising molecules these elements also segregate 
toward the free liquid surface. Even in a perfect vacuum, the lower surface tension of molten 
alkali and alkaline-earth metals causes their surface adsorption.
The most efficient alloying element reported to promote wetting is lithium and 
additions of this element have been successfully employed in the manufacture of aluminium 
reinforced alumina fibre composites [64, 65, 6 6 , 67]. Magnesium has also been reported as 
beneficial in improving wettability [65] and other alloying elements that have been suggested 
include bismuth, indium, lead and thallium [6 8 ].
Any alloy addition to the pure matrix will result in some increase in matrix strength by 
a combination of solid solution, dispersion and precipitation hardening, resulting in a 
modification to the transverse properties. The addition of alloying elements aimed at 
improving wettability may not be beneficial to the mechanical properties of the matrix. For
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example, when nickel coated carbon fibres are infiltrated with molten Al, extremely brittle 
intermetallics (NiAlg, Ni2 Alg) are formed. Preferential segregation of certain alloying
elements to the fibre-matrix interface may also deplete the matrix, so reducing its response to 
hardening.
1.7.2 Applied Pressure
A number of examples have been quoted in the literature where the interface chemistry 
between the fibre and the matrix have been modified by alloying or by use of fibre surface 
coatings to allow wetting and hence fabrication by atmospheric casting techniques. Addition of 
2-3 wt% lithium to aluminium has been found to promote wetting of FP Alumina fibres (DuPont) 
[64, 65], graded carbon rich coatings have been applied to CVD SiC fibres, whilst fluorides [63] 
have been used to promote wetting of carbon or SiC based fibres with aluminium. Metallic 
coatings have also been used with limited success.
Where the contact angle between the fibre and the molten alloy is high enough to 
preclude wetting, penetration of a fibre network can be achieved only by the application of a 
pressure gradient.
There are two main sources of resistance to infiltration, the former is the effect of 
enforced meniscus curvature at the melt front and the latter is the resistance to fluid flow 
through the network of fibres. The first is described by the Kelvin equation;
AP = 2 y Z ( l /  r j  l.lO
where AP is the pressure drop across a surface with a radius of curvature rj and a surface tension
Y (taken as 0.84 Jm"^ for aluminium [69]). The radius of curvature imposed on the front will 
depend on the fibre radius r, volume fraction Wf and packing geometry. If no wetting occurs tiien 
rj corresponds to half the interfibre spacing.
Resistance to viscous fluid flow through the interstitial channels must also be overcome 
by the applied pressure. Rigorous analysis of such flow is very complex, but an approximate 
solution for fluid flowing transversely through a unidirectional bundle of obstacles is given by 
the Blake-Kozeny equation [70] (assuming lamina flow);
V,dP -  = 16.8V, 1.11
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dP
where —— is the pressure gradient, V the fluid flow velocity, \i the dynamic viscosity (~ 10"^ 
dZ
Pa.s"^ for aluminium [71]).
The addition of these two terms gives the minimum pressure required to infiltrate a 
particular fibre preform and an indication of the approximate speed of the melt front through 
the fibre preform.
Calculation of infiltration pressures required for Nicalon or Sigma CVD SiC fibres 
show that complete infiltration can be achieved at considerably lower pressures than are 
commonly used in current squeeze casting practice, providing solidification occurs after 
infiltration has been completed.
The above analysis assumes that infiltration occurs at temperatures such that no 
solidification occurs during the infiltration process. Mortensen et al [72] have carried out a 
detailed analysis of the liquid metal infiltration problem that considers fluid flow, heat 
transfer and solidification during infiltration. They have derived expressions to predict the 
extent of one dimensional infiltration into a preform under constant pressure by a pure metal.
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and for flow perpendicular to the fibre axis, Mortensen et al [72] derived the following 
expression based upon the calculations of Sangani and Acrivos [74] (valid for Vf = 0.2 to n/4);
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where Cg and are the heat capacity and conductivity of the composite respectively and 
is the heat capacity of the matrix. By choosing a range of different boundary conditions, 
Mortensen et al obtained analytic solutions to various simple infiltration situations. They 
concluded that fibre volume fraction and temperature had a major influence on infiltration 
kinetics, while melt superheat had only a minor effect. For the case of external heat extraction, 
flow ceases when solidification chokes the supply of further liquid metal.
Experimental work by Masur et al [75] has shown excellent agreement with the 
theoretical work by Mortensen et al for the infiltration of Saffil preforms with 99.999% A1 
under constant pressure. The impurity level of the metal, however, was found to have a 
significant effect, a reduction to 99.9% A1 resulted in a much lower permeability for the preform 
suggesting that the impurities influence the mode of solidification.
1.7.3 Presence of Fibres
Solidification of an alloy is controlled by a number of factors that include latent heat of 
fusion, viscosity, thermal conductivity, freezing range and alloy content. Conventional as-cast 
hypo-eutectic structures typically consist of primary aluminium rich dendrites surrounded by 
areas of enriched solute or second phase. This type of microstructure is commonly characterised 
by the secondary dendrite arm spacing that is directly dependent on solidification rate. The 
presence of numerous interfaces in the form of aligned fibres would be expected to exert an effect 
on the cast structure.
In the case of hypo-eutectic Al-Si alloys, extensive eutectic regions were reported to 
surround the fibres [71, 76, 77, 78], silicon platelets tend to nucleate on several reinforcements 
ranging from carbon to Si0 2  and AI2 O 3  particles for low volume fraction composites [71,79, 80,
81] and the eutectic is consequently somewhat modified. It was also observed that in hyper­
eutectic alloys the primary silicon phase grew from the fibres into the inter-fibre spacing [76, 
79].
Al-Mg alloys were reported to display a fine grain size with Saffil fibres [71], the 
eutectic phase was predominantly associated with the fibres. In other studies, second phases
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are also found to segregate to the fibre-matrix and inter-fibre boundaries [77,82, S3].
Al-Li alloys used as matrices for Dupont’s FP Alumina fibre showed evidence of only 
small amounts of Al-Li intermetallics within the matrix itself [67], probably due to the 
formation of 0.5-1 pm thick interfacial reaction layers consisting of LiAlgOg [84].
In the case of Al-Cu alloys, the primary aluminium dendrites are located between the 
fibres with the CuAl2  eutectic phase precipitated on the fibres and between individual
dendrite arms [71,85,86,87,88,45-49]. Appropriate etching and electron microprobe scans have 
shown that the levels of Cu decrease radially from the fibre surface to a minimum in the inter­
fibre region. Fukunaga et al [89] observed that increasing the applied pressure during squeeze 
casting reduced the amount of eutectic present. They postulated that the observed structures 
were due to a solidification process whereby the a phase first nucleates and grows on the cold 
fibres, the solute enriched liquid being rejected to the centre of the inter-fibre regions. At a later 
stage in the solidification sequence, shrinkage occurred allowing a film of Cu-rich liquid to seep 
between the fibres and the primary phase. They considered that pressure caused rapid 
solidification at the fibre-matrix interface due to enhanced thermal contact.
An investigation into the effects of solidification rate on the microstructure of a metal 
matrix composite has recently been carried out by Gungor et al [8 8 ]. They examined an Al-4.5 
wt% Cu alloy reinforced with 55 %Vf FP Alumina fibres produced by a pressure infiltration 
method. Samples were remelted then solidified at three cooling rates resulting in secondary 
dendrite arm spacing (SADS) smaller than, equivalent to, and greater than the inter-fibre 
spacing. They found that for short cooling times the fibres had little effect on the 
microsegregation of the solute. For cooling rates where the SADS was similar to the inter-fibre 
spacing, the eutectic was found to extend between fibres and was heavily concentrated at the 
fibre-matrix interface. The microstructure obtained by slow cooling rates was strongly 
influenced by the presence of fibres, microsegregation was significantly reduced, back-diffusion 
of solute from the solid-liquid interface into the growth elements of the primary phase was 
assumed to be occurring.
1.8 Theoretical Modelling of Fibre Reinforced Metals
In order to gain an understanding of the way in which metal matrix composites behave.
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it is useful to be able to predict how ttie properties of a metal will change when reinforced with 
ceramic fibres. While a completely accurate theoretical solution is not yet available, certain 
simplistic approaches can be used to provide useful information, for comparative work, and as 
an aid in understanding the behaviour of this class of materials.
Fibre reinforced composites behave as general orthotropic solids, the physical, 
thermal and mechanical properties required for structural analysis include density, heat 
capacity, thermal heat conductivities, thermal expansion coefficients. Young's moduli, shear 
moduli and strengths. Except for density and heat capacity, all other properties are defined 
with respect to three mutually orthogonal directions which are taken to coincide with the 
planes of elastic symmetry in the composite as shown in figure 1.9.
Mechanical theories of composites based on constituent properties have been developed 
to predict die overall composite behaviour based on micromechanics and macromechanics.
1.8.1 Micromechanics
Micromechanics use the constituent fibre and matrix properties to predict simple 
uniaxial lamina properties. There are two basic approaches to the micromechanics of composite 
materials, these are elasticity theory and a mechanics of materials approach.
Elasticity theory can be subdivided into techniques to provide approximate, bounded or 
exact solutions [90]. The majority of tiiese techniques are very complex and unsuitable as part of 
a routine design procedure. However, Halpin and Tsai [91] have developed an interpolation 
method that provides a good approximation to the more complicated micromechanical theories 
and agrees well with experimental data.
The mechanics of materials approach is based on certain simplified assumptions 
concerning the mechanical behaviour of composite materials, from which may be derived the 
Rule of Mixtures and estimates for some of the lamina properties [92, 93]. Hopkins and Chamis 
[94] have developed a set of micromechanical equations, especially for metal matrix 
composites, which predict mechanical and thermal properties as well as constituent 
microstresses, which have been validated by comparison with results calculated using finite 
element analysis. This approach leads to the following expressions for lamina stiffnesses, 
standard notation has been used and subscripts m and f refer to matrix and fibre properties
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resp ectively ;
^ 1 1  “  V(E„, 1.17
E2 2  = E „((l -  V ) + V  /  (1 -  V ( 1  -  E „ /  E ,,J )) 1.18
G , 2  = G „((l -  V ) +  V  /  (1 -  V(1 -  G „ /  G ,„))) 1.19
Gj, =  G 3 , =  G „((l -  V) + V  /  (1 -  V(1 -  G„ /  G , 3 3  ))) 1 . 2 0
V,2 = V „V „ +  V,Vn, 
E „ ,
1 . 2 1
1 . 2 2
where V = VVf and = 1-Vf. Physical properties such as density, p, specific heat capacity, C,
thermal conductivity, K and coefficients of thermal expansion, a , are given by;
P =  VmPm + VfPf 1.23
Q  =  ^mPm^m + ^fPf^f  ^24
P
K n = V ^ K ^ 4-V fK f,, 1.25
^22  =  K „ (l “  V) + (VK^ /  (1 -  V(1 -  /  K ,,,))) 1.26
2 27
Ell
^22 “  ®33 ~  ^£22^ +  ^f^mEfn /  Ejj )0t^ 1.28
while lamina strengths are predicted by the following equations;
0 .ii= 0 tfn V , +  V „ 0 „  1.29
<J.22 =  /  (1 -  V(1 -  (E„ /  E ,^) V(1 + Y(Y - 1 )  +  ((Y -1)^ ) /  3))) 1.30
Ocii =  ^ (V ,E ,„ a ^  /  (3V „)) 1.31
Oc22 = (^ c m /(l-V (1  -  (E„ /  E ,^) V(1 +  Y(Y - 1 )  +  ((Y -1)^ ) /  3))) 1.32
0,2 =  a »  /  (1 -  V(1 -  (G „ /  G ,„) V(1 +  Z(Z - 1 )  +  ((Z  - I f ) /  3))) 1.33
where subscripts t and c refer to tensile and compressive strengths and;
X = V(JC/(4V,)) 1.34
Y = (X -  (E„ /  E,^ ) /  (1 -  V(1 -  E„ /  E„, ))) /  (X -1) 1.35
Z = (X -  (G„ /  G,„ ) /  (1 -  V(1 -  G„ /  G,„ ))) /  (X - 1) 1.36
1.8.2 Longitudinal Tensile Strength and Weibull Statistics
The tensile strength of a composite depends on a number of factors that include the fibre 
strength and Weibull modulus within the composite as a result of the fabrication process, the
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resp ectively ;
Eii = V„E„ + V,E,„ 1.17
E3 2  = E„((l -  V) + V /  (1 -  V(1 -  E„ /  E,„ ))) 1.18
_  Gi, = G „ ( ( 1 - V ) + V /( 1 - V ( 1 - G „ /G ,„ ) ) )  1.19
(  G „ = G ^  G „((l -  V )+ V /  (1 -  V(1 -  G„ /  G,^))) 1.20
/
. „ ' v ,j=V „v„+ V ,v,ij 1.21
2^3 = '^ 32=-^ ----1 1-22
where V = VVf and = 1-Vf. Physical properties such as density, p, specific heat capacity, C, 
thermal conductivity, K and coefficients of thermal expansion, a, are given by;
P — ^mPm +  V fPf
^  — ^mPm^m ^ fP f^ f   ^24
P
K n=V ^K .+V ,K ,„ 1.25
= K„(1 -  V) + (VK„ /  (1 -  V(1 -  K„ /  K»2))) 1.26
« 1 1 -  =
Ml
(X22 = OC33 =cXf22V + (1 —V)(l + VfVjjjEfn /Ejj)ajj, 1.28
while lamina strengths are predicted by the following equations;
^tll ~
0 , 2 2  =  a »  /  (1 -  V(1 -  (E„ /  E„, ) V(1 + Y(Y - 1 ) + ((Y - 1 ) ' ) /3 ) ) )  1.30
®cll = (^V(E(i,Ocm /  (3V„)) 1.31
Oc22 = Oon /(1  -  V(1 - (E„ / E,„)V(1 + Y(Y-1 ) + ((Y-1 )')/3 )))  1.32
0.2 = o„ /  (1 -  v ( l  -  (G„ /  G„, ) V(1 + Z(Z - 1) + ( ( Z - I f ) / 3))) 1.33
where subscripts t and c refer to tensile and compressive strengths and;
X = V(JC/(4V,)) 1.34
Y = (X -  (E„ /  E„j) /  (1 -  V(1 -  E„ /  E,^))) /  (X -1 ) 1.35
Z = (X -  (G„ /  G„, ) /  (1 -  V(1 -  G„ /  G„, ))) /  (X -1 ) 1.36
1.8.2 Longitudinal Tensile Strength and Weibull Statistics
The tensile strengtti of a composite depends on a number of factors that include the fibre 
strength and Weibull modulus within the composite as a result of the fabrication process, the
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presence and thickness of any reaction zone, the strength of the fibre/matrix interface and tfie 
matrix itself.
The longitudinal tensile strength of any composite is mainly controlled by the strength 
distribution of the reinforcement itself. In the case of fibres their strength variation is best 
described by a statistical approach using the Weibull distribution. Incorporation of a bundle of 
fibres into a matrix to form a composite allows broken fibres to still transfer load to adjacent 
fibres by shear. The efficiency of this load sharing is controlled by tiie fibre/matrix interfacial 
bond, or by the matrix itself if the interfadal bond strength exceeds the matrix shear strength. 
The matrix, therefore, has some effect on the tensile properties of the composite even though it 
is only of secondary importance. If on the other hand a reaction zone is formed as a result of 
reaction during fabrication then a significant reduction in overall composite strength can occur.
A brief review of Weibull statistics as applicable to fibre strength will be followed by 
a consideration of single fibre composite behaviour, before examining some of the models that 
have been developed to explain the failure of fibre reinforced metal composites.
The statistical interpretation of fibre strength started with the work of Weibull [95] 
who derived a model to describe the failure of a brittle solid due to the catastrophic growth of 
pre-existing defects, failure at the most serious defect results in immediate failure of the entire 
sample. It is assumed that the defects are homogeneously distributed throughout the sample, or 
in the case of a fibre along its length. It is also assumed that the strength distribution along a 
fibre is of the same form as between individual fibres. This leads to a weak link type model 
where units of length Lg, each has a failure stress Ofj. If Pj(a) is the probability of failure due 
to an applied stress a for one unit, then the probability that unit survives is l-P^(G). For a chain 
of N units the cumulative failure probability P^ is;
P„ = l-(l-P ,(a))'^  137
for very large N
P„ = 1 -  exp(-NPj (a)) 1.38
and since N is proportional to the length L of the fibre;
P = 1 -  exp(-(L /  L^)0(a)) 1.39
where 0(a) is an unknown function which Weibull assumed to obey a power law relation such
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th a t;
0(a) = ( a /a ' ) “* 1.40
where c  is the applied stress and o' a constant scale parameter with the same dimensions as 
stress. The exponent m is dimensionless and called the Weibull modulus. The resultant 
cumulative failure probability function P is given by;
P = 1 -  exp(-(L /  L J (a  / o ' D  l.4i
which is normally written as
P = l “ e x p (-L (a /a o D  1.42
where L is the gauge length in metres and Oq no longer has simple units of stress. This equation
can be transformed into a linear function by taking log-logs;
ln(-ln(l -  P)) -  ln(L) = mln(a) -mln(Co) 1.43
This equation enables experimental measurement of fibre strength as a function of gauge length
to be used to determine the various parameters by carrying out a Weibull plot and assuming
that the cumulative failure probability Pj at a particular stress o in these plots is given by;
P: = 1.44
‘ 1 + n
where nj is the number of fibres that have fractured at or below a stress o and n is the total 
number of fibres tested.
The average fracture stress of fibres of gauge length L is given by;
< a  >= +1 /  m) l .45
where F is the gamma function and for common values of m = 5-30 found for high performance 
fibres: F (l-l/m ) = 0.95 ± 0.03 [96]. This equation shows that the average fracture stress depends 
on the gauge length.
Weibull statistics can also be used to determine the failure stress for a bundle of fibres 
where there is no interfibre interaction.
1.46
where e is the base of the natural logarithm. The bundle efficiency, bg, as determined by the 
ratio of the bundle strength to average fibre strength for the same gauge length is given by;
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1.8.3 Single Fibre Composites
The load applied to a FRM is transferred to individual fibres by matrix shear across 
the fibre/matrix interface. For the model case where a single fibre is embedded in a matrix and 
stressed/ then according to Kelly and Tyson [97] the fibre should fracture into fragments until a 
minimum length Lg is reached. Cox [98] derived expressions for tensile stresses in the fibre and
shear stresses in the matrix using a shear-lag model, assuming that both the fibre and matrix 
are stressed elastically, a perfect bond exists between fibre and matrix and there is no load 
transfer through the fibre ends. For a fibre of length L in a matrix under general strain e, Cox 
obtained the following equations;
a(x) = e,E, = (E, -  E„ )e[l -  (cosh(B(L /  2 -  x)) /  cosh(BL /  2)] 1.48
T(x) = (rBa, /  2XE, -  E„ )[(sinh(B(L /  2 -  x)) /  cosh(BL /  2)] /  E„ 1.49
where ef is the axial fibre strain, r is the fibre radius and B is given by;
B =  (l/r )[E „ /((l+ v „ X E ,-E „ )ln (r„ /r ))] 1.50
where is the Poisson’s ratio of the matrix and r ^  is the separation between fibres. Figure 
1.10 shows the variation of o(x) and x(x) for a fibre of length L > L^. Cox's analysis fails to take 
into account adhesion across the fibre end faces or the effect of local stress concentrations near 
fibre ends and leads to the following relationship between fibre critical aspect ratio and 
fibre/matrix moduli;
L ,/r  = k ( E , / E . r  1-51
Recent work by Asloun et al [99] on single fibre polymer composites has established that Cox's 
model is consistent with their experimental results.
For the case where the matrix undergoes plastic deformation as in a fibre reinforced 
metal, Kelly and Davies [100] assumed that the shear strength at the interface is equal to the 
matrix shear stress such that is given by;
-t„= a [r /L , 1.52
A study of the fracture of single SiC monofilament composites has been carried out by Boniface 
et al [101] using acoustic emission to monitor the fibre fracture process. They used a single 
Textron SiC fibre of 140 pm diameter embedded in a 6061 matrix and given a T6  heat treatment. 
Over a 60 mm gauge length they recorded about 40 fractures giving a critical fibre length of 0.75
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mm. Using Kelly's analysis, and taking the matrix shear strength as 115 MPa, this gives an 
average fibre strength of ~ 1230 MPa. Boniface et al also determined the Weibull parameters of 
the fibres used before their composite manufacture, allowing the fibre strength at a gauge 
length of 1.5 mm to be calculated as ~ 5 GPa, a value four times the apparent fibre strength 
within the composite.
Similar work by Le Petitcorps et al [102] investigated individual, 100 pm diameter 
CVD SiC fibre reinforced aluminium or Al-7% Si-0.6% Mg alloy composites, and the effect of a 
Si0 2  coating on the fibre surface. Using a chemical dissolution method to extract broken fibre
segments, they found that for pure aluminium matrices fragmented fibres were greater than 2  
mm in length, suggesting a calculated fibre/matrix shear strength of 50 MPa and were 
independent of Si0 2  coating thickness. For an Al-Si-Mg alloy matrix, values of ranged from
0.7 to 2.0 mm.
1.8.4 Prediction of Composite Strength
Several simple models have been presented to predict the strength of composites. The 
most simplistic is the rule of mixtures (ROM) [97,103] where the composite strength is assumed 
to be given by the volume fraction times the average fibre failure strength plus the matrix 
contribution at the failure strain of the composite;
a ,= a ,V , + ( l-V ,)a „ ' 1.53
where o^n ^  matrix stress at the corresponding failure strain of the composite. This model 
neglects any scatter of fibre strength or the influence of interfacial bonding.
For the case where fibre reinforcement is ineffective, the composite strength is simply 
given by the rule of fibres (ROF);
a ,= ( l-V ,)a „ '  1.54
where stress concentration effects are ignored.
Ochiai et al [104] have developed a model to explain the observed decrease in 
composite strength as a function of increasing fibre/matrix reaction zone. Their model assumes 




where Ef is the fibre elastic modulus, G* is the critical strain energy release rate for the fibre, k 
is a constant and c is the reaction product width. For a defect within the reaction layer to act as 
a notch and extend into the fibre, the interfacial bond strength between the fibre and reaction 
layer must exceed a critical value otherwise debonding will occur and the fibre strength will be 
virtually unaffected. Ochiai et al have applied this type of model to a wide range of FRM 
systems and found good agreement with the published data of other workers.
Coleman proposed that for the case of very weak or no interfacial bonding, the 
composite strength was given by that of the fibre bundle, ignoring any matrix contribution [105];
Gg = 1.56
where L is the fibre gauge length, Oq and m are the Weibull constants and e is the base of tiie 
natural logarithm.
The Zweben model [106] considers the case of non-cumulative fracture and assumes that 
failure of the composite is associated with the onset of the first multiple fibre break. This 
gives rise to a lower bound for the composite strength;
where n is the total number of fibres in the composite. The strengths predicted by this model 
show reasonable agreement for small test samples, but are too low for large specimens.
Zweben [107] has further refined this model to consider the case of random failure of 
fibres that develop local stress perturbations due to local fibre unloading over a certain length 
dp Stress concentrations develop in adjacent unbroken fibres leading to an increased likelihood
of their failure. Fracture of these over-stressed fibres initiates a catastrophic failure of the 
entire composite. This lower bound is given by;
a , = V,<T J4nLd, (k“ -  158
where k is a geometric constant (equal to 1.146 for a square array of fibres) and ttie ineffective 








Like Zweben's earlier model, this more recent theory tends to drastically underestimate the
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strength of larger specimens and structures.
Rosen [108 has proposed an upper bound for the composite strength as predicted by 
Zweben;
Gj. =  GoVf(d,me)"^^“' 1.60
The Rosen model is only strictly applicable when the stress concentration factor is nearly unity, 
corresponding to a low value of interfacial bond strengtti, since no account is taken of the stress 
concentration arising from broken fibres.
To date, each of the models described above have been found to accurately predict 
failure strengths in some systems and not for others. This is borne out by the work of Ochiai and 
Osamura [109,110] who have studied the effects of interfacial bond strength, frictional stresses 
and the presence of fibre/matrix reaction zones on the tensile strength of a FRM using a Monte- 
Carlo simulation based on a two dimensional computer model. They have compared their 
simulated results with some of the models described above and found that by varying the fibre 
strength distribution or interfacial bond strength either agreement, or disagreement, with the 
various models was possible.
1.8.5 Transverse Strength of Composites
One of the most attractive features of FRMs is the potential for high transverse 
strengths based on precipitation hardened alloys. However, transverse strength depends not 
only on that of the matrix but on the interfacial strength and on the mechanism of composite 
failure. Quantitative descriptions of composite transverse failure use eitiier a micromechanics 
approach to derive the distribution of stresses and strains, or alternatively, transverse fracture 
toughness is assumed to control the transverse strength and failure strain.
Kies [111] put forward a theory to explain the dramatic reduction in strain to failure 
observed when glass fibres were added to a thermosetting resin. He proposed that since the 
fibres were significantly stiffer than the resin, most of the applied strain concentrates in the 
resin between the fibres. This strain concentration factor is a function of matrix and fibre moduli 
and increases with increasing fibre volume fraction. For a square packing geometry and 
expressing Kies’ original equations in terms of fibre volume fraction;
Emax /  Ej = (Jt /  Vf) /  (2E„ /  E, -  2 + (7t /  V,)) 1.61
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and for a hexagonal array;
/  Ê2 = (2« /  V, V3) /  (2E„ /  E, -  2 + (2n /  V, V3) 1.62
where e^ ^ x  the maximum strain in the matrix and E2  is the applied transverse strain. 
Corresponding equations are obtained for plain strain by modifying the effective moduli via 
the relation;
E '= E /( l-v ^ )  1.63
Garrett and Bailey [112] carried out a detailed investigation into the influence of resin 
flexibility on transverse failure strain of glass/polyester laminates. They found that Kies' 
theory was able to predict the general trend but not actual values with any accuracy. Even using 
the square array equation that predicts the lowest value for transverse failure strain, the 
model over predicted the experimental values, this disparity was assumed to be due to fibre 
bunching in the real composites causing premature cracking at local regions of high fibre volume 
fraction.
Cagger and Broutman [113] have examined the use of flexible resins in a glass mat 
composite and showed that, depending on the degree of matrix constraint, the triaxial stress 
that results in the resin can reduce the actual strain to failure to values far less than those 
measured under uniaxial tension.
The transverse strength of composites are often found to be less than the parent matrix. 
The simplest approach to considering how this strength reduction arises is to assume no bonding 
between fibre and matrix and to treat the composite as a matrix with a series of cylindrical 
holes [114]. If it is assumed that plastic flow relieves the stress concentration at the edges of 
the holes, then the strength will be controlled by the relative cross-sectional area of the 
remaining matrix giving for a square array;
and for a hexagonal array;
« 2  /  Om = 1 -  (2 V3V, /  n f ^  1.65
A non zero interfacial bond can be incorporated, modifying the above equations by simply 
adding a term for the interfacial strengdi [115], the equations then become;
« 2  =  «m -  (dm -O j)(4 V f 166
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and;
= ®m -  (Cm -  Ol )(2 V3V, /  JC)''^  1.67
respectively where Oj is the interfacial bond strength
Although the physical significance of the above approach is questionable using a 
weak-link argument, Marom and White [116] found that the equation for the hexagonal array 
fitted their experimental results for non-surface treated glass fibre /  epoxy composites for a 
range of fibre volume fractions assuming a value of 5 MPa for sj.
A model by Chamis [117] which uses a square array, assumes that the composite fails
immediately that the maximum predicted stress exceeds the uniaxial matrix strength and
neglects Poisson s effects describes the maximum stress concentration in the matrix as;
_  1 -V J 1 -(E „ /E ,)]
' l - ( 3 V , / j c r [ l - ( E „ /E ,) ]
where Omax is the maximum stress in the matrix.
Bailey and Parvizi [118] used the Chamis model to interpret their measurements of 
strain to failure of glass fibre/epoxy and polyester cross-plied laminates of varying fibre 
volume fraction. They assumed that fibre bunching ensured that locally the fibre volume 
fraction was maintained at 30-60% and therefore tiiat a stress concentration factor of about 2 
applied to all the laminates investigated. By using the Halpin-Tsai equations to predict the 
increase in modulus with fibre volume fraction, a resulting reduction in transverse strain to 
failure was predicted which accurately fitted the experimental data.
Spencer [119] in developing expressions for the transverse modulus of a composite has 
derived an expression to describe the interfibre stress distribution. This allows the maximum 
matrix stress to be derived at the closest fibre separation distance;
®"“ " ( E ,/E „ ) [ l - ( l - E „ /E ,) /r „ ]  
where r ^  is a function of the fibre volume fraction and packing geometry.'"
All the foregoing models have employed two major assumptions, that fibre and matrix 
behave as linear elastic materials and that the fibre packing geometry is ideal.
Christensen and Rinde [120] have applied linear elastic fracture mechanics to the 
transverse failure of S-glass fibre/resin composites. This approach allows the problem of stress
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or strain concentration factors and non-ideal fibre distributions to be bypassed. Using the 
Griffith relationship;
c
the transverse failure strain was derived by assuming linear elastic behaviour to give;
e , = Y ^  1.71
where G* is the effective fracture toughness, c is the critical flaw size, E2  is the composite 
transverse modulus and Y is a geometric constant. If the critical flaw size and effective fracture 
toughness were constant then;
e . o c i —  1.72
‘•"'Ik
Christensen and Rinde's experimental data was found to fit this simple relationship with 
reasonable accuracy.
1.9 Scope of the Present Investigation
The overall aim of the present work is to develop a low pressure liquid metal 
infiltration process for the fabrication of high performance fibre reinforced aluminium alloys.
The initial work seeks to provide an understanding of the key parameters which 
control the infiltration process using short fibre Saffil preforms. The work is then extended to 
examine the infiltration of continuous fibre preforms and the mechanisms of solidification 
which occur. Here the infiltration of Borsic or Nicalon fibres with commercially pure 
aluminium and several hypo-eutectic aluminium alloys, is studied using a range of optical and 
electron-optical techniques.
As a possible way of improving matrix dominated properties of the composite such as 
transverse strength. The effect of matrix precipitation hardening is investigated. This involves 
a study of Nicalon fibre reinforced Al-Cu and Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloys, with parallel work on 
Nicalon reinforced commercially pure aluminium. Fibre/matrix reaction, the segregation of 
intermetallics to the fibre/matrix interface and the effects of fibre clustering on the flexural 
properties of these composites are considered. The fibre/matrix bond strength is investigated 
utilising a fibre indentation test and the effect of heat treatment on fibre/matrix bond strength
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is investigated.
The effect of residual stresses in the composite is examined using a cyclic loading 
method and the results correlated with a simple shear-lag model; the effect of matrix 
hardening is also considered.
The effect of manufacturing route on the strength of Nicalon fibres is investigated by 
carrying out studies on fibres extracted from composites and seeking correlations between tfie 
fabrication route, microstructure and mechanical properties.
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2. Experimental Details
2.1 Metal Matrix Composite Fabrication
A liquid metal infiltration facility was developed to fabricate metal matrix 
composites, figure 2.1. The main components comprise a small pressure vessel with removable 
lid, an elbow branch connecting die vessel with the stationary platen of a modified die casting 
machine and a die set. The pressure vessel contained a clay and graphite crucible of 2 kg 
capacity of aluminium which was surrounded by a 2.4 kW resistance heater with Kaowool 
insulation to protect the pressure vessel walls from overheating. The pressure vessel was cooled 
by a water/glycol mixture pumped through copper tubing via a closed circuit chiller. A 316L 
stainless steel riser tube, diameter 1 2  mm, was used to transfer the molten matrix from the 
crucible to the die set. Temperatures were maintained with heating wire around the horizontal 
section of the riser tube. Power was supplied from an arc welding unit fitted with a Variac 
transformer to allow fine adjustment of the current. The riser tube passed through the 
stationary platen of the die casting machine and ended in a stainless steel nozzle, a gas tight 
seal being effected with a spiral wound steel/asbestos gasket (Flexitallic, style R) placed 
behind the nozzle. The die set was heated in a separate furnace. Temperature control of die, 
crucible and riser tube furnaces was effected by Eurotherm 810 series FID controllers driving 
relays, temperature sensing being provided by 316 stainless steel sheathed thermocouples. 
Additional thermocouples were used to monitor temperatures of the melt, pressure vessel walls 
and the die set. Power cables and thermocouples entered the pressure vessel through gas tight 
seals mounted in the lid.
The pressure/vacuum  line was connected to the pressure vessel by a flexible high 
pressure hose and vacuum or gas pressure was selected as appropriate by three needle valves 
connected as shown in figure 2.2. A safety valve was placed in the pressure vessel line and set to 
600 psi in case of accident. Pressure was supplied from a nitrogen bottle and measured by a 
calibrated pressure gauge. Vacuum was provided by an Edward’s rotary pump and measured by 
an Edward’s EMV 251 vacuum gauge. The sensor was a semi-conductor transducer placed in the 
pipeline before the high pressure valve since the transducer could only tolerate 15 psi over-
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pressure. Evacuation trials showed that this position for the sensor reflected a valid 
measurement of the vacuum wittiin the pressure vessel.
The die set was fabricated from mild steel. An internal cavity contained the fibre 
preform which was connected to a central ingate that located with the nozzle once the die set 
was mounted between the platens of the die casting machine, see figure 23. The die set seal was 
provided by a tongue and groove arrangement with the groove packed wifli asbestos rope. Dust 
masks and gloves had to be worn when handling the rope, the pieces being wrapped in 
polythene for disposal.
A processing cycle consisted of charging the crucible with metal cut into small pieces, 
checking power cables, the position of thermocouples and the lead seal before closing the lid 
and torquing down the studs. The die set was assembled with a new asbestos rope seal and a 
fibre preform. A Flexitallic seal was then glued into the ingate, and the die set bolted together 
before being winched into the die furnace. Die, melt and riser tube temperatures were set and 
the chiller started. Several hours were required for the various furnaces to reach set 
temperatures. A team of three people were required to carry out a run. Once conditions had 
stabilised, one member heated the nozzle and platen area with an oxy-propane torch, while 
the other two removed the lid of the die furnace, connected the die set to the winch and raised 
it from the furnace. The die set was then slid across and lowered between the platens of the die- 
casting machine, the oxy-propane torch was removed and the die set aligned with the nozzle 
before the platens were closed, clamping the die set to the nozzle and ensuring that all seals 
were compressed. The vacuum valve was opened and the pressure vessel and die set evacuated, 
a thermocouple being inserted into the die set to monitor its temperature. Once a vacuum of 30 
mB or less had been reached, the vacuum valve was closed and the high pressure valve opened 
to apply nitrogen gas to the surface of the melt and force molten alloy up the riser tube and into 
the die cavity. The pressure was maintained for 10-180 seconds, before water was sprayed 
directly on to the die set to cool it and solidify the composite casting. The platens were then 
opened, the die set winched out and the composite removed. Members of the team always wore 
protective clothing, full face masks and gloves but no accidents or liquid metal leaks occurred.
Experiments were performed using a variety of reinforcements and matrices to explore
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some of the parameters of liquid metal infiltration and to produce samples for investigation. 
Early work concentrated on Saffil fibre preforms infiltrated with pure aluminium. Subsequent 
work investigated the infiltration of continuous fibres such as Nicalon with Al-Cu alloys.
2.2 Materials
2.2.1 Unreinforced Alloys
The unreinforced Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloys used in this investigation were sand cast at 
DRA Portland using a bottom-fed mould of C0 2 -bonded silicate sand, employing a balanced
runner and gating system incorporating ceramic filters to remove oxide inclusions. Plate sizes 
varied from 150 mm x 50 mm x 10 mm to 345 mm x 205 mm x 25 mm. Selected plates were 
homogenised at 500®C for 8  hours then hot isostatically pressed (HIP) to remove porosity (by 
HIP Powder Metals Ltd., Chesterfield).
Analysis of alloys was carried out at DRA Holton Heath using conventional wet 
chemistry, see table 2 .1 .








Zn 1.25 -1.75 1.46
IVfe 0 .6 - 0 . 8 0.51
Ag 0 .4 - 0 . 8 0.56
Ml 0.02 - 0.5 0.31
Ti 0 .1 - 0 . 2 0.23
Fe <0.05 0 . 0 2
Si <0.05 0 . 0 2
Others <0 . 1 <0.05
A1 Rem Rem
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2.2.2 Metal Matrix Composite Systems
The majority of composites used in this work were fabricated at DRA Holton Headi 
using the technique described in sections 1.5.4 and 2.1. Some samples were also obtained from 
Advanced Materials Systems Ltd., Yeovil, using an industrial version of the above process 
under license from MoD.
In addition some preliminary studies were carried out on a sample of Borsic fibre 
reinforced Al-Zn-Mg alloy (7018). This material was provided by BNF Metals Technology 
Centre using a similar liquid metal infiltration process.
Initial infiltration trials were carried out using rigid Saffil fibre preforms, 10 mm thick 
and 160 mm diameter, with nominal fibre volume fractions of 0.12, 0.18 and 0.24. The preforms 
were manufactured by Verna Ware Ltd. using RF Saffil fibres, milled to 150 pm  lengths, 
incorporated with a 2.5 % silica binder in an aqueous medium, filtered, pressed and fired to 
form a rigid preform. This method leads to a random orientation of short fibres in the plane of 
the disc. Matrices included super pure aluminium (99.99 %) and 6061 alloy.
The Nicalon Al-Cu composites and the unreinforced Al-Cu alloys were manufactured 
under conditions such that both alloy chemistry and solidification histories were identical.
Chemical analysis was also carried out to quantitatively determine the presence of 
AI4 C3  by hydrolysis in concentrated HCl to form methane as follows:
AI4 C3  + 1 2  H2 O ^  4 A1(0 H ) 3  + 3 CH4  2.1
Samples were digested in 50% HCl and the gases generated were collected and measured using 
an infrared gas cell which had been calibrated against known concentrations of mefliane.
2.3 Heat Treatment
A number of composite systems have been studied with different matrix compositions, 
heat treatment schedules being based on those commonly applied to the unreinforced alloys.
Borsic/Al-Zn-Mg composite samples were solution treated in air recirculating furnaces 
at 460 ± 5®C for 24 and 160 hours, but lack of material precluded any low temperature ageing 
trials.
Nicalon fibre reinforced Al-Cu specimens were solution-treated at 535 ± 5®C for 24 
hours, cold water quenched and aged at 140 ± 2®C in an air recirculating furnace for up to 1250
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hours, unreinforced alloy samples being included for comparison purposes.
Nicalon fibre reinforced Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloys were solution-treated using an air 
recirculating furnace at 500 ± 5®C for 6  hours followed by 42 hours at 525°C ± 5®C and quenched in 
cold water quenched. Samples were aged at 180 ± 1®C for up to 300 hours. Unreinforced alloy 
was included for comparison, ageing temperatures of 155,170 and 180®C being investigated
2.4 Hardness Testing
Hardness testing was carried out on the Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy. Samples were removed 
from the furnace and ground to 1 0 0 0  grit finish using silicon carbide papers before testing. 
Hardness measurements were made using a Vickers testing machine with a 30 Kg load, values 
being averaged over ten readings for each sample.
A Lietz microhardness tester was used to characterise the ageing response of both the
Nicalon reinforced Al-Cu and unreinforced Al-Cu alloys, using a Vickers pyramid indenter and 
a load of 50 g applied for 15 seconds. In the case of the composite, hardness indents were made 
within the inter-fibre regions to determine true' matrix hardness. All specimens were 
metallographically prepared prior to testing and ten readings were averaged for each sample.
2.5 Indentation Testing of Fibre/Matrix Interface
The fibre/matrix bond strength and frictional forces associated with fibre pullout were 
measured using the method developed by Marshall for ceramic matrix composites [121]. This is 
based on an indentation technique and determines the interfacial shear strength, x, from the 
displacement, uf, of a fibre under an applied force, F using the following relationship:
The vertical displacement of the fibre can be determined provided the indenter touches the 
matrix as shown in figure 2.4. The fibre displacement, uf, is defined by simple geometry as 
shown in figure 2.5;
U f = 2.3
' 2V2
for a Vickers pyramid indenter with a face angle of 136®, where Df and Dm represent the 
average diagonal lengths of the indentations in fibre and matrix respectively.
The force on the fibre causing vertical displacement, is related to the fibre hardness.
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Hf, the fibre indent diagonal size, Df, and acceleration due to gravity, g;
p _ P fHfg  2 . 4
1854.4
Microhardness measurements were carried out on Nicalon/Al-Cu alloy specimens that had been 
solution treated for 24 hours at 540®C, cold water quenched and aged for up to 1360 hours at 
140®C. Specimens were optically prepared prior to testing on a Mitutoyo MVK-Cl 
microhardness tester fitted with a TV camera and monochrome monitor. Loads of 50-200 g were 
applied via a Vickers pyramid indenter, for 10 seconds, in each heat treated condition. Fibre 
diameters were determined using the instrum ent's optical measurement system before 
indentation.
Measurement of fibre microhardness was carried out on selected fibres with diameters 
in excess of 2 0  pm using a load of 1 0  g to avoid the possibility of fibre displacement.
2.6 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Differential scarming calorimetry (DSC) involves raising the temperature of the 
sample and reference at a constant rate and recording the energy required to maintain both at 
the same temperature. M odem DSCs are equipped with a scanning auto-zero that 
automatically provides thermograms with straight base lines that are corrected to a zero level 
of heat flow, consequently any deviation may be attributed to the sample. A trough represents 
an exothermic reaction and in the case of solid state precipitation represents precipitate 
formation. Conversely, a peak represents an endothermie reaction associated with precipitate 
dissolution. The position of a peak denotes the temperature at which the rate of reaction is a 
maximum, while the area enclosed represents the energy being absorbed or released and is a 
function of both the enthalpy of reaction and the volume fraction of the species involved.
DSC has been used to study the precipitation kinetics in a number of binary alloys [122] 
and more recently has also been used to characterise commercially produced alloys and their 
tempers [123,124,125]. The technique has very recently been applied to the precipitation 
mechanisms in a number of silicon carbide particulate and alumina discontinuous fibre 
reinforced aluminium alloys [126,127].
This work was carried out using a DuPont 900 thermal analyser containing a
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differential scanning calorimeter plug-in module. Samples were prepared from bulk material 
which had been first solution treated and cold water quenched. The specimens studied are 
listed in table 2.2, a high purity aluminium disc being used as reference. All experiments 
involved a heating rate of 20°C per minute over the range 50-550®C. Argon at a flow rate of 100 
cm^ m in'l was passed through the calorimeter to minimise oxidation.










Cast aluminium alloys in various heat-treated conditions were cold mounted in a filled 
polyester resin. The surfaces were plane ground to 1000 grit finish using progressively finer 
silicon carbide papers on a Struers Knuth rotor with water, then polished conventionally with 
6  pm then 1 pm diamond spray using an alcohol based lubricant. Final polishing was carried out 
using an alumina dispersion (Struers OPS) diluted with water.
Samples were examined in the as-polished condition and after etching in Kellers 
solution, etching for 10-30 seconds being sufficient to reveal microstructural features.
Fibre reinforced metal samples required a modified approach to produce polished 
surfaces of acceptable quality. Small specimens were sliced from bulk samples using a diamond 
saw and then cold mounted in a filled resin. The following polishing procedure was developed 
to minimise polishing relief;
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1 ) Grinding to 1200 grit finish on SiC paper witfi water
2) Polishing with 4-8 |im  diamond dust on a cloth pad (PSU type) with water
3) Polishing with 0-0.5 |Im  diamond dust on a cloth pad (PSU type) with water
4) Polishing with 0.05 |Im  alumina on a microcloth with water
Borsic fibre reinforced specimens, however, required a slightly modified polishing 
route to achieve acceptable results. Step 1 was replaced by plane grinding with 1000 grit boron 
carbide and water slurry on a steel platen.
Specimens were examined in the as-polished condition to characterise the quality of 
infiltration and fibre volume fraction. Optical microscopy was carried out using a Nikon 
Epiphot microscope fitted with the conventional power and light source, a green filter being 
used to improve black and white image contrast.
2.7.1 Interference Film Contrast
Where etching proved unsuitable for revealing second phases, an interference film 
contrast method was used. The interference film consists of a thin layer, usually a metal oxide 
reactively sputter-coated on the polished specimen [128]. Incident white light normal to the 
surface interferes at a particular frequency within the film to produce a colour, the colour 
produced depending upon the optical constants of the deposited film, its thickness and the 
underlying phase. Thus for a thin film of constant composition and thickness, the colour contrast 
depends upon substrate optical constants, dissimilar phases having different values of 
refractive index and absorption and hence giving colour contrast. In the case of aluminium alloy 
based composites a high absorption coefficient is required and since polished aluminium has a 
high reflectivity, a thin lead oxide interference film was deposited. This was applied using a 
Polaron sputter coater operating at ~ 900 V in pure oxygen, a sputtering current of ~ 20 mA was 
applied for a total time of 20 minutes, at 4 minute on/off intervals to avoid overheating of tiie 
specimen and target. A liquid nitrogen trap was inserted between the coater and its rotary pump 
as a safety measure.
2.7.2 Optical Image Analysis
The image analysis system used was a Cambridge Instruments Quantimet 520 with a 
dedicated mini-computer to process the digital data generated by the system; an Olivetti M240
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computer was employed as the control processor. The optical link between the microscope and 
the image analysis system comprised a Cambridge Instruments Videcon tube of the Chalnicon 
type. A monochrome green filter was used to avoid potential focusing errors associated with the 
Chalnicon tube's sensitivity to the near infrared.
The accuracy of the image analysis system is directly related to the computer's ability 
to detect an image by carrying out a grey-scale conversion which, in turn, is influenced by the 
level, uniformity and stability of the illumination system and the contrast inherent in the 
sample being analysed. Gain and offset levels are selected by the operator to provide sufficient 
difference between the feature of interest and the background (default settings of 9 and 3 
respectively were used in most cases). The image is divided into 256 x 256 pixels with each 
pixel being assigned a grey level of 1 to 32 ranging from black to white respectively. The 
black/white threshold for detection is selected by the operator and is open to some error which 
can be estimated by a bracketing technique.
2.7.3 Fibre Volume Fraction Determination
Volume fraction determinations by image analysis were compared with those 
calculated from density measurements using Archimedes method. Samples of fibre, matrix and 
composites were weighed in air and after immersion in absolute alcohol. Densities were 
calculated as follows;
where pg and pi are the densities of the sample and liquid while Ma and M] are the sample 
masses in air and in the liquid respectively. The fibre volume fraction, Vf, can then be 
calculated from the rule of mixtures assuming no porosity or by using anotiier technique such as 
image analysis to measure porosity, Vp, and modifying the rule of mixtures accordingly;
Pc = V fP f+ 2.6
and be rearranging;
2.8 Electron Microscopy and Analysis
The interaction between an electron beam and a specimen surface is shown
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schematically in figure 2.6. If the specimen is sufficiently transparent to the incident electron 
beam then detailed information on the crystal structure of the specimen and morphology using 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Topographic and morphological information can also 
be obtained from the surface of the specimen using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) by 
employing secondary or backscattered electrons. In addition, chemical information can be 
obtained by analysing the characteristic x-rays generated by the electron beam, a technique 
referred to as electron-probe microanalysis (EPMA).
2.8.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The scanning electron microscope has a greater resolution (~ 50 A) and depth of field 
than the conventional optical microscope and enables surfaces to be examined without 
sophisticated prior specimen preparation.
The main parts of a SEM consist of an electron source, provided by thermionic emission 
from a heated tungsten filament or a lanthanum hexaboride single crystal, which is focused and 
then accelerated by a voltage (typically 5-40 kV) down the electron optical axis. A series of 
condenser lenses is used to defocus the source to produce a fine parallel beam of electrons with a 
spot size of, typically, 5 nm. A set of X-Y scan coils allows the electron beam to scan across the 
surface. The secondary and backscattered electrons emitted from the surface are detected by a 
scintillator disc, converted to an electrical signal by a photomultiplier and displayed on a 
cathode-ray tube.
A Cambridge 250 Mk 2 scanning electron microscope was used to examine tensile fracture 
surfaces and ceramic fibres. Specimens were cleaned in arkolone and mounted on aluminium stubs 
with a cyanoacrylate glue, a small dab of conductive silver paint was applied to provide an 
electrical path to earth to prevent charging. Individual fibres, in the case of the thick 
monofilaments, were examined in the uncoated condition. The thinner Nicalon fibres were 
examined in tow form, with the binder being removed by exposure to air at ~ 500°C for 20 
minutes. In some cases it was found necessary to coat non-conductive specimens with a thin layer 
of gold, using a Polaron sputter coater operating at 850 V with a plasma current of 18 mA for one 
minute.
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2.8.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Electrons accelerated by high voltages (100-300 kV) can penetrate thin metal foils and 
can be used in the same way as light to form a magnified image of the object. High energy 
electrons possess very short wavelengths (~ 0.037 Â at 100 kV) giving rise to point-to-point 
resolution of -  1.5 A.
The penetrating power of the electron beam is dependent on specimen thickness, the 
average atomic number of the foil and the energy of the incident electrons. For elements such as 
aluminium, foil thicknesses need to be ~ 500 nm or less at 100 KV. As the electron beam passes 
through the foil, it interacts with the atomic structure of the specimen and if crystalline then 
all suitably oriented sets of lattice planes will scatter electrons into specific diffracted beams. 
If the current in the second condenser lens is reduced to provide parallel illumination of the 
specimen, any diffracted beams will also be parallel. As they are brought to a focus in the back 
focal plane of the objective lens, see figure 2.7a, an electron diffraction pattern will be formed 
there. A magnified image of the diffraction pattern can be projected on to the phosphor screen 
for viewing and recording by reducing the strength of the intermediate lens, see figure 2.7b. 
Alternatively if the image plane of the objective lens is projected onto the screen then a 
magnified image of the foil is formed. A bright field image is produced when the objective 
aperture allows the zero order diffracted beam through to generate contrast in the image, 
whereas a dark field image is formed when the objective aperture selects a diffracted beam.
It is possible to carry out crystallographic analysis of small areas of the specimen by 
inserting an aperture in the object plane of the intermediate lens. The TEM is now adjusted to 
show the diffraction pattern formed from those electrons passing through the aperture, a 
selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern.
Samples were viewed in several instruments including a JEOL lOOB, JEOL 2000FX and 
Philips EM420 fitted with STEM and EDS.
2.8.3 Interpretation of a Selected Area Diffraction Pattern
A SAD pattern from a crystalline material contains information of crystal class, 
symmetry, orientation and lattice spacings [129]. Each spot or ring on the SAD pattern arises 
from a particular set of lattice planes which satisfy Bragg's law;
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X = 2dhw sin 8 2.8
where X is the wavelength of incident electrons 0  is the angle between the incident beam of 
electrons and the of plane atoms and dhkl is the interplanar spacing. The separation of the 
diffracted spot from the centre of the pattern, R, is related to the camera length, the effective 
distance from the recording film to the thin foil, L, see figure 2.8. Thus
Tan20 = 2.9
for electron diffraction 0  is small and we may rewrite these equations as
Rdhki = XL 2 . 1 0
Values of R, L and X for a particular diffraction spot can be determined and the d-spacing of the 
diffracting set of lattice planes can be calculated. The process can be repeated for all spots or 
rings in the diffraction pattern and a list of d-spacings can be compiled. For an unknown 
specimen the next step is to index the pattern, any symmetry can be used to indicate possible 
crystal class, then calculation of a series of R ratios and comparison with (h^+k^+l^) values 
should allow initial indexing to be achieved. A check of interplanar angles using the assigned 
indices should confirm the indexing, appendix 1 0 .1  lists equations of d-spacing and interplanar 
angles for the seven crystal classes [130]. More complex patterns are best analysed by employing 
the concept of the reciprocal lattice.
2.8.4 Preparation of Thin Foils for TEM
Unreinforced aluminium alloy specimens were prepared from 3 mm discs cut from bulk 
samples. These were hand ground in a jig to 0.36 ± 0.01 mm thickness on 600 grit SiC paper and 
then electropolished to perforation using a Struers Tenupol twin jet polishing system with 30% 
nitric acid in methanol solution cooled to - 20®C; a constant current of 120 mA was used, 
corresponding to an applied voltage of ~ 11 V. After detection of perforation of the foil by a 
sensitive photocell system, it was immediately removed, thoroughly washed in fresh 
methanol and then transferred to the electron microscope for viewing.
Fibre reinforced samples were prepared using a more complicated routine, see figure 2.9. 
Thin sections (~ 0.5 mm), cut from bulk material using a diamond wheel, were glued to a glass 
slide using shellac and then ground flat on a rotating steel disc with 800 grit boron carbide 
powder in water. A hollow ultrasonic drill was used to cut 3 mm diameter discs to a depth of ~
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150 iim using 1 0 0 0  grit boron carbide powder suspended in water as the grinding medium. 
Sections were removed by soaking in methylated spirits, reversed and remounted. Furttier 
grinding was carried out until the cut discs were exposed and then removed.
The discs were mounted on a VCR D500 Dimpler using Crystalbond adhesive (MP ~ 
70°C) and dimpled on both sides to a final central thickness of ~ 30 pm, with the dimple 
grinding tool (No. 3) and 0.5-3 pm diamond dust in an alcohol based lubricant. Determination of 
the centre thickness was achieved by measuring the initial disc thickness using a precision dial 
gauge and then, having accurately centred the specimen on the dimpler platen, applying the 
geometrical relationship between the dimple diameter and grinding tool radius to calculate 
the dimple depth, see figure 2 .1 0 , having taken great care to align the tool to the centre of 
rotation of the disc.
After rinsing in acetone to remove all traces of the mounting adhesive, discs were ion 
beam thinned to perforation in an Ion Tech FAB 306, using a dual gun source at 5 kV and 3 mA. A 
thinning angle of 15® was used until perforation, final thinning being performed at 12® for 30 
minutes to improve specimen quality. A liquid nitrogen cooled stage was employed to prevent 
heating of the specimen while thinning.
2.8.5 Electron-probe Microanalysis
X-rays generated in the specimen during electron bombardment may be collected and 
analysed to identify the constituent elements in the irradiated volume of the specimen. The 
analysis may be carried out using either wavelength-dispersive spectrometry (WDS) or energy- 
dispersive spectrometry (EDS). In the present work EDS systems were fitted to both SEM and 
the TEM for compositional analysis. The EDS system has a silicon crystal detector doped with 
lithium to form a PN junction. An incoming x-ray generates electron-hole pairs that are swept to 
either side of the junction by a bias voltage forming a small current proportional to the incident 
x-ray energy. To improve the signal to noise ratio the detector is cooled by liquid nitrogen to 
reduce thermionic noise and a high gain FET amplifier is incorporated into the detector head. 
The signal is then fed to a multichannel analyser and a spectrum of counts versus energy is built 
up over an interval of time. A typical spectrum from an element consists of a background 
continuum with characteristic peaks related to the difference between specific quantum electron
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energy levels allowing the element to be uniquely identified and if present with more tiian one 
constituent, then the peak areas can be related to element concentrations.
Quantitative analysis is possible using reference standards and taking the ratio of the x 
ray intensities to give a measure of the concentration of the element.
^ s p c ~ ^ * ^ s t d  ^
where Cgpc and Cgtd are the concentrations of the specimen and standard respectively and k is 
the ratio of the x-ray intensities. Corrections are then applied to the ratio to take account of 
atomic number, Z, absorption. A, and x-ray fluorescence effects, F, commonly referred to as ZAP 
corrections.
The atomic number correction depends on the generation of x-rays in the target material 
which is affected by electron penetration before loss of energy prevents further x-ray excitation 
and also the number of electrons which are backscattered without x-ray generation. These 
factors are different for specimen and standard and, in general Z > 1 for analysis of a heavy 
element in a matrix of low atomic number and Z < 1 for the opposite case.
X-ray absorption is dependant on the mass absorption coefficients of the elements in the 
specimen and standard and the energy of the x-ray being analysed. The fluorescence factor 
results from production of indirect x-rays from other x-rays. However, it is an inefficient process 
and is usually only important in compounds containing elements close in atomic number, i.e. Z@- 
Zb -  2  for medium atomic number elements.
Quantitative analysis of bulk specimens was carried out using a JEOL JXA-8600M 
electron-probe microanalyser fitted with WDS. The WDS technique employs crystals of known 
lattice spacing which can be rotated through a known angle to satisfy Bragg's law and so 
diffract x-rays of a specific wavelength towards a gas proportional counter. The wavelength 
and intensity of the x-ray emission is then recorded. The EPMA had four double-crystal 
spectrometers fitted with the crystals summarised in table 2.3. Standard conditions were 
adopted for all microprobe analyses, namely an accelerating voltage of 15 kV, a fixed x-ray 
take-off angle of 40° with a beam current of 3.05 x 10*® A.
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Table 2.3 Analysing crystals fitted to JEOL JXA 8600M.
Crystal Designation Crystal
Type
Lattice spacing, 2d 
(nm)
LiF Lithium Fluoride 0.4027
PET Pentaerythritol 0.874
TAP Thallium acid Phthalate 2.58
STE Lead Stearate 10.04
For electron-probe microanalysis of thin film specimens in the TEM, the correction 
method proposed by Cliff and Lorimer was used. Essentially, this involves calibrating the 
instrument by means of a series of thin film standards for specific operating conditions. These 
measurements provide a series of correction factors for the elements of interest (k factors) which 
can be used to construct a calibration curve for the instrument or stored in the software of the 
EDS system and recalled when needed.
2.9 Mechanical Testing
2.9.1 Tensile Testing
A review of the literature on tensile testing of fibre reinforced metals reveals the 
existence of only one standard, ASTM D3552 [131], although guidance on the general testing of 
high performance, anisotropic composites can be found in standards such as ASTM, BSI and 
CRAG. The primary requirements of tensile testing are that the testing machine should be 
axial, the specimen should be long and slender, the strain should be measured on a gauge section 
suitably remote from clamps and fracture should occur within the gauge length. For composites, 
the dimensions of a test specimen should be significantly greater than any inhomogeneity or 
defect. In practice it is usually impossible to meet all these requirements and compromises have 
to be made. A typical geometry for a tensile test specimen is shown in figure 2.11. The specimen 
is a simple flat sheet with tabs of either glass fibre plastic or aluminium to reduce stress 
concentrations associated with the clamps and to facilitate alignment in the load train. Strain
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is typically measured by extensometers or by strain gauges placed in regions of even stress 
identified using St Venantes principle [132];
X = ( b / 2 j t ) ( E , / G i , )  2.12
where X is the distance from the specimen grips or tabs where the stress state can be assumed to 
be independent of end effects and b is the specimen width. Using the micromechanics equations 
described in section 1 .8 . 1  to calculate values of Eg and G j2  for the systems of interest gives
values of X of ~ b / 2 .
Fibre reinforced metals have low strains to failure and as with other brittle materials 
tend to show a variation in strength values. Thus it is necessary to analyse the properties 
statistically, provided that sufficient material is available for testing purposes. Also since 
fibre strengths are dependent on the fibre length, it is possible that the composite strength will 
show a similar dependence. Other factors that are important include the methods used to 
machine the composite test specimen since any damage introduced at this stage may seriously 
reduce strength, particularly the transverse strength of unidirectional specimens. Lord et al 
[133] have recently reviewed the requirements for tensile testing of MMCs and, using finite 
element analysis, concluded that whilst testing specifications such as ASTM D3552 are 
available, none offer an ideal solution to practical testing.
In the present study matrix alloy samples were machined to round tensile test 
specimens, 4.78 mm diameter, 25.4 mm gauge length. They were tested in an Instron 1195 tensile 
test machine using a strain rate of 1.4 x 10"^ s"^, with the strain being recorded by a clip-on 
gauge.
2.9.2 Flexure Testing
Flexure testing [134,135,136] is generally considered to be unsuitable for providing basic 
material property data but is often used for brittle materials such as ceramics. In a flexure test 
the contribution of each lamina depends upon its location with respect to the neutral axis and 
the results are, therefore, related to the actual beam rather than any basic material property. 
For accurate modulus determination, a span/thickness ratio greater than the 16:1 is normally 
regarded as sufficient for isotropic materials while for anisotropic materials such as carbon 
fibre reinforced plastic 60:1 or more has been suggested.
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Three-point flexure results in only a small volume of the specimen being loaded to the 
greatest stress and tends to give higher values of strength than other methods. In the present 
work four-point bending was adopted since this led to a state of pure bending between the 
central supports. Figure 2.12 shows the testing arrangement for four-point flexure and defines 
specimen geometries.
A variety of corrections have been applied to four-point flexure, the equations below 
being taken from ASTM D790M-86 for the case where the load span is one third the support 
span [134]. Where the midpoint deflection, 6 j,, is less than a tenth of the support span, Sy, tiie
tensile stress, Of, is give by the expression;
if, however, 6 jj > 0.1 Sy a correction factor is applied and;
/ c  Y  / c
-7 .04& Syh 2.14
where P is the applied load, b is the beam width and h is its depth. The flexural modulus is
determined by the following expression;
p _ O.^ lS^ Hlg 2.15
5R3—
where mg is the initial gradient of the load deflection curve. The ASTM D790M specification 
also recommends that the strain rate for the outer fibres of a specimen subjected to flexural 
testing should be in the range 1 0 ^  to 1 0 "  ^s'^.
A method to derive tensile and compressive stress/strain curves from a four-point bend 
test has been proposed by Herbert [137]. The procedure is simple but has only been applied by a 
few workers [138,139,140,141,142,143], possibly because of difficulties in data reduction due to 
the complex equations required to derive uniaxial stress/strain curves. The use of pure bending 
offers a simple and attractive alternative to more complex and expensive uniaxial testing 
methods provided specimen inhomogeneity can be overcome, or allowed for. The main 
advantage is the ability to quickly determine precise uniaxial stress/strain curves and elastic 
constants from a single test. This is especially useful when the specimen shows different 
mechanical behaviour in tension and compression.
Herbert [137] has derived the following equations for four-point flexure:
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o, =[dM(e, +eJ+2M (de, +de^)]/(bhMe,) 2.16
Oj = [dM(e, + ej+ 2M (d e, + de,)] /  (bh^dej 2.17
This derivation ignores the change in shape of the original rectangular cross section. When die 
plastic component of the strain is large compared with the elastic component, the cross section 
will become trapezoidal with the upper and lower widths being given by bg = b(l + UgCg) and bj 
= b(l + DtEt)/ where and Ug are the Poisson's ratios in tension and compression respectively, 
hence:
o, = [dM (e,+ eJ + 2M(de, + deJ]/[b (l-v ,e,)hM e,] 2.I8
o , = [dM(e, +eJ+2M (dE, + de,)]/[b(l+v^eJh^dE^] 2.19
These equations allow the uniaxial stress/strain curves in both tension and compression to be 
determined from measurements of moment and outer fibre strains in pure bending. Poisson's 
ratios being determined from the axial and transverse strain gauges. These equations remain 
valid up to a strain of approximately 5% and suggest that the correction for changing cross 
section is of only minor importance, but it is included in die derivation for completeness.
While four-point flexure is essentially a very simple test to carry out, there are in 
reality a number of practical problems that may lead to errors in the experimental 
determination of flexural properties especially with materials of high stiffness and limited 
plasticity. Hoagland et al [144] have considered the possible sources of error that may arise, 
these include unequal moments, twisting, wedging and friction that can effect the apparent 
strength of the material subjected to flexural testing. In all cases these errors are reduced as the 
moment arm is increased relative to the beam thickness. Most of these errors can be 
substantially reduced or overcome by careful design and alignment of the bending fixture.
The bending geometry chosen is obviously dependent on specimen size and 
instrumentation requirements. To overcome unequal moments, the rollers used to load the 
specimen were accurately located and aligned, but free to roll and rotate with sufficient degrees 
of freedom to avoid friction and twisting errors. The loading rig is shown in figure 2.13 and 
allows for specimens to undergo a maximum surface strain of ~ 1.5% which is well within the 
limitation imposed by the bending equations derived above, but exceeds the expected failure 
strain of the materials under test.
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The testing system was mounted in an Instron testing machine type 1195. The load was 
applied through another roller, oriented perpendicularly to the top bar and attached to a 
compression load cell, maximum capacity 5 KN. Strains were measured by axial and transverse 
strain gauges mounted on the top and bottom beam surfaces. Load and strain information were 
recorded using a Spectra-Lab data logger (Intercole Ltd.) linked to a BBC Master computer at a 
data sampling rate of one sweep every second. Cross-head speed was set to 5 mm per minute, 
equivalent to a strain rate of ~ 4.2 x 10"  ^s"  ^ at the outer surfaces of the specimen. The system 
allows for strain and load channels to be zeroed before testing. This was done, with the 
specimen located and the small diameter loading rollers in place, before installing the top 
roller, which adds a small preload.
Data analysis was carried out using Herbert's equations incorporated in software 
devised at the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington [133, 145, 146] for the determination 
of uniaxial stress/strain curves for materials tested in tension. This was extensively modified so 
that flexural data collected by an Intercole data logger could be analysed and equivalent 
uniaxial tensile and compressive stress/strain curves derived.
The data conversion process is shown schematically in figure 2.14., the procedure starts 
with the transfer of raw data from the Intercole system to a file format that could be read by 
the NPL/ARE conversion programmes. This entails the removal of time data and addition of 
specimen dimensions, load cell details plus bending geometry to the load and strain channel 
data. The load and axial strain channels are then numerically differentiated with respect to 
time, by a least squares fit to n  data points on each side of the required datum, see figure 2.15. 
The differentials are calculated from the following expression [147]:
where y represents values of moment or strain at time t. Values for tensile and compressive 
stresses are then obtained by substitution with the numerically calculated derivatives. Curves 
of stress versus strain are then produced for the tensile and compressive sides of the bend 
specimen and elastic moduli calculated by a least squares fit to the data. Hard copy is
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available from printer and plotter outputs and allows a permanent record to be produced.
Flexural specimens were prepared from composite plates by cutting 60x5x25 mm thick 
samples using a slow speed diamond saw. Specimens were cut both parallel to and 
perpendicular to the fibre direction (0® and 90® orientations respectively) and surfaces were 
cleaned up by grinding on 600 grit silicon carbide paper. Biaxial strain gauges type EA-13- 
062TT-120 by Micro-Measurements Group, North Carolina, USA were bonded to opposite sides 
using a cyanoacrylate adhesive and connected to an Intercole Spectra-lab data logger to record 
specimen strains every second. Flexural testing was carried out using an Instron 1195 test 
machine in compression mode, fitted with a four-point bend rig with a load span of 40 mm and 
support span of 20 mm at a cross-head speed of 05 mm per minute.
Transverse specimens of ~ 70 x 6  x 3 mm were cut from a solution-treated and quenched 
block of Nicalon/Al-Cu using a slow speed diamond saw at 90® to tiie fibre direction. Specimens 
were subjected to low temperature ageing (see section 2 . 2  for more details) for various times 
before testing in flexure. An Instron 1195 test machine was used in compression mode and fitted 
with a self centring four-point bend rig. A load span of 60 mm and support span of 20 mm was 
employed, with a cross-head speed of 0.5 mm per minute. Central deflection was determined 
using a linear variable distance transducer (LVDT), load and deflection being recorded by an 
Intercole data logging facility at a scan interval of one second. The data were subsequently 
transferred to a BBC Master computer for processing.
2.9.3 Fibre Extraction and Testing
Samples were cut from composite plates parallel to the fibre direction using a slow 
speed diamond saw and immersed in 10% NaOH to dissolve the aluminium matrix. Individual 
fibres were teased out from the digested specimens and mounted in paper holders [148] with 
masking tape, see figure 2.16, a gauge length of 25 mm was employed for the majority of tests. 
Fibre diameters were measured using a Vickers AEI image shearing eyepiece fitted to an 
optical microscope. The image shearing eyepiece was calibrated against a NPL reference 
grating to allow an accuracy of ± 0.05 pm to be achieved. The fibre with its card holder were 
gripped by pneumatic chucks in an Instron 1195 screw driven machine and a crosshead speed of 
05 mm per minute was used with a 1 N FSD load cell.
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Tensile testing of fibres was carried out on as-received fibres following a desizing 
treatment performed by quickly passing a fibre tow through a Bunsen flame and following 
immersion in 10% NaOH for 100 hours.
For fibres extracted from composites, some difficulty was experienced in obtaining fibres 
of sufficient length to prevent slippage when tested at a gauge length of 25 mm. A shorter gauge 
length of 5 mm was used in these cases and the fibres were glued in place using a polyester resin 
applied from a drip feed bottle.
2.9.4 Cyclic loading of Nicalon/Al Alloys
A series of loading trials involving single cycle tensile/compressive loading of 
unidirectional Nicalon/Al alloys were carried out using round dumb-bell-shaped specimens 
which were machined from a 10 mm thick composite plate. Test specimens, see figure 2.17, were 
fitted with strain gauges on opposite sides and glued into steel tubes fitted to chucks on a ESH 
50 kN servo hydraulic test machine, operated under load control. This complex loading 
arrangement was developed to avoid specimen buckling and slippage within the grips on 
transition from tensile to compressive loading. Specimens were loaded to ± 10 kN for one 
complete cycle at a cross head speed of 0.001 mms"^. The samples were loaded parallel to the 
fibre direction after either an anneal at 350®C for 3 hours or annealing followed by immersion in 
liquid nitrogen.
Additional cyclic experiments were carried out on specimens of Nicalon/Al-Cu-2[n-Mg- 
Ag alloy. This composite was produced as ~ 100x100x2 mm plate and so the dumbbell specimen 
geometry proved unsuitable. Four point flexure specimens were cut with a slow speed diamond 
saw to 60x5x2 mm and instrumented with 0®/90® strain gauges on both sides. Single cycle loading 
curves were obtained by loading a specimen to a fixed strain of 0 .1 %, unloading, turning the 
specimen over, reloading and finally unloading. This allowed a single specimen to be used to 
provide both tension/compression and compression/ tension data. The analysis described in 





3.1.1 Saffil Fibre Reinforced Aluminium Composites
Initial experiments with the composite manufacturing facility described in section 2.1 
commenced with the infiltration of Saffil preforms using 6061 aluminium alloy. Details of 
infiltration conditions are shown in table 3.1.





















0 . 1 2 725 634 45 2.27 597 410 1 2 0 82
0 . 1 2 721 708 40 2.40 600 400 180 1 0 0
0 . 1 2 772 643 48 2.47 500 480 300 1 0 0
0 . 1 2 720 710 40 2.47 595 470 180 1 0 0
0 . 1 2 720 710 45 2.40 540 430 180 1 0 0
0 . 1 2 800 700 56 2.33 600 490 1 2 0 1 0 0
0.18 750 650 44 2.67 590 500 30 1 0 0
0.18 727 700 67 2.33 585 500 1 2 0 1 0 0
0.24 720 709 29 2.67 560 473 1 2 0 1 0 0
0.24 712 700 2 0 2.33 600 505 1 2 0 1 0 0
0.24 720 700 27 2.33 593 511 1 2 0 0
0.24 720 705 62 2.33 602 520 180 1 0 0
When fibre and melt temperatures were kept above the alloy liquidus, infiltration of fibre 
preforms was excellent. Examination of the solid composite after removal from the die showed
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satisfactory infiltration of the fibres, see figure 3.1, although some evidence of shrinkage 
porosity could be seen in the matrix-rich surface layer, see figure 3.2. When, however, the layer 
was removed by machining, see figure 3.3, the underlying composite sample showed excellent 
infiltration.
In some of the trials the die and corresponding fibre temperatures were allowed to drop 
below the liquidus temperature, resulting in poor infiltration, for the higher volume fraction 
preforms only a surface skin of alloy was formed.
Seimples of Saffil/6061 were solution-treated for 24 hours at 525°C, cold water quenched 
and aged for 18 hours at 160°C to give an aged condition for the 6061 matrix alloy. Tensile test 
specimens were cut from bulk composite, tapered tabs were bonded on both sides of each 
specimen and instrumented with 0°, 90® strain gauges, see figure 3.4. Tensile results are shown in 
table 3.2 for Saffil/6061 composites with volume fractions of 0.12, 0.18 and 0.24 in the as cast, 
solution-treated and aged conditions.










As-cast 185 ±4 0 . 6  ± 0 . 2 78±5
Solution-treated 164 + 6 0 . 2  ± 0 . 1 80±4
Aged 206 + 9 0 . 2  ± 0 . 1 76±6
0.18 Vf Saffil
As-cast 167 ±5 0.4 ±0.1 84±3
Solution-treated 140±6 0 . 2  ± 0 . 1 90±5
Aged 147 ± 8 0 .1  ± 0 . 1 82±4
0.24 Vf Saffil
As-cast 203 + 7 0.5 ± 0.2 97±4
Solution-treated 172 + 10 0.3 ± 0.2 97±3
Aged 225 ± 8 0 . 2  ± 0 . 1 86±5
6061 Matrix
Peak-aged 310 + 5 12 ±0.5 70±2
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Representative stress-strain curves for Saffil/6061 composites after solution treatment and 
ageing are shown in figure 33.
3.1.2 Nicalon Reinforced Aluminium Alloys
A number of experiments were carried out using Nicalon fibre in the form of woven cloth 
which was cut and stacked to produce different volume fractions for the composite. Conditions 
of infiltration are shown in table 3.3 for a variety of aluminium alloys.
Table 33 Infiltration conditions for Nicalon/Al alloy composites.
Matrix Vf Die Melt V P Die at Die at Time at 1
Temp Teiry S tart Finish P
("C) ("C) (mB) (MPa) CC) CC) (s)
A1 0.3 650 750 30 2.67 560 470 30
A1 0.3 700 750 30 2.67 627 515 60
A1 0.3 700 750 31 2.80 621 600 60
A1 0 . 2 700 700 35 2.67 650 550 60
A1 0.25 700 700 40 2.67 650 540 60
Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 0.25 700 690 29 2.67 700 550 150
Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 0.5 725 700 28 2.67 710 550 1 2 0
Al-4 Cu 0.25 700 675 115 2.67 560 490 1 2 0
Al-4 Cu 0.25 700 640 54 2.67 540 480 1 2 0
Al-4 Cu 0.5 593 834 70 2.67 450 390 1 2 0
Al-4 Cu 0.5 720 700 52 2.67 500 410 1 2 0
Al-4 Cu 0.5 720 700 60 2.67 620 530 1 2 0
Al-4 Cu 0.5 700 680 50 2.67 570 500 1 2 0  1
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3.2. Microstructure Formed on Solidification
3.2.1 Saffil Fibre Reinforced Aluminium Alloys
Figure 3.6 shows tiie as-cast microstructures for Saffil fibre reinforced 6061 aluminium 
with nominal fibre volume fractions of 0.12, 0.18 and 0.24. Area fraction measurements from 
optically prepared specimens were measured using an image analysis system as described in 
section 2.7.2 which gave area fractions of 0.116,0.177 and 0.239 respectively. These results were 
in good accord with volume fractions calculated from density measurements of composite 
samples and indicated that porosity fractions were typically better than 0 .0 1 .
3.2.2 Borsic Fibre Reinforced Al-Zn-Mg Alloy
The as-cast microstructure of an Al-4 5  wt% Zn-2.5 wt% Mg alloy reinforced with 0.5 
volume fraction Borsic fibres is shown in figure 3.7 where a PbO interference film has been 
employed to enhance the contrast of the micrographie specimen and allow easy identification 
of second phases within the alloy matrix. The thin silicon carbide coating around the boron 
fibre with its central tungsten core can be clearly seen. An intermetallic phase is visible, 
coloured light blue, which surrounds approximately 30% of the fibre surface.
Bulk Borsic/Al-Zn-Mg composite specimens were solution-treated at 460®C for 24 hours 
and 160 hours respectively followed by a cold water quench, this being the standard treatment 
employed for this class of precipitation hardening aluminium alloy. No change in the area 
fraction of the second phase could be discerned although some spheroidisation of the 
intermetallic was apparent, see figure 3.8.
Figure 3.9a shows a TEM micrograph of a thin foil of Borsic reinforced Al-Zn-Mg alloy. 
Four regions are clearly visible, (1) the boron fibre, (2) its SiC coating, (3) an intermetallic 
phase adjacent to the SiC, and (4) the aluminium matrix containing precipitates. Using the 
EDS facility in the TEM, magnesium and silicon were found to be present in die matrix second 
phase, figure 3.9b. Comparison of its spectrum with that from a reference sample of antigorite 
(Mg3Si205(0H)4) established that its composition corresponded to 65 wt% magnesium and 35 
wt% silicon. A corresponding SAD pattern, figure 3.9c, and an indexed diagram, figure 3.9d, 
showed that the structure of the intermetallic phase is face-centred-cubic with a lattice 
parameter of 6.35 A and this establishes the phase as Mg2 Si.
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No evidence of reaction between tiie aluminium alloy and the SiC coating of the Borsic 
fibre could be discerned. The Mg2 Si layer adjacent to tiie SiC coating on the Borsic fibre was
shown to be a single crystal by selected area diffraction and since the SiC consisted of many 
small crystallites with varying orientation dependant on the curvature of the coating, as 
indicated in tigure 3.9e, there is obviously no epitaxy between tiie Mg2 Si and SiC.
3.3 Nicalon Fibre Reinforced Aluminium
3.3.1 Fibre Characterisation
SEM micrographs of a flame desized Nicalon fibre are shown in figure 3.10. The fibre is 
approximately 15 pm in diameter and shows no evidence of any radial texture, the fibre surface 
being smooth and virtually featureless. Figure 3.11a is a TEM micrograph of a Nicalon fibre 
showing that it consists of fine crystallites of -  5 nm diameter. An EDS spot analysis of the 
fibre, figure 3.11b, shows the presence of carbon, oxygen and silicon. A SAD pattern, figure 3.11c, 
shows a series of broad rings, consistent with the small crystallite size which can be indexed on 
the basis of P SiC, a cubic structure with a=436 A, see figure 3.11d. No evidence of diffractions 
associated with either carbon or any other phase could be found.
3.3.2 Chemical Analysis of Composites
Wet chemical analysis data on Nicalon/Al alloy composite systems are shown in table
3.4.
In addition to the analysis of alloying elements, a techniques was developed at DRA 
Holton Heath to analyse chemically for aluminium carbide, a possible reaction product in some 
silicon carbide or carbon fibre reinforced aluminium alloy systems. The results are shown in 
table 3.5 and compared with the carbide content of a low modulus PAN based carbon fibre 
reinforced Al-Si alloy fabricated under similar conditions.
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Table 3.4 Chemical analysis of Nicalon/Al alloy composites (wt%).
Composite Matrix Alloy
Element AM A1 Al-Cu t Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag
Cu 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 4.32 3.11
Zn 0.03 <0 . 0 1 <0 . 0 1 1.04
Mg 0 . 0 2 <0 . 0 1 <0 . 0 1 0.42
Ag <0 . 0 1 <0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0.28
M l 0.04 <0 . 0 1 <0 . 0 1 0.15
Ti < 0 . 0 1 <0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0.09
Si < 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 0 1.73
Fe 1.83 0.60 0 . 0 2 0.13
Cr 0.37 0 . 0 1 <0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1
N i 0.34 0 . 0 1 <0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1
Al Rem Rem Rem Rem
notes * Composite fabricated using a steel riser tube 
t  analysis carried out using an average of 5 EPMA spot analyses.
Table 35 Chemical analysis of composites for AI4 C3 .
Composite System AI4 C3 ±SD
(wt%) (wt%)
Nicalon/Al 0.03 0 . 0 1
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, as-cast 0.48 0.18
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, as 1.41 0.19
solution-treated
carbon fibre (PAN)/Al-7Si 0 . 2 1 0.03
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The solution treatment of Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag has led to a significant increase in 
aluminium carbide.
3.3.3 Fibre Volume Fraction Measurement.
Fibre volume fractions of composite specimens were determined by the Archimedian 
immersion technique using absolute alcohol and correcting for temperature. Composite, 
unreinforced matrix and fibre densities were all determined by immersion and the fibre volume 
fraction calculated from the rule of mixtures with values of porosity determined by image 
analysis, see table 3.6.
Table 3.6 Densities, porosity and fibre volume fractions of Nicalon/A1 alloys, 








Nicalon/Al 2.642 0 0.536
Nicalon/Al-Cu 2575 0.062 0.228
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 2.683 0 0.522
3.3.4 As-cast Microstructure
Figure 3.12a illustrates the as-cast microstructure of a commercially pure aluminium 
reinforced with Nicalon fibres. A comparison of the as-cast microstructure of Nicalon/Al, figure 
3.12a, with Borsic/Al-Zn-Mg alloy, figure 3.7, shows some striking similarities in the 
mechanism of solidification even though the Nicalon fibres are an order of magnitude smaller 
in size. Primary aluminium dendrites have nucleated in the interfibre spacings and grown 
towards the fibres. Second phases have been rejected from solution and are segregated between
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the aluminium dendrite arms and at the fibre/matrix interfaces.
A significant amount of an intermetallic phase is present in the matrix, which when 
analysed by EPMA was found to contain -5.1 wt% Fe, although quantitative analysis was not 
possible due to the small volume of the individual intermetallics (~1 pm^). The phase is most 
likely due to alloy contamination from the steel riser tube used during composite fabrication 
since chemical analysis of the metal matrix shows the presence of considerable quantities of 
iron, along with chromium and nickel, see table 3.5. Solution treatment of this composite was 
carried out at 500®C for up to 1000 hours, followed by a cold water quench. No noticeable change 
in the area fraction of the matrix second phase could be detected, see figure 3.12b. No evidence 
of fibre/matrix reaction in this composite has been observed using either optical or SEM 
techniques.
Considerable effort was spent on trying to reduce the contamination of the composite 
matrix with iron from the riser tube. A variety of ceramic coatings were evaluated but were 
found to lack adhesion. Finally the steel riser was replaced with an alumina tube which 
proved effective in resisting thermal shock and formed a reliable pressure-tight seal to the die 
to allow transfer of molten metal under pressure. Figure 3.12c shows an optical micrograph from 
a Nicalon/Al composite fabricated using a ceramic riser tube, a significant reduction in 
contamination of the matrix with iron-based intermetallics can be seen.
3.3.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy
A Nicalon/Al composite fabricated using a ceramic riser tube is shown in figure 3.12c. 
TEM examination of the fibre/m atrix interface indicates the presence of needle-shaped 
crystals projecting from the fibre surface in isolated regions, see figure 3.13a, EDS spot analysis 
of the speckled layer (5) between the fibre and the matrix, figure 3.13b, indicates the presence 
of carbon, aluminium, oxygen and silicon, while a SAD pattern, figure 3.13c, can be indexed on 
the basis of a mixture of fine crystallites of cubic y AI2 O3 , a = 7.9 Â and orthorhombic Al2 SiOs, 
a = 7.79 A, b = 7.90 A and c = 5.56 A. A SAD pattern from the needle-like crystal (6 ) can be 
indexed on the basis of AI4 C3 , see figure 3.13d and e. Intermetallics are observed both within 
the matrix and segregated to fibre surfaces, as shown in figure 3.14a. EDS analysis in the TEM 
shows the presence of iron, silicon and aluminium whilst analysis of the SAD pattern suggests a
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face-centred tetragonal structure with a = 6.76 Â and c = 7.3 A, see figure 3.14d; this phase could 
not be matched with any known AlFeSi based intermetallic. The presence of such intermetallics 
at the fibre/matrix interface appeared to influence the failure of fibres and figure 3.15 shows a 
Nicalon fibre with a crack emanating from die junction formed by the intermetallic, matrix and 
fibre. Figure 3.16 revealed dislocations near the fibre/matrix interface and figure 3.17 shows 
dislocations in a matrix region away from the locality of fibres.
Dislocation densities were estimated from TEM micrographs by measuring line lengths 
within randomly selected areas; an average foil thicknesses of 2 0 0  nm was assumed which is 
typical for aluminium alloy foils showing good contrast at 200 kV. Dislocation densities 
adjacent to the fibre/matrix interface were found to be 7.6 ± 0.9 x 10^^ m"^ and compared closely 
with densities of 8.1 ± 2.7 x 10^^ m"^ measured in the interfibre regions.
3.3.6 Flexural Testing
Flexural testing was carried out on longitudinal and transverse composite samples using 
the four-point flexure shown in figure 2.13 and the data analysis method described in section
2.9.2. Results for Nicalon/Al in the as-cast condition, at 0® and 90® orientations, are shown in 
table 3.7.
Table 3.7 Four-point flexure results for as-cast 0.54 Vf Nicalon/A1 fabricated





0 ® 307.7 ± 21.7 138.2 ±5.9
90® 184.4 ±5.7 118.4 ±6.5
Typical tensile stress-strain curves for 0® and 90® orientations are shown in figure 3.18. In both 
cases, matrix yielding occurs at ~ 0.07% strain and the 90® specimen shows a substantial 
reduction in modulus compared with the 0® specimen. Failure occurs at ~ 0.25% strain for the 
longitudinally reinforced composite while the 90® composite fails at -  0.5% strain. Figure 3.19a
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shows a typical fracture surface for longitudinally reinforced Nicalon/Al; the fracture surface 
is essentially flat with extensive matrix plasticity occurring between the individual fibres. 
Figure 3.19b shows a fracture surface from a Nicalon/Al specimen tested in the transverse 
direction; considerable secondary cracking is observed along with evidence of matrix plasticity 
and fibre splitting.
3.4 Nicalon Fibre Reinforced Al-Cu Alloy
The as-cast microstructure of a Nicalon fibre reinforced Al-Cu alloy is shown in figure 
3.20. Segregation of a second phase to the fibre/matrix interface and coring in the primary 
aluminium dendrites are clearly visible. EDS analysis showed that copper was the segregating 
element and that the second phase was CuAl2 . Infiltration of this composite was poor, 
particularly within the fibre tows, see figure 3.20.
3.4.1 Heat Treatment of Nicalon/Al-Cu Alloys
Nicalon/Al-4 Cu and Al-4 Cu matrix samples were solution treated for 24 hours at 
535®C, cold water quenched and then heat treated at 140°C for up to 1360 hours. The solution 
treatment was effective in redissolving the majority of CuAl2 , although some phases were 
relatively unaffected, see figure 3.21.
Composite and alloy samples showed two stages in response to ageing at 140°C , see 
figure 3.22. In the solution-treated condition, the composite had a lower hardness (92 VPN) 
compared with the unreinforced alloy (103 VPN). A peak hardness of 135 VPN was reached 
after 48 hours in the unreinforced alloy and 143 VPN in the composite. With further heat
treatment, the composite matrix displayed a greater drop in hardness (121 VPN) than the
unreinforced alloy (128 VPN).
3.4.2 Characterisation of Composite Microstructure
Specimens were metallographically prepared and examined in a JEOL JXA 8600M at 15 
KV. Analyses of the specimens are summarised in table 3.8. Many of the second phases (II etc.) 
were small (~ 1  |Im), consequently matrix contributions cannot be ruled out in these cases.
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Table 3.8 EPMA analysis results (results for Ag, Zn and Mg are not 
reported as all values were < 0 . 0 2  wt%).
Sample A1 Cii Fe Ti Si Total I
Al-Cu wt% 97.81 4.59 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 102.42
at% 98.03 1.95 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 0
Al-Cu wt% 9734 4.30 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 2 1 0 1 . 6 8
at% 98.14 1.84 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 1 0 0 . 0 0
Al-Cu/Il wt% 97.45 4.68 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0.03 102.16
at% 97.98 2 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 2 1 0 0 . 0 0
Al-Cu/I2 wt% 95.14 4.85 0.13 0 . 0 0 0.03 100.19
at% 97.78 2 . 1 2 0.06 0 . 0 0 0.03 1 0 0 . 0 0
Al-Cu/I3 wt% 76.68 12.99 6.15 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 95.84
at% 90.02 6.47 3.49 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 1 0 0 . 0 0
Al-Cu/I4 wt% 5359 33.41 10.38 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 97.40
at% 73.61 19.49 6.89 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 1 0 0 . 0 0
Nicalon/Al-Cu wt% 96.82 4.55 0 . 0 0 0.05 0 . 2 0 101.63
at% 97.82 1.95 0 . 0 0 0.03 0.19 1 0 0 . 0
Nicalon/Al-Cu wt% 9630 4.12 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0.14 100.59
at% 98.07 1.78 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0,13 1 0 0 . 0 0
Nicalon/Al-Cu wt% 96.26 4.06 0.04 0 . 0 0 0.14 100.51
at% 98.09 1.76 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 0.14 1 0 0 . 0 0
Nicalon/Al-Cu /I5 wt% 95.21 4.72 0.31 0 . 0 1 0.14 100.38
at% 97.66 2.05 0.15 0 . 0 0 0.13 1 0 0 . 0 0
Nicalon/Al-Cu/I6 wt% 9253 7.30 2.03 0 . 0 2 0.17 102.05
at% 95.61 3.20 1 .0 1 0 . 0 1 0.17 1 0 0 . 0 0
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3.4.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Figures 3.23 and 3.24 show DSC traces for an Al-Cu matrix and the Nicalon/Al-Cu 
alloy. While the basic shape of the DSC traces was very similar for the two materials there 
was a clear difference in the exothermic and endothermie peak temperatures, as shown in table 
3.9. Comparison with the work of Papazian [47] who investigated 2219 an Al-Cu alloy 
fabricated by ingot metallurgy, powder metallurgy and reinforced with 0.2 Vf SiC whiskers, 
allowed the DSC peaks to be identified with the various phase transformations associated 
with the usual ageing sequence of the Al-Cu system.
Table 3.9 DSC Peak Temperatures for Al-Cu and Nicalon/Al-Cu




exotherm 1 CP formation 51 51
endotherm 1 GP dissolution 116 143
exotherm 2 0 ' formation 349 309
endotherm 2 0 ' dissolution 423 420
exotherm 3 0  formation 460 457
endotherm 3 0  dissolution 503 491
The major effect caused by reinforcing an Al-Cu alloy with Nicalon fibres appeared to be the 
reduction in temperature of exotherm 2 ,0 ' formation, by 40°C.
3.4.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Figure 3.25a shows a bright field electron micrograph of a Nicalon/Al-Cu composite 
aged for 48 hours at 140®C to peak hardness. The presence of matrix precipitates can be clearly 
observed in figure 3.25 but only matrix spots in the accompanying SAD pattern, figure 3.25b, 
could be conclusively indexed due to the poor quality of the thin foil. However, as the 
precipitates lay on the {lOOjAl planes and the matrix showed little evidence of strain contrast.
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they were most likely to be 0 '. Figure 3.26a shows the precipitate morphology of an Al-Cu 
alloy after ageing for 1360 hours at 140®C for comparison; streaking in {100}A1 directions can be 
seen along with precipitate spots can be seen in the accompanying the SAD pattern, figure 3.26.
3.4.5 Flexural Testing
Nicalon/Al-Cu composite specimens were aged for various times at 140®C and subjected 
to four-point flexural testing. Table 3.10 summarises the test results for flexural testing in the 
transverse direction. It may be seen that ageing for 24 hours at 140®C resulted in the highest 
transverse tensile strength of 118.5 ± 10.6 MPa. Modulus values were lower than would be 
expected from simple micromechanics calculations and were associated with poor infiltration 
of fibre clusters.









0 48 ±7.1 995 ±12.0 35.0 ± 0.4
1 42.0 ±5.7 725 ±26.2 20.2 ±10.5
4 52.0 ±11.3 84.0 ±29.7 26.7 ±9.5
8 36.5 ± 16.3 64.0 ±33.9 19.8 ±16.8
24 663 ± 6.4 118.5 ±10.6 36.9 ± 13
48 475 ±33.2 825 ±54.4 24.2 ± 17.9
96 485 ±30.4 86.0 ±53.7 23.6 ±17.5
1360 67 124 36.2
Figure 3.27 shows a typical fracture surface of a Nicalon/Al-Cu composite after four-point 
flexure testing. The poor quality of this composite is very apparent, with extensive evidence of 
fibres pulling out of the fracture surface due to lack of infiltration within individual fibre tows. 
Some clusters of fibres which have been infiltrated show secondary cracking, with evidence of
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local matrix plasticity. No evidence of fibre splitting was observed in these composites.
3.5 Characterisation of Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag Alloy
3.5.1 As-cast Microstmcture
Figure 3.28 shows a typical as-cast microstructure with evidence of coring and 
segregation of second phases. The presence of interdendritic porosity commonly associated with 
such long freezing range alloys can also be seen. The extent of coring is more clearly revealed in 
figure 3.29, a SEM micrograph taken using back-scattered electrons to enhance atomic number 
contrast; darker areas (fewer electrons backscattered) are predominantly aluminium while the 
lighter areas are copper rich.
3.5.2 Heat Treatment
A two-stage solution treatment followed by cold water quenching was found to be 
effective in removing coring and redissolving the second phases; the latter are known to cause 
grain-boundary melting due to low melting point eutectics (e.g. AlCuMg2 , MP = 509°C), see
figure 3.30.
Small samples of alloy were solution treated, cold water quenched and then heat 
treated at 155, 170 and 180®C respectively. Each ageing response displays a single hardness 
peak with no evidence of any incubation period, see figure 3.31. Peak hardnesses of 162,159, and 
172 VPN were reached in 20, 9 and 6  hours for ageing temperatures of 155, 170 and 180°C 
respectively; errors m hardness measurements were of the order of ±5 VPN.
3.5.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Figure 3.32 is a sequence of TEM micrographs taken from unreinforced Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 
alloy 415B aged at 155®C, showing the development of precipitates in the aluminium matrix. 
After solution treatment followed by a cold water quench, the microstmcture, figure 3.32a shows 
the presence of a double-faulted Frank loop which have presumably formed by condensation of 
vacancies [149]. These vacancy loops are fairly common in aluminium alloys. The vacancies may 
also diffuse to screw dislocations to form helical dislocations by the mechanism of climb but in 
this particular alloy, no evidence for the presence of helical dislocations could be found, even 
after room temperature ageing for several days.
Figure 3.32b, taken after 3 hours at 155°C, shows diffraction contrast effects caused by
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coherency strains, but no evidence of zones or precipitates could be found. After sixteen hours, 
figure 3.32c, disc-like precipitates on {100} and {111} aluminium matrix planes could be 
resolved. Both sets of precipitates appeared to have been homogeneously nucleated. Following 
Chester and Polmear [150], ttie precipitates on { lll}^j have been designated O, while those on 
{100}^! have been identified as 0'. Measurement of average precipitate diameters revealed 
that the {1 0 0 } precipitates were the larger, 350 ± 50 Â compared with 225 ± 50 A for those 
formed on {111} planes. Examination of the corresponding SAD pattern, figure 3.32f, shows 
streaking in <lll>y^j directions associated with the very thin nature of the precipitates, ~ 2 0  ±
10 A.
After 65 hours ageing, figure 3.32d, the precipitates 0' and £1 have grown in diameter to 
625 ± 50 A and 400 ±50 A respectively, and examination of SAD patterns, show that the <1 1 1 > 
streaks were still continuous. Long term over ageing had little further effect on the appearance 
of the microstmcture apart from an increase in precipitate diameter.
Figure 3.33 shows the variation in precipitate diameter with ageing time at 155°C, the 
0 ' precipitates and seen to coarsen at approximately twice the rate of the D precipitate.
In order to index the precipitate spots produced from the various sets of precipitates, a 
series of SAD patterns were taken using [100], [112] and [110] aluminium matrix zone axes, 
figures 3.34a-c respectively. A detailed crystallographic analysis of the electron diffraction 
data is presented in section 4.4.
3.5.4 Tensile testing
The data obtained from tensile tests on cast Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloys are summarised in 
table 3.11 for castings in the cast or hipped condition following solution treatment, cold water 
quenching and ageing for 16 hours at 180®C.
Analysis of these results using a Student T test showed that at the 95% confidence level 
there was a statistically significant improvement in the tensile properties of this alloy when 
hot isostatically pressed. This could be correlated with a reduction in alloy porosity caused by 
the hiping process and was confirmed by metallographic examination showing porosity levels 
of 1.5% in as-cast material but only 0.2% in metal after hiping.
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Table 3.11 Tensile test results for Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloys aged for 16 hours at 180°C.
Condition and heat treatment 0.2% PS TS Elongation
(MPa) (MPa) (%)
Cast, 16 h  at 180°C 467 ±10 485 ±16 3.1 ± 1.1
HIP, 16 h at 180®C 472±7 509 ±16 6 . 1  ± 1 . 6
Additional tensile testing was carried out for alloy plates heat-treated at 155®C for 24 
hours in the as-cast and hipped conditions. A very similar trend was observed, see appendix
1 0 .2 , the hipped alloy showed slightly improved tensile properties on ageing at the lower 
temperature.
3.6 Nicalon Reinforced Al-Cu-Mg-Ag-Zn Composites
3.6.1 As-fabricated Microstmcture
Figure 3.35 shows an optical micrograph of Nicalon/Al-Cu-Mg-Ag-Zn in the as-cast 
condition. Segregation of second phases, of higher atomic number, to the fibre/matrix interface 
can be seen in the SEM micrograph, figure 3.36, EDS analysis showing that these intermetallics 
consisted of CuAl2 -
A backscattered electron image (BEI) of Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag in the as-cast 
condition reveals segregation of intermetallics to the fibres and evidence of coring, figure 3.37a. 
EPMA from fibre to mid grain to determine alloying element concentrations are shown in figure 
3.37b. Copper showed the most coring, varying from 1.2 at% to 0.9 at% in mid-grain. 
Surprisingly high levels of silicon were found, varying from 0.42 at% near the fibre to 0.5 at% 
in mid-grain. Zinc, silver and magnesium showed little evidence of coring.
3.6.2 Heat treatment
Composite specimens were solution treated at 500°C for 8  hours followed by 42 hours at 
525°C then cold water quenched. EPMA data from fibre to mid-grain, figure 3.38a, are shown in 
figure 3.38b and suggest that the solution treatment has been effective in removing coring. The 
silicon level had risen to 0.95 at% suggesting that some reaction occurred during the solution
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treatment stage.
Composites were solution treated, cold water quenched and then aged at 180®C for 0  to 
300 hours. The ageing response was followed by microhardness measurements between fibre tows 
and is shown in figure 339. A single peak hardness of 156 HV was observed after 8  hours after 
which the composite showed rapid softening especially when compared with tiie unreinforced 
alloy, see figure 3.40.
3.6.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Figure 3.41 and 3.42 show DSC traces for the unreinforced Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy and 
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag after solution treatment and cold water quenching. Comparison of 
the DSC traces of Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag with that of Al-Cu, figure 3.27 shows a the presence of an 
additional endotherm at 115-130®C for the Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag matrix. Table 3.12 shows the 
position of exotherms and endotherms as a function of temperature.
Table 3.12 DSC Peak Temperatures for Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy and 
Nicalon /  Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag




exotherm 1 51 51
endotherm 1 80 109
exotherm 2 1 2 0
endotherm 2 203
exotherm 3 226 289
endotherm 3 420 347
exotherm 4 456 414
endotherm 4 511 474
exotherm 5 523 521
endotherm 5 - -
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The major effects of reinforcing an Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy wiüi Nicalon fibres are seen to be:
a) the disappearance of exotherm 2,
b) a shift of the major exotherm 3 to a higher temperature,
c) a reduction in the temperature of endotherm 3.
3.6.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Figure 3.43a is a bright field TEM micrograph of Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag after 
ageing for 8  hours at 180®C to peak hardness. Matrix precipitates and intermetallics at the 
fibre/matrix interface can be seen. EDS analysis of the second phase at the fibre/matrix 
interface, figure 3.48b, shows the presence of carbon, oxygen, magnesium, aluminium, silicon and 
some copper, whilst the corresponding SAD pattern, figure 3.43c, can be indexed on the basis of 
small crystals of A1 2S1 0 5 , an orthorhombic phase with a = 7.80 Â, b = 7.90 A and c = 8.56 A. 
Figure 3.44a shows a large needle-like crystal growing from the fibre surface, which EDS 
combined with SAD analysis suggest is AI4 C3 , a hexagonal phase with a = 334 A and c = 25.0 
A, and with the c axis aligned perpendicular to the long direction of the needle. Figure 3.45 
shows another region of the fibre/matrix interface in the same composite, EDS and SAD 
analysis suggest the presence of small crystallites of a magnesium based spinel, MgAl2 0 4 , 
which is face-centred cubic, a = 8.08 A.
Matrix precipitation on {100} matrix planes can be observed adjacent to a fibre 
interface, after ageing at 180®C for 8  hours, see figure 3.46. Figure 3.47 shows matrix 
precipitates in an area remote from a fibre/matrix interface, the SAD pattern, taken along a 
[1 1 0 ] zone axis, shows streaking in the [1 0 0 ] matrix direction but no streaking in the [1 1 1 ] 
direction usually characteristic of this alloy. Comparison of matrix precipitation at a 
fibre/matrix interface and within the interfibre regions show similar precipitate densities, no 
precipitate free zones are observed associated with the fibre interfaces. The SAD patterns 
shown in figures 3.46b and 3.47b can be indexed on the basis of 6 '
Careful examination of figures 3.45 to 3.47 show some evidence for precipitation on 
{111}. However, the very low levels of D precipitation do not give rise to any precipitate 
diffraction spots on the SAD pattern and, consequently, identification was only possible by 
association with the {1 1 1 } precipitate morphology.
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3.6.5 Flexural Testing
Four-point flexure testing was carried out on Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag in the as-cast 
condition and in the peak hardened condition ( 8  hours at 180®C). The results are seen in table 
3.13. Representative tensile stress-strain curves for 0® and 90® Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag in the 
as-cast condition are shown in figure 3.48. Matrix yielding is observed at ~0.04% strain for both 
0® and 90® orientations with fracture at 0.19% for the transverse composite and at 0.27% for the 
longitudinally reinforced composite. Figure 3.49a shows a fracture surface for longitudinally 
reinforced Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag in the as-cast condition. The fracture surface is relatively 
flat with evidence of some secondary cracking. The matrix shows evidence of considerable 
plastic deformation and some of the fibres are split which suggests a strong fibre/matrix bond. 
Figure 3.49b shows a fracture surface of a Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag after testing in the 
transverse direction. Extensive evidence of fibre splitting can be seen along with matrix 
ligaments indicative of considerable plastic deformation.





as-cast 0 ® 312.9 ± 25.8 117.7±5.7
as-cast 90® 106.3 ± 8.5 1 0 2 2  ± 1 0 .2
8  hours at 180®C 0 ® 371.4 ± 10.2 145.1 ±4.1
8  hours at 180®C 90® 104.2 ±12.3 1 0 0 . 6  ± 1 .2
Representative tensile stress-strain curves for 0® and 90® Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, after 
ageing to peak hardness, are shown in figure 3.50. Matrix yielding for the longitudinally 
reinforced composite occurs at -0.05% strain and at 0.02% for the transverse composite. Failure 
for the 90® orientation occurs at 0.12% compared with 0.24% strain for the 0® composite. Figure 
3.51a shows a fracture surface for Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag after solution-treatment and 
ageing to peak hardness. The overall fracture surface is similar to that of the as-cast condition
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and shows no evidence of fibre pull-out. At higher magnification there is considerable evidence 
of fibre splitting. Figure 3.51b illustrates a transverse fracture surface of a peak aged 
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag sample tested in flexure. A high proportion of the fibres show 
splitting and there appears to be extensive amounts of a reaction product decorating the 
fibre/matrix interfaces on the sub-micron scale.
3.7 Nicalon Fibre/Matrix Shear Stress Evaluation
Evaluation of the fibre/matrix shear stress of Nicalon/Al-4 Cu samples was carried out 
after solution treatment at 535®C, cold water quenching and subsequent heat treatment at 140®C. 
Measurements were performed using the microhardness indentation technique described in 
section 2.5. Figure 3.52 shows a scanning electron micrograph of a typical indent; a plastic lip 
can be seen which has been caused by deformation of the matrix as the fibre has elastically 
extended on unloading. Interfacial shear strength values, calculated using the method detailed 
in section 2,5, are shown graphically in figure 3.53 and in table 3.14. The results represent an 
average of at least eight individual indentation measurements.
Table 3,14 Fibre/matrix shear stress measured by fibre indentation tests 
















The value of fibre/matrix shear stress increased from 33 ± 19 MPa for the as-quenched condition
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to a maximum value of 102 ± 40 MPa after 8  hours before dropping to 83 ±26 MPa after extensive 
ageing.
Measurement of the fibre/matrix shear stress on Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Ag-Mg alloy aged 
at 180®C have extremely high shear stress values, see table 3.15, which may be unrealistic, see 
section 4.5.1 for a more detailed analysis and discussion.
Table 3.15 Fibre/Matrix Shear Stress Measured by Fibre Indentation Tests 














Fibre/matrix shear stresses for Nicalon composites which had been annealed at 350®C for 1 
hour or quenched into liquid nitrogen, table 3.16, again appear to be rather high.
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Table 3.16 Fibre/matrix shear stress measured by fibre indentation tests 






Error in T 
±SD 
(MPa)
Nicalon/Al, as-cast 514 140
Nicalon/Al, annealed 228 75
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 8  
hours at 180®C
3571 909
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 8  
hours at 180®C then quenched in 
liquid nitrogen
514 140
During indentation experiments on Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag composites, some incremental 
loading of individual fibres was carried out. As the loads were progressively increased it was 
observed that cracking of the fibres initiated from the comers of the indentation marks in the 
fibre. With careful choice of loading increments and fibre diameters, the progress of cracking 
could be followed from initiation of single then double cracks until complete fibre destruction. 
Table 3.17 lists results of the loading trials.
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Table 3.17 Observation of cracking of Nicalon fibres in an Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy 












1 0 0 9.7 5.2 X
1 1 0 1 0 . 0 5.2
115 1 0 . 0 6.9 X
1 1 0 10.3 5.0
115 10.3 5.1 S
1 2 0 10.3 5.5 S
125 10.3 5.6 X
1 1 0 1 0 . 2 5.1
1 2 0 1 0 . 2 6 . 2 X
1 0 0 1 0 . 0 5.1
1 2 0 1 0 . 0 5.1 S
125 1 0 . 0 5.7 X
105 1 0 . 0 5.8
1 1 0 1 0 . 0 6 . 0 S
1 2 0 1 0 . 0 6.3 X
1 0 0 8.7 5.3 s
115 8.7 6 . 2 X
140 10.3 5.8
145 10.3 6 . 0 X
135 10.5 5.4
140 10.5 5.7 X
1 2 0 10.3 5.0
125 10.3 5.4 X
Note: S and X refer to single and doubles cracks respectively
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3.8 Cyclic Loading of Nicalon Composites
Figure 3.54 illustrates the results of applying a cyclic tensile/compressive load to a 
Nicalon/Al alloy parallel to the fibre direction. The specimen had been annealed at 350®C for 
3 hours and furnace cooled to room temperature prior to testing. A significant hysteresis loop or 
Bauschinger effect is present, with the tensile part of the loop being narrower than the 
compressive sector. Figure 3.55 shows that when the sample was loaded in compression first, a 
different response was obtained, the compressive sector being smaller in area than tfie tensile 
sector. The slope of the cyclic stress-strain curve is much higher in figure 335 than that of 3.54.
The response of a Nicalon/Al alloy loaded in tension first following a quench into 
liquid nitrogen is illustrated in figure 3.56. Figure 3.57 is the curve produced when the specimen 
is first loaded in compression, in this case the tensile sector shows a larger hysteresis effect.
Some testing was carried using thin specimens loaded in flexure and using the data 
reduction technique described in section 2.9.2 to derive uniaxial tensile and compressive stress- 
strain curves. Figure 3.62 and 3.63 shows cyclic loading curves for as-cast Nicalon/Al loaded in 
compression and tension first respectively. The hysteresis loops are smaller than for the 
annealed cases illustrated in figures 3.58 and 339. Figures 3.64 and 3.65 show the flexural cyclic 
loading curves for Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, after solution treatment and ageing for 8  hours at 
180®C, the hysteresis loops are very small in these cases.
3.9 Extracted Nicalon Fibres
Fibre testing was carried out using the techniques described in section 2.9.3. Table 3.18 
gives the calibration of the image shearing eye-piece used to measure fibre diameters. This 
data was plotted and a least-squares fit was performed to generate a linear equation to allow 
direct conversion of the eye-piece Vernier scale to fibre diameter in micrometers as follows.
y  = -0.399969X 4- 200.3185 3.1
with =0.999923
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Table 3.18 Calibration of Image shearing eye piece against an 
NPL Reference Graticule




0 . 0 0 501.00
25.00 438.00
50.00 376.00
Nicalon fibres were tested in the following conditions, flame desized, flame desized and 
immersed in 10% NaOH for 100 hours, and following extraction from A1 and Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 
alloy based composites by immersion in 10% NaOH for ~ 100 hours. The tensile test results are 
given in tables 3.19 to 3.23.
Table 3.19 Nicalon NL-227, flame desized, 25 mm gauge length.











1 466.00 13.92 152.18 0.27 1787.3 1593.8 0.091 7.374 -2.351
2 466.00 13.92 152.18 0.38 2497.0 17873 0.182 7.488 -1.606
3 470.00 12.32 119.21 0.19 1593.8 2497.0 0.273 7.823 -1.144
4 462.70 15.24 182.41 0.49 2691.7 2691.7 0.364 7.898 -0.794
5 464.90 14.36 161.96 0.56 3457.7 2743.7 0.455 7.917 -0.501
6 463.00 15.12 179.55 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 30623 0.545 8.027 -0.238
7 467.80 13.20 136.85 0.45 3273.7 3147.7 0.636 8.054 0 . 0 1 2
8 465.30 14.20 158.37 0.49 3062.5 3242.1 0.727 8.084 0.262
9 473.80 10.80 91.61 0.30 3242.1 3273.7 0.818 8.094 0333
1 0 469.00 12.72 127.08 0.40 3147.7 3457.7 0.909 8.148 0.875
Average C (MPa) 2749.7
± SD (MPa) 600.3
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Table 3.20 Nicalon NL-227, flame desized, 100 hours in 10% NaOH,
25 mm gauge length.










P ln(a) ln(ln(l/(l-P )))
1 462.70 15.24 182.41 0.45 2466.9 1404.5 0.077 7.247 -2.525
2 464.90 14.36 161.96 0.42 2593.3 1580.8 0.154 7.366 -1.789
3 467.70 13.24 137.68 0.31 2251.6 1688.8 0.231 7.432 -1.338
4 458.00 17.12 230.19 0.36 1542.2 1705.9 0308 7.442 -1 . 0 0 0
5 459.20 16.64 217.47 0.48 2198.0 1762.8 0385 7.475 -0.723
6 466.00 13.92 152.18 0.47 3055.5 2018.7 0.462 7.610 -0.480
7 475.20 10.24 82.35 0.30 3642.8 2047.1 0338 7.624 -0.257
8 467.70 13.24 137.68 0.36 2614.8 2104.0 0.615 7.652 -0.046
9 463.00 15.12 179.55 0.28 1548.3 2388.3 0.692 7.778 0.164
1 0 467.80 13.20 136.85 0.25 1804.9 2558.9 0.769 7.847 0.383
1 1 465.30 14.20 158.37 0.37 2336.4 2644.2 0.846 7.880 0.627
1 2 469.00 12.72 127.08 0.30 2337.2 2718.1 0.923 7.908 0.942
Average G (MPa) 2366.0
± SD (MPa) 572.6
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Table 3.21 Nicalon/AI, 10% NaOH, 25 mm gauge length.










P ln(a) ln(ln(l/(l-P )))
1 474.50 10.52 86.92 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 380.6 0.091 5.942 -2.351
2 459.90 16.36 2 1 0 . 2 1 0.08 380.6 424.7 0.182 6.051 -1.606
3 455.40 18.16 259.01 0 . 1 1 424.7 541.3 0.273 6.294 -1.144
4 470.20 12.24 117.67 0.08 679.9 555.9 0.364 6.321 -0.794
5 454.00 18.72 275.23 0 . 2 0 708.5 557.9 0.455 6.324 -0.501
6 461.80 15.60 191.13 0.13 680.2 558.2 0.545 6.325 -0.238
7 458.50 16.92 224.85 0.13 555.9 642.3 0.636 6.465 0 . 0 1 2
8 465.60 14.08 155.70 0 . 1 0 642.3 679.9 0.727 6.522 0.262
9 458.80 16.80 221.67 0 . 1 2 541.3 680.2 0.818 6.522 0.533
1 0 460.30 16.20 206.12 0 . 1 2 557.9 708.5 0.909 6.563 0.875
Average C (MPa) 573.0
± SD (MPa) 103.4
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Table 3.22 Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, as-cast, 10% NaOH, 25 mm gauge lengtfi.










P ln(G) ln(ln(l/(l-P )))
1 467.70 13.24 137.68 0.05 363.2 199.1 0.091 5.294 -2.351
2 467.40 13.36 140.18 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 216.1 0.182 5.376 -1.606
3 464.90 14.36 161.96 0.06 364.3 244.5 0.273 5.499 -1.144
4 463.40 14.96 175.77 0.06 364.1 327.2 0.364 5.791 -0.794
5 463.00 15.12 179.55 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 363.2 0.455 5.895 -0.501
6 464.90 14.36 161.96 0.04 216.1 364.1 0.545 5.897 -0.238
7 457.00 17.52 241.08 0.05 199.1 364.3 0.636 5.898 0 . 0 1 2
8 466.70 13.64 146.12 0.08 547.5 413.9 0.727 6.026 0.262
9 459.20 16.64 217.47 0.09 413.9 547.5 0.818 6.305 0.533
1 0 454.80 18.40 265.90 0.07 244.5 690.8 0.909 6.538 0.875
Average G (MPa) 373.1
± SD (MPa) 143.8
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Table 3.23 Nicalon/AI-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, solution treated, 10% NaOH,
5 mm gauge length.











1 462.20 15.44 187.23 0 . 0 2 80.1 30.8 0 . 1 0 0 3.429 -2.250
2 462.20 15.44 187.23 0.07 384.5 80.1 0 . 2 0 0 4.383 -1.500
3 455.30 18.20 260.15 0 . 1 1 403.6 227.7 0.300 5.428 -1.031
4 462.00 15.52 189.18 0.07 359.5 295.7 0.400 5.689 -0.672
5 462.60 15.28 183.37 0.08 441.7 345.2 0.500 5.844 -0.367
6 450.00 20.32 324.29 0 . 0 1 30.8 359.5 0.600 5.885 -0.087
7 466.00 13.92 152.18 0.05 295.7 384.5 0.700 5.952 0.186
8 463.30 15.00 176.71 0.06 345.2 403.6 0.800 6 . 0 0 0 0.476
9 459.00 16.72 219.56 0.05 227.7 441.7 0.900 6.091 0.834
Average G (MPa) 373.1
± SD (MPa) 143.8
The results of fibre testing are summarised in figure 3.62 in the form of a standard Weibull plot 
of ln(ln (1/(1-P))) against ln(a). Table 3.24 lists values of fibre failure stress and standard 
deviation. Where problems associated with fibre extraction were encountered, a reduced gauge 
length was employed. A least squares fit to the data points in figure 3.62 enabled the 
measurement of slopes and intercepts which were then used to calculate the Weibull 
parameters and the stress at which 50 % of fibres would be expected to fail, <a>, see table 3.24.
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Table 3.24 Strength results for as received and extracted fibres.












NL-227 as received and 
desized
25 2749.7 6003 3.64 1111.3 2908.6
NL-227 as received and 
desized, 10% NaOH
25 2366.0 572.6 3.91 1017.6 2483.2
Nicalon/Al, 10% NaOH 25 573.0 103.4 4.75 287.2 593.2
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag as 
cast, 10% NaOH
25 373.1 143.8 2.45 94.7 405.5
Nicalon/Al-Cu-2In-Mg-Ag 
solution treated, 10% NaOH
5 351.1 6 6 . 0 2.80 53.7 338.4
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 
solution treated, 10% NaOH t
5 112.9 83.7 0.61 0 . 2 25.8
Note t  fibre failure at low stresses
As-received Nicalon fibres gave an average strength of 2750 ± 600 MPa after being flame 
desized. Immersion of Nicalon fibres in 10% NaOH for 100 hours, the conditions used to extract 
fibres from composite specimens resulted in a small drop in tensile strength to 2366 ± 573 MPa. 
Fibres extracted from a Nicalon/Al composite exhibited a large drop in strength to 573 ± 103 
MPa, while fibres extracted from as-cast Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy showed a further 
reduction in strength to 373 ± 6 6  MPa. Solution treatment of the Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 
alloy led to a further decrease in strength. It was found to be impossible to extract fibres 
suitable for testing at 25 mm gauge length and so a shorter gauge length of 5 mm was employed. 
Calculation of Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag fibre strengths, at a 25 mm gauge length to allow a 
direct comparison, gave a value of <a> of 149 MPa, showing that there was a significant
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reduction in fibre strength associated with tfie solution treatment process.
The majority of the fibre tests could be explained by a simple two parameter 
distribution. However, some of the fibres extracted from the Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 
composite following solution treatment showed low strengths and could not be explained by a 
two parameter model. The results for these fibres were split into two groups and analysed 
separately. Calculation of <a> for the low strength test results for Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 
after solution treatment yielded a fibre strength of 26 MPa at a gauge length of 25 mm.
Flame desized Nicalon fibres are illustrated in figure 3.63a and reveal fibre surfaces 
which are smooth and featureless, while fibres extracted from A1 alloy, figure 3.63b, possessed 
surfaces which were relatively smooth with some evidence of pitting, suggestive of chemical 
attack. Discrete particles were occasionally found adhering to the extracted fibres, which on 
the basis of EDS analysis, figure 3.64b, are probably hydrated aluminium hydroxide left over 
from the digestion stage. Nicalon fibres extracted from Al-Cu-2In-Mg-Ag in both the as-cast 
and solution treated conditions, figures 3.63c and d, show the presence of continuous films 




The liquid metal infiltration process involves forcing liquid metal through a fibre 
preform by applied pressure. During this step, various chemical reactions between the matrix, 
fibre and any binder can occur. This is followed by solidification to give an as-cast 
microstmcture with possible segregation of alloying elements and reaction products, ttie form of 
which are influenced by the presence and scale of the reinforcement. Thermal stresses can 
develop as the composite cools, due to the difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion 
between the matrix alloy and the reinforcement, while subsequent heat treatment to improve 
the matrix properties will also modify the matrix residual stresses and could lead to further 
reaction between fibre and matrix.
The various fabrication stages have a direct consequence with regard to the composite 
microstructure and mechanical performance. Figure 4.1 is a schematic representation of the 
physical and chemical factors explicit or implicit in the manufacturing process, their 
relationships with one another, the overall process and the final product. Each factor must be 
understood and optimised in order to produce a high performance composite material.
4.1 Infiltration of Fibre Preforms
A key step is the fabrication of composites with an acceptably low level of matrix 
porosity and without any undesirable fibre matrix reaction. Previous workers have 
concentrated on high pressure infiltration methods such as squeeze casting to ensure that good
infiltration has been achieved. However, simple theoretical calculations, as follows, show
that low pressures should be sufficient to infiltrate fully with molten aluminium alloys most 
practical fibre preforms .
We begin by modifying the Kelvin equation, see section 1.6.2, to describe the change in 
pressure, AP, required to force a liquid of surface tension, y, past an obstruction such as two fibres 
arranged in a simple square array;
AP = 2 Y /(2 r [()t/4 V ,f^ -l])  4.1
Taking a value of 0.84 Jm~  ^for Oie surface tension of aluminium, values of AP for 10 and 100 pm 
diameter fibres as a function of fibre volume fraction were predicted, see figure 4.2. The effects
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of viscous drag, as estimated by the Blake-Kozeny equation are shown in figure 4.3, where the 
calculated pressure gradients for 1 0  and 1 0 0  pm fibres at two different melt front velocities as a 
function of volume fraction are predicted. The data show that pressures in the range 1 to 5 MPa 
are suitable for the infiltration of aU practical composite systems, provided that the process is 
carried out in the fluid domain, i.e. that both melt and fibre temperatures are above the metal 
liquidus temperature.
Initial work using Saffil fibre preforms at volume fractions of 0.12 to 0.24 confirm these 
predictions in showing excellent infiltration with little evidence of porosity, damage or 
displacement of the fibres. Indeed, it was found that those experiments which produced 
incomplete or a total lack of infiltration always involved fibre temperatures, prior to 
infiltration, which were lower than the alloy liquidus temperature. In such cases, the 
infiltration front followed the path of least resistance with molten metal first entering the die 
cavity and filling the spaces of the die not occupied by the fibre preform, a process we shall 
call 'flash-round'. Subsequent infiltration continued to follow the path of least resistance, the 
final regions to be infiltrated being the smallest cavities in the preform at the furthest 
distances from the ingate or 'flash-channel'. Lack of infiltration was always observed to be 
associated with premature solidification of the melt front preventing further progress of the 
melt front through the fibre preform.
4.2 Solidification in Cast Fibre Reinforced Alloys
The solidification mechanisms involved in the present low pressure liquid metal 
infiltration process are similar to those incurred in conventional casting processes and thus are 
likely to produce a typical as-cast structure in the metal matrix which consists of primary 
aluminium dendrites and segregated second phases, especially at grain boundaries.
The microstructure of a Borsic fibre reinforced Al-Zn-Mg alloy was generally in accord 
with this. Furthermore, the presence of considerable amounts of Mg2 Si at the fibre-matrix
interface, a phase commonly found at the grain boundaries in unreinforced Al-Zn-Mg castings, 
provides strong evidence that solidification of primary aluminium dendrites started within 
the interfibre regions. The next stage of the solidification process involved rejection of solute 
ahead of the solidification front, with enrichment of the remaining liquid. In the final stages.
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a conventional as-cast microstructure was formed containing a network of second phases.
Selected area diffraction analyses showed that the Mg2 Si intermetallic phase which
surrounded individual fibres consisted essentially of large single crystals, in contrast to the SiC 
coating on the boron fibre which consisted of fine polycrystalline p SiC, with a radial texture. 
The lack of epitaxy between the intermetallic and the SiC coating is supporting evidence that 
the Mg2 Si intermetallic was formed in the final, rather than in the initial stages of matrix
solidification.
There was no evidence of any reaction having taken place between the matrix and the 
silicon carbide coating on the fibre. However, the amounts of Mg2 Si formed in the present
composite is consistent with a silicon level of 0.3 wt%, which must indicate that the phase had 
been produced by reaction between magnesium in the alloy and silicon impurities. Indeed, the 
specification for the alloy employed in this composite allowed for a maximum of 0.3 wt% 
silicon, equivalent to the amount calculated from area fraction measurements of Mg2 Si in the 
composite. Furthermore, although several workers [17-20] have reported the formation of 
AI4 C3  in Al/SiC composites, no evidence for this carbide was found in the present work even
though the phase diagram, figure 1.3, indicated that it was a possibility. This suggests that 
the presence of zinc and magnesium in the alloy may have stabilised the SiC phase by 
affecting the kinetics or thermodynamics of the reaction.
The Mg2 Si intermetallic was extremely brittle, as found when preparing and examining
thin foils in the TEM. Further evidence of its brittle nature was evidenced in SEM studies of 
transverse fractures, where the crack path could be seen to follow the intermetallic around the 
fibre surface, see figure 4.4. Clearly, the overall effect of the Mg2 Si phase was to weaken the
composite, as well as to increase the brittle nature of fracture, indicating that tighter control of 
silicon impurity levels is essential in order to reduce the amount of Mg2 Si formed.
The fact that intermetallic phases did not introduce significant amounts of brittleness 
in Al-Zn-Mg alloys when used in wrought form is due to their refinement during subsequent 
thermo-mechanical processing, after which they were less detrimental to mechanical 
performance. Indeed, it follows that conventional wrought alloys are unlikely to be suitable as 
matrices for FRM produced by casting routes, unless steps are taken to refine or disperse
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deleterious second phases.
Comparison of Borsic/Al-Zn-Mg alloy, figure 3.7, with Nicalon/Al alloy, figure 3.12a, 
showed some striking similarities in that the dendrite size was of the order of the interfibre 
spacing and that the second phases were segregated to regions adjacent to the reinforcement.
The fact that the fibres do not appear to play a role in the nucléation of matrix 
dendrites may be explained by considering their effect on melt solidification. Firstly, the fibres 
were preheated to a temperature close to that of the melt to prevent premature freezing and 
incomplete infiltration of the fibre network. Secondly, the specific heat capacities of boron and 
aluminium were similar and small when compared with the latent heat of fusion of aluminium. 
Thus the change, AT, in melt temperature T ^  on coming into contact with a fibre preform at 
temperature Tp may be shown to be small, as follows:
AT =  ( T „ - T ^ ) ( Q / C „ ) [ V , / ( l - V , ) ]  4.2
where C ^ ,  Cf are the specific heat capacities for the matrix and the fibre respectively (for 
molten aluminium, = 1.08 J/gK, for boron, Cf = 1.029 J/gK). Hence for a 0.5 Vf boron fibre 
aluminium composite, AT ~ (T ^ - Tp), which implies that the fibre network is unable to absorb 
the latent heat of fusion from the molten aluminium matrix to initiate solidification at the 
fibre/matrix surface.
The relative rates of cooling of fibres and metal matrix also have a bearing on the 
composite microstructure. For example, consider a composite with a four-fold packing geometry, 
see figure 4.5. The relationship of fibre diameter, D, to interfibre spacing, a, as a function of 
fibre volume fraction is given by the following expression;
This indicates that the average interfibre spacing is linearly dependent on the fibre diameter 
for any particular fibre volume fraction. Local heat exchange from the surrounding melt to the 
fibre is very rapid and is related to D ^ /a  [151] where a  is the thermal diffusivity of the fibre. 
Using this expression to calculate the local heat exchange time (LHET) from the melt to Borsic 
fibres gives a value of ~ 6 . 6  x 10"  ^s. Using a value of a, the LHET for the melt is ~ 3.4 x 10"  ^s, an 
order of magnitude faster. Calculations for Nicalon fibres showed a similar trend with the
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LHET for the fibre being slower than that of the matrix. Thus as the bulk composite was cooled, 
the interfibre regions were likely to cool at a faster rate than the fibres and so solidify first.
It can be argued that the fibre network cooled the melt on initial contact, and that solid 
metal nuclei were formed on the fibre surfaces which were subsequently washed away into the 
composite as more liquid alloy entered the preform. Some of these nuclei might not, however, 
have been completely remelted and so could have acted as nucléation sites for subsequent 
dendrite growth. Whilst this may be a possibility, it cannot be the dominant mechanism, since 
the resultant microstructure would have not been so dependent on the local fibre spacing. This is 
particularly evident where the cooling rate was greatest, as in the large regions of unreinforced 
matrix where the microstructure consisted of larger dendrites.
Hence the following sequence of events is proposed:
( 1 ) the liquid metal penetrated the preheated fibre network and the temperature of the 
system stabilised above the freezing point of the alloy;
(2 ) cooling occurred and the metal, with its higher thermal conductivity, lost heat more 
rapidly than the ceramic fibres;
(3) the metal started to solidify in interfibre regions, whilst metal adjacent to the fibres 
remained liquid;
(4) the prim ary aluminium dendrites grew and solute was rejected ahead of the 
solidification front until the solute levels were such that second phases (e.g. Mg2 Si)
were formed in the region of the fibre-matrix interface.
The way in which molten metal interacts with a fibre bundle has been studied by a 
number of workers. Fukunaga and Ohde [152] examined the passage of the melt front through a 
network of cold fibres (i.e. fibres at a temperature below that of the alloy solidus) and 
developed a model whereby heat was transferred from the melt to the fibres. One result was 
the build up of a solid metal layer on each fibre which effectively choked off the capillary 
channels so preventing any further progress of the melt front. This effect would lead to 
incomplete infiltration and would obviously be undesirable.
For most FRM systems of interest, the local heat exchange time was typically ~ 10“^ s, 
which implies that heat was rapidly transferred between the liquid metal and the fibres on
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contact. If a square-packing geometry is assumed, simple calculations show that there are two 
possibilities:
i) If the resultant composite temperature, Tg, is greater than T ^ , the matrix liquidus,
then;
_ V ,PA T, + ( 1 - V , ) 0 . T ,
'  V,pA  + (1 -V ,)C „p„
i i ) If Tc = Tm then a proportion of solid matrix. Vs, has been formed;
= V,P,C,(Tm -T ,) - ( l -V ,)p ^ C „ (T . - T ^ )
Pm ^m
where Vf and V$ are volume fractions of fibre and solid matrix. Cm and Cf are specific heat 
capacities of matrix and fibre. Ta, Tf and Tm are the temperatures of alloy, fibre and alloy 
liquidus, Lm is the alloy latent heat of fusion and pnv Pf are the densities of matrix and fibre.
Formation of a proportion Vg of solid matrix leads to a reduction in the capillary 
channel width P according to:
P = D 4.6
4V,  ^ V,
Thus when P = 0, infiltration of the preform would cease, even if very high pressures are being 
used such as in squeeze casting. However, the microstructures of fully infiltrated composites 
showed no evidence for the formation of solid layers of matrix around individual fibres in the 
present work. This implies that reliance on the contribution of alloy latent heat of fusion for 
local heating of the fibre network is unlikely to result in a successful composite, especially 
when the random packing of fibres in a real system is taken into account.
Figure 4.6 shows the relationship between Vg and melt superheat at three different 
fibre preheat temperatures calculated for a 0.5 Vf Nicalon fibre/A1 composite. These data 
indicate that to avoid problems of incomplete infiltration as well as minimising infiltration 
pressures, Tf should be slightly greater than the alloy liquidus.
4.3 Mechanical Properties and Microstructure of Cast Composites
The liquid metal infiltration process may affect the resultant longitudinal strength of 
the composite in various ways. Firstly, there may be a chemical reaction between the fibre and 
matrix which leads to the formation of brittle reaction products which may act as stress raisers
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and degrade the fibre's tensile strength. Secondly, the segregation of alloying elements to the 
fibre/m atrix interface on solidification may lead to the deposition of intermetallics at the 
interface which may affect the tensile properties of tfie fibres in an analogous way to reaction 
products. Thirdly, any irregularity of fibre spacing or fibre clustering may also reduce the 
performance of the composite. These factors will now be considered in more detail.
4.3.1 Fibre/Matrix Interfacial Reactions
Observation of fibre/matrix interfaces using TEM by many workers has shown that 
molten aluminium when in contact with fibres such as Nicalon, SiC or carbon often reacts to form 
Al^Cg needles growing out from the fibre surface. The extent of this reaction seems to depend on 
both fibre and matrix types. For example, examination of a Borsic fibre reinforced Al-Zn-Mg 
composite by TEM showed no evidence for the presence of AI4 C3 , while chemical analysis for 
AI4 C3  in Nicalon/Al, carbon fibre (T300)/Al-7Si and Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag showed values 
of 0.03,0.21 and 1.41 wt% respectively, see table 3.6. Comparison of the chemical analysis with 
TEM observations of Nicalon/Al and Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag show good agreement.
Reaction between Nicalon and aluminium to form AI4 C3  may occur by one of the
following processes, which under suitable conditions can be considered to be reversible;
4A1 + 3C —> AI4 C3  4 . 7
3SiC + 4A1 ^  AI4 C3  + 3Si 4.8
3SiOxCy + (2 x + 4y)Al -> XAI2O3  + yA^Cg + 3Si 4.9
The first reaction has been observed in carbon fibre reinforced aluminium alloys by Okura and 
Motoki [153] who studied the kinetics of the reaction between a carbon fibre and pure aluminium 
over a temperature range of 500 to 640®C and found that carbide growth could be described by a 
parabolic law with the reaction rate increasing with temperature. A more detailed study of 
aluminium carbide growth rates for PAN and pitch based carbon fibres coated with aluminium 
has been carried out by Yoon and Okura [154]. An analysis of their data shows that the 
activation energies for PAN and pitch fibres are similar at 107.1 KJ/mol and 102.5 KJ/mol 
respectively but had different rate constants of 2.86 x 10^ p m /h r^ /^  for PAN and 8.28 x 10  ^
p m /h r^ /^  for pitch fibres. If we assume that the free carbon in Nicalon reacts in a similar way 
and that we can extrapolate these values to estimate the extent of carbide formation in
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Nicalon/Al alloys as a function of temperature and time on exposure to molten aluminium, then 
we can predict the reaction product sizes as shown in table 4.1.
Table 4.1 AI4 C3  reaction product size calculated from C/A l data [154] 









700 60 32 6 6
750 60 59 127
700 600 1 0 0 208
750 600 187 400
These values can be compared with measured carbide needle lengths, for Nicalon/Al and 
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloys fabricated in the liquid state, from TEM studies as shown in 
table 4.2.
Table 4.2 AI4 C3  needle lengths measured from TEM examination of 
Nicalon/Al alloy composites.
Composite Needle length 
(nm)




Fabrication conditions for both composites were similar, with infiltration temperatures of 
approximately 700®C for one to three minutes. It is apparent that extrapolation of the reaction
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rates for carbide growth in the solid state underestimates the rate of carbide growth that has 
occurs during the liquid metal infiltration process. The AI4 C3  grew in needle-like form from the 
fibre and it is therefore likely that growth was controlled by diffusion of carbon along the 
length of the needle. In the liquid state such diffusion would be more rapid and would explain 
the increased size of the carbides observed in these composites.
The second reaction has been studied by Iseki et al [155] who investigated the 
thermodynamics of the reaction between aluminium and SiC powders in the temperature range 
973 to 1473 K. They showed that carbide formation was possible above the Al-Si solidus and 
only ceased when the activity of silicon increased to such a level that the free energy for the 
reaction became positive. Viala et al [156] have also investigated the Al-Si-C ternary from 300 
to 1900 K and found that below 923 ± 3 K, aluminium and SiC were in thermodynamic 
equilibrium and no reaction occurred. Above 923 K, aluminium reacted with SiC to give AI4 C3  
and a ternary Al-C-Si liquid phase, the carbon content is very low while the silicon content at 
equilibrium ranges from 1.5 ± 0.4 at% at 923 K to 16.5 ± 1 at% at 1620 K.
Evidence for the third reaction has been reported by Scott et al [157] following a 
detailed TEM study of Nicalon/Al composites manufactured by a similar LMI route to the 
composites studied in this investigation. They found evidence for the presence of AI2 O3  (cubic, 
a = 7.9 Â) as well as AI4 C 3  at the fibre/matrix interface. The composition of the silicon 
oxycarbide was assumed to be SiOCo. 5  by Bleay et al in their study of Nicalon fibre 
composition [14] and the reaction therefore becomes;
6 SiOCo.5  + 8 A 1 2 AI2 O3  + AI4 C3  + 6 Si 4.10
EPMA of as-cast Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag revealed the presence of 0.5 at% of silicon in the 
matrix with little evidence of segregation, see figure 3.37b. Following a solution treatment of 8  
hours at 500°C and then 40 hours at 525°C the concentration of silicon was found to have 
increased to an average value of 0.98 wt%, as shown in figure 3.38b. These levels can be 
compared with the maximum solid solubility of silicon in aluminium of 1.65 wt% at the binary 
eutectic temperature of 850 K. Chemical analysis of Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zh-Mg-Ag after solution 
treatment shows the presence of 1.73 wt% silicon which is higher than that determined locally 
by EPMA. If we assume, as seems likely, that the concentration of silicon is due solely to
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reaction between the aluminium matrix and the Nicalon fibre then it allows a comparison to be 
made with the values obtained directly by chemical analysis for AI4 C3 , see table 43.
Table 4.3 Comparison of AI4 C3  content in Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag by calculation from silicon 
measured by EPMA and by wet chemical analysis.
Composite condition Silicon 
by EPMA 
(wt%)
AI4 C3  
by wet chemical 
analysis 
(wt%)
AI4 C3  
calculated assuming A1 
reacts with SiC only 
(wt%)
as-cast 0.49 0.48 ±0.18 0.84
solution-treated 0.98 1.41 ± 0.19 1.65
These results suggest that the silicon content in the Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag matrix is due primarily to 
reaction with SiC in the Nicalon fibres and implies that some of the silicon is also formed by 
reaction with the silicon oxycarbide phase. If we assume that the silicon content of the matrix 
is solely due to reaction of aluminium with the Nicalon then we can make an estimate of the 
relative proportions of the two reactions on the basis that the oxycarbide is given by the 
formula SiOCo.5 - Calculations based on EPMA data for solution treated Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn- 
Mg-Ag suggest that 70% of the aluminium carbide is formed by reaction with SiC and the 
remaining 30% is formed by reaction with the silicon oxycarbide. If this is correct we would 
expect to observe ~ 0.1 at% of AI2 O3  in the matrix. If the fibre surface is richer in oxygen, as has 
been suggested by many studies, or consists of a thin layer of Si0 2 / following heat treatment in 
air, as found by Maniette et al [158] and predicted by thermodynamics, see section 1.2, then the 
presence of surface silica will further modify the reaction products which may occur.
Hughes et al [159] have used electron spectroscopy with thermodynamic modelling to 
examine the reactions between aluminium, Si02 and SiC as a function of oxide thickness. They 
found that where there is no Si02/ aluminium reacts with SiC to produce AI4 C3 , where an 
oxide layer is present, the initial reaction products are am orphous AI2 O 3  and Al2 SiOs,
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followed by AI4 C3  once the oxide has been consumed. SAD analyses of reaction products at the 
fibre/matrix interface of Nicalon/Al and Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloys, figures 3.13c and 
3.43c suggest the presence of fine crystallites of both alumina and aluminosilicates, which is 
consistent with the work of Hughes and Bleay.
Chemical analysis and EPMA have shown that carbide formation in Nicalon/Al 
composites during fabrication is substantially lower ( -  0.03 wt%) than for Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn- 
Mg-Ag (~ 0.84 wt%). The processing conditions employed were very similar (same die, fibre 
temperatures and cooling rates) and the only significant difference was the freezing range for 
the two alloys, ~ 10®C for commercially pure aluminium versus ~ 115®C for Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 
alloys. The enhanced formation of carbide in the Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy is, therefore, 
most likely due to the longer exposure time in the molten state. A similar phenomena has been 
observed by Hack et al [160] in Al%0 3 /M g alloys, where the formation of MgO at the 
fibre/matrix interface was greater for AZ41, a magnesium alloy with a freezing range of 100®C, 
than commercially pure magnesium.
Solution treatment of Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag for 8  hours at 500®C followed by 40 
hours at 525®C led to further growtii of AI4 C3 , as calculated from the measured silicon content 
of the matrix increasing from 0,86 to 1.68 wt%. This reaction occurred at a temperature below 
that observed by Viala et al [156] for pure aluminium which implies that the alloying 
elements present in this alloy were affecting the thermodynamics of the reaction.
Table 3.24 summarises the tensile strengths of Nicalon fibres extracted from both 
commercially pure aluminium and Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloys in the as-cast and solution treated 
conditions. The results measured for flame desized Nicalon are consistent with those of Wu and 
Netravali [161], who carried out a detailed study of the strength-length relationships in single 
Nicalon fibres. They concluded that a simple two-parameter Weibull distribution could be used 
to explain their data and that the "weakest-link" model adequately described the effect of 
gauge length on fibre strength.
Table 4.4 lists four point flexure results for Nicalon/Al alloy composites, the results for 
the longitudinally reinforced composites average around 20% ROM values when using as- 
received fibre properties.
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Table 4.4 Four point flexure strengths of Nicalon/Al alloy composites 
as a function of orientation and heat treatment.





Nicalon/Al, as-cast 0.54 307.7 21.7 2 0 . 0 0 *
Nicalon/Al, as-cast 0.54 184.4 5.7 90®
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag as cast 0.52 312.9 25.8 15.9 0 ®
Nicalon/Al-Cu-2[n-Mg-Ag as cast 0.52 106.3 8.5 90®
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 
solution treated, CWQ, 8  hr 180®C
0.52 371.4 1 0 . 2 19.9 0 ®
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 
solution treated, CWQ, 8  hr 180®C
0.52 104.2 12.3 59.7 90®
It is clear that the strength of Nicalon fibres were significantly reduced after the casting 
process, in some cases an 80% reduction or more in strength being observed. If the measured fibre 
strengths are used in the rule of mixtures calculation then a new set of theoretical composite 
strengths is obtained, see table 4.5, which also show composite strengths calculated from the 
composite strength theories discussed in section 1.8. The experimental flexural strengths are 
now in excellent agreement with the rule of mixtures, having taken into account the lower 
measured strengths of the fibre reinforcement in the ROM calculation. Poor composite 
performance would appear to be linked with low fibre strength in tiiis instance.
The strength of fibres extracted from Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag showed a decrease 
from the as-cast to the solution-treated condition, while the AI4 C3  content as measured by 
chemical analysis had increased. However, the majority of intermetallics segregated to the 
fibre/matrix interface on solidification are CuAl2  which were redissolved following solution 
treatment. Clearly, fibre/matrix reaction products have a significant effect on the tensile 
strength of Nicalon fibres.
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Table 4.5 Composite strengths calculated from the Weibull statistics data
in table 3.24, normalised to a 25 mm gauge length, values of Vf given in
table 3.6 and using the models discussed in section 1.8.

















Nicalon/Al as received and 
desized
1414.9 1473.8 815.6 83.9 883.4 5881.6
Nicalon/Al as received and 
desized, 10% NaOH
1065.9 1268.2 647.6 115.5 702.2 30715
Nicalon/Al, 10% NaOH 326.5 307.1 182.2 34.3 197.5 828.1
N icalon /  Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 
as cast, 10% NaOH
385.9 194.8 98.4 2 . 6 104.1 1853.1
N icalon /  Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 
solution treated, 10% NaOH
374.5 183.3 86.3 3.9 69.3 633.5
L = lower bound 
U = upper bound
4.3.2 Intermetallics at the Fibre/Matrix Interface
For hypoeutectic alloys, primary metal dendrites nucleate and grow from within the 
interfibre regions and result in segregation of second phases to the fibre/matrix interface. If 
these intermetallics cannot be removed during a subsequent solution treatment, they may act as 
flaws and substantially reduce the tensile strength. Ochiai et al [104] have developed a 
Griffith-type model to relate reaction product width to fibre and hence composite strength. 
Hunt [162] has also applied this type of model to fibre/matrix reaction zones in alumina-fibre 
reinforced Al-Li alloys, produced via an LMI technique, and found a reasonable correlation 
between theoretical and experimental values for composite strengths.
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Ochiai’s theory can be rewritten to incorporate the critical stress intensity Kjc for the 
fibre rather than Gc* as follows;
Calculation of Nicalon fibre strengths using this Griffith-type approach, taking a value of Kic 
= 3.25 M Pam^/^ (see section 4.4.2), gave the smooth curve shown in figure 4.7 as a function of 
reaction zone or intermetallic width, c. There must be a cut-off at small values of c, since the 
fibre strength is ultimately limited by surface or internal defects. From the fibre strength, 
limiting value of Oc may be predicted using one of the models discussed previously in section 1 .8 .
Flaw sizes calculated from this method are shown in table 4.6 and relate to the fibre 
strengths measured after extraction from Nicalon/Al alloys. Examination of flaw sizes, 
particularly those corresponding to low fibre strengths, show that they substantially exceeded 
the average fibre diameter, of typically 15 pm, and were observed to be associated with 
detritus which was still adherent to the fibres even after the matrix had been removed by 
dissolution in NaOH.
A study of TEM micrographs of Nicalon/Al showed that needles of AI4 C3  on the 
surface of Nicalon fibres were typically 0.3 pm in length, while intermetallics were observed 
which exceeded 1.5 pm and appeared to be associated with fibre fracture, see figure 3.15. This 
suggests that the presence of intermetallics at the fibre/matrix interface may be as detrimental 
as the growth of reaction products.
Three-point flexure test data obtained from different composite systems are 
summarised in table 4.7. In every case, the experimentally measured values were less than the 
calculated ROM value, even for systems which would not be expected to show any fibre/matrix 
reaction, such as the Safimax/Al composite. Also in every case, brittle intermetallic phases 
had segregated to the fibre/matrix interface, although they did not produce the continuous 
layers as required by the above theory. Nevertheless, where extensive intermetallic formation 
occurred, as in figure 3.12a for example, a very low composite strength was achieved. The 
experimentally measured value for such a composite (magnesium reinforced with Nicalon) was 
225 ± 10 MPa, only 18% of the calculated rule of mixtures value.
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Table 4.6 Flaw sizes calculated from a Griffith relationship for Nicalon 
fibres extracted from aluminium alloy composites 










NL-227 as received and 
desized
1.38 2908.6 0.4
NL-227 as received and 
desized, 10% NaOH
1.18 2483.2 0.5
Nicalon/Al, 10% NaOH 0.28 593.2 9.6
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 
as cast, 10% NaOH
0.16 338.4 29.4
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag 
solution treated, 10% NaOH
0.14 148.7 152.1
In contrast, the strength achieved for one of the aluminium alloys reinforced with Nicalon was 
somewhat higher at 516 ± 55 MPa, and represented a higher percentage (60%) of the calculated 
ROM value. This correlates with the reduced size of intermetallics formed at the fibre/matrix 
interface as shown in figure 3.12c.
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Table 4.7 Three point flexure test results for various fibre reinforced metals tested in the
longitudinal direction.






Safimax/Al* 0 . 2 0 381 38 79
Nicalon/Al* 0.16 369 74 78
Nicalon/Al* 0.32 516 55 60
Nicalon/Mg 0.48 225 1 0 18
Safimax/Mg 0.30 335 58 50
note * alloy matrices contaminated with iron
Solidification theory suggests that if fibre and melt temperatures could be controlled with 
sufficient accuracy, it should be possible to form a very thin layer of relatively pure matrix as a 
skin around each fibre and so avoid the problem of intermetallics segregation. In practice this 
would be very difficult to achieve and has been shown to result in incomplete infiltration. 
However, an alternative route might be to coat the fibres with a nucleant, such as TiB2 , which 
may achieve control over segregation of intermetallics at the fibre/matrix interface, although 
this approach but would certainly have attendant cost implications.
Recent work by Ochiai et al [163] investigated the effect of temperature on the tensile 
strength of alumina fibre reinforced Al-5 wt% Cu alloys fabricated by squeeze casting. They 
showed that the effect of CuAl2  intermetallics, segregated to the fibre/matrix interface, on the 
tensile strength of the composite was a function of temperature. At room temperature premature 
cracking of the intermetallics led to fibre damage and hence composite failure. At higher 
temperatures the composite strength was associated with competition between increased 
plasticity of the intermetallics and a reduction in matrix strength.
The scale of segregated intermetallics observed in figure 3.12a were much closer to the 
critical flaw sizes calculated in table 4.4 than for the dimensions of reaction products. This 
implies that the observed intermetallics contribute to the reduction of fibre strength and hence
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composite performance. Individual fibres extracted for tensile testing showed the presence of 
second phase media still adherent to the fibre surface, some of which were of the order of the 
calculated critical flaw sizes. The segregated intermetallics were iron-based and the major 
source of contamination was identified as being the steel riser tube, linked to erosion of the riser 
tube itself. Trials with a ceramic riser tube were successful in removing the source of iron 
contamination, see figure 3.12c which shows a substantially cleaner matrix microstructure when 
the ceramic riser tube was used. This is accompanied by an increase in flexural strength from 
307.7 MPa to 385.4 MPa, see table 4.8. In terms of % ROM this represents a 40% improvement in 
flexural strength compared with earlier material. Whilst this improvement in flexural 
strength is favourable, it only relates to an actual increase from 2 0 % to 28% of the rule of 
mixtures. The composite manufactured with the ceramic riser tube contained higher levels of 
porosity than usual and this would substantially reduce the composite strength, suggesting that 
the increase in performance from a change in riser tube material was higher than that 
determined.
Table 4,8 Four-point flexure strengths of longitudinal composites manufactured 
with a ceramic riser tube to reduce the intermetallic content.
Composite Vp Vf Strength
(MPa)
%ROM
Carbon/Al 0.05 0.44 291.4 13
Nicalon/Al 0.05 0.48 385.4 28
Sumitomo/A1 0.03 0.19 423.0 104
Tyranno/Al 0.05 0.44 355.9 29
Vp = porosity volume fraction
Whilst the change from an iron to a ceramic riser tube removed one source of composite strength 
degradation, evidence suggests that fibre/m atrix reactions, particularly in the case of 
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloys, and fibre spacing were further factors which require
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optimisation before substantial strength improvements can be expected. The former problem 
suggests that the use of long freezing range alloys to infiltrate fibres which might react to form 
carbides (carbon, Nicalon and Tyranno types) should be avoided. The second problem of fibre 
clustering is discussed in more detail in section 433.
4.3.3 Geometrical Effects
The experimentally measured composite strengths listed in tables 4.7 and 4.8 as a 
function of % ROM versus fibre volume fraction have been plotted as filled circles in figure 4.8. 
The data comprises a range of alloy/fibre combinations and volume fractions, manufactured 
with either an iron or ceramic riser tube. The trend shows a linear decrease in effective 
realisation of ROM strengths with increase in fibre volume fraction. This effect seems to be 
independent of alloy or fibre type or extent of matrix contamination. Examination of optical 
micrographs shows considerable clustering as the fibre volume fraction increased, which was a 
problem that manifested itself in a number of ways. Firstly, when two fibres touched, there was 
a region along the line of contact between the fibres that had no ability to transfer load via 
shear through the matrix. Secondly, clustering was more of a problem when the number of 
touching fibres increased because the efficiency of load transfer decreased substantially. 
Clustering also had an effect on the ability to infiltrate these materials effectively, thus 
leading to an increase in infiltration pressure required to consolidate fully a given fibre 
preform. Clustering increased with fibre volume fraction and hence fibre distribution assumed a 
greater importance with increasing fibre volume fraction.
Karam [164] has proposed a modification to the rule of mixtures to take account of fibre 
clustering effects at high volume fraction. He suggested that a real composite could be modelled 
using hexagonal cells, where the probability of finding a fibre at a particular cell is 
proportional to the fibre volume fraction, Vf, and the probability of an adjacent cell also 
containing a fibre is Vf^. He argued that where fibres touch they are inefficient at transferring 
load and, consequently, as clustering increases with increased numbers of fibres the efficiency of
the composite falls. He derived the following expression;
a ,= V ,(l-n^ V ?)a , + ( l-V ,)a „  4.12
based on a non-rigorous mathematical analysis, having assumed that the majority of clusters
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consisted of only two fibres, where n is a constant.
An examination of optical micrographs of FRM produced by the LMI process revealed 
that clustering was extremely common, involving many fibres in each cluster. The majority of 
FRM systems are of ttie non-wetting type and there are often voids formed at points of contact 
which will clearly prevent load transfer from fibre to fibre.
A  Monte-Carlo simulation was developed to examine Karam's concept in more detail. A 
computer programme, see appendix 10.3, was written to populate a 400 by 400 array of 
hexagonal cells with random hexagonal fibres, see figure 4.9, the probability of a cell 
containing a fibre being taken as Vf. The programme then progressively steps through the array 
and at each cell counts the number of adjacent cells which contain fibres. Each fibre-fibre 
contact is thus counted twice, since when two hexagonal fibres touch, a third of a fibre’s surface 
area loses the ability to transfer load. An effective volume fraction, Vef, can then by calculated 
as follows;
- 1 ^
where F is the total number of fibres in the array and C is the number of fibre-fibre contacts 
counted, divided by the total number of cells available. Simulations were carried out for fibre 
volume fractions ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 and averaged over ten runs at each Vf. Cell geometry 
was also explored and it was found that substitution of a square cell had very little effect on 
the results.
The results of the Monte-Carlo simulation have been normalised and plotted as open 
circle in figure 4.8, they follow the general trend shown by the experimental test data. At low 
volume fraction, the probability of large fibre clusters is small, and the simulation 
overestimates the detrimental effect of clustering since the contact area lost when two round 
fibres touch is less than for hexagonal fibres, see figure 4.10. At high volume fractions the 
experimental data has a tendency to lie below the values predicted, indicating that other 
effects may also be operating, such as fibre/matrix reaction or the effect of intermetallics 
segregated to the interface.
The effect of clustering can obviously degrade the performance of the composite and is 
another factor which needs to be taken into account when fabricating high quality composites
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by the LMI role. Yang and Scott [165] have reported evidence of enhanced clustering within 
carbon fibre tows by the advancing metal front during the infiltration process. Any control of 
clustering will require more uniform spacing of fibres at the preforming stage, perhaps by 
employing hybridisation techniques similar to those developed by Toyota [166].
Ochiai and Osamura [167, 168] have carried out a number of investigations into tiie 
tensile strength of FRM using computer simulations. Such a method allows key parameters to be 
systematically varied which are difficult to change or control experimentally, such as the 
distribution of fibre strength, and the effect of non-uniform fibre spacing. The increased stress 
concentration associated with individual fibre fracture in non-uniformly spaced composites was 
found to lead to composite failure at lower stresses, an observation which agrees with the 
experimental results obtained in the present work. In a more recent study, Ochiai and Osamura 
[169] have also examined the effect of matrix ductility, interfacial bonding strength and fibre 
volume fraction on composite strength and found that composite strengths were predicted to fall 
below ROM calculations for variations in fibre strength, matrix ductility and interfacial shear 
strength.
4.4 Use of Precipitation-hardening Matrix
4.4.1 Al-Cu Alloy Reinforced with Nicalon
The ageing response of Nicalon/Al-Cu alloys at 140®C is shown in figure 3.22 and for 
comparison the ageing curve for unreinforced Al-Cu is included. The composite shows a lower 
hardness at early ageing times which suggests that the formation of CP zones may be reduced in 
this system. A comparison of the DSC traces for the alloy and composite, figures 3.23 and 3.24, 
was inconclusive although the composite did show a shift to a lower temperature for the 
exothermic peak associated with 0' precipitate formation. These observations agree with those 
of Papazian [47] who investigated an Al-Cu alloy, fabricated by ingot metallurgy, powder 
metallurgy and also reinforced with 0.2 Vf SiC whiskers and found that the presence of the 
whiskers led to reduced CP zone formation and accelerated the formation of 0'. Kim et al [170] 
have studied the effect of whisker reinforcement on an Al-Cu alloy fabricated by powder 
metallurgy using DSC and TEM, they found that the presence of the reinforcement led to a 
suppression of 0 " formation, a high dislocation density, and a longer time to peak hardness for
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the com posite versus the unreiriforced alloy.
The ageing sequence as followed by the variation in hardness as a function of time 
showed no conclusive evidence for accelerated formation of 0' for Nicalon/Al-Cu. Peak 
hardness was reached in 48 hours for both reinforced and unreinforced systems, followed by 
similar drops in hardness on over-ageing at 140°C, see figure 3.22. Abis and DozeUi [45] have 
studied a 0.2 Vf short aluminosilicate fibre reinforced Al-Cu alloy fabricated by powder 
metallurgy and found no evidence of GP zone dissolution using DSC. They also observed little 
response to ageing for the composite, which they concluded was due to the absence of GP zones 
at the early stages of ageing. Such a lack of response to ageing was not found in the current work, 
in fact the Nicalon/Al-Cu composite showed a higher response to ageing than the matrix alloy 
although it achieved a lower peak hardness. This could be due to the higher dislocation 
densities associated with differences in CTE between the fibre and matrix which resulted in 
thermal strains on cooling down from the solution treatment temperature. Increased levels of 
dislocations have been observed in Nicalon/Al in the as-cast condition, see figures 3.16 and 
3.17, which may encourage heterogeneous nucléation of 0' in preference to the formation of GP 
zones followed by the nucléation and growth of 0". The presence of a higher dislocation density 
would act as sinks for vacancies, thus reducing their concentration and, consequently, GP zone 
formation.
Figure 3.25a shows a TEM brightfield image of a Nicalon/Al-Cu alloy after solution 
treatment and ageing to peak hardness at 140°C. The presence of matrix precipitates can be 
clearly observed in figure 3.25a but only matrix spots in the SAD pattern can be conclusively 
indexed due to the poor quality of the thin foü. However, the precipitates Ue on the {100}a 1 
planes and are most likely a mixture of 0" and 0'. Great difficulty was experienced in preparing 
good quality thin foils from this system owing to the poor infiltration of this composite, as 
shown by figure 3.20 and demonstrated by the very poor mechanical properties measured in 
transverse flexure.
Figure 3.26 shows an unreinforced Al-Cu alloy of the same composition after over­
ageing for 1360 hours at 140°C. A uniform distribution of precipitates on {IOOJa I can be seen and 
indexing of the accompanying SAD pattern was consistent with 0'. Measurement of precipitate
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diameters gave average values of ~ 45 nm compared with ~ 33 nm for the peak aged composite.
4.4.2 Unreinforced Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag Alloy
Examination of alloy samples at various stages of ageing revealed the formation and 
growth of Q. precipitates on {H1}a1 and 0 ' on {100}AP Both sets of precipitates appeared to
form homogeneously but there was some evidence of 0 ' forming heterogeneously on some 
dislocations to give rise to larger precipitates. At longer ageing times, the fine precipitates 
appeared to reach a limiting thickness of about 3 nm, while still continuing to grow 
perpendicularly to {111} and {100} aluminium planes. Measurement of the variation of 
precipitate diameter with time, figure 3.33, showed that the rate of growth for the two types 
were distinctly different, with 0 ' growing at a faster rate than Cl. With regard to precipitate 
thicknesses, evidence is available from SAD patterns showing that 0 ’ may thicken faster than 
Cl. For example, the disappearance of streaking in < 1 0 0 > A P  which was associated with 
growth of 0 '  on {1 0 0 }a 1 /  and the very strong streaking in < 1 1 1 > a i  which remains unchanged for 
all ageing times and temperatures investigated. No precipitate spots have been identified 
lying in the streaks in any of the SAD pattern, which suggests that the precipitates reach a 
maximum thickness corresponding to -4.7 Â. However, the observed precipitate thickness is 
about 6  times greater. This observation provides strong evidence for the faulted precipitate 
structure proposed by Kerry and Scott [43].
There is currently considerable controversy in the literature on the exact 
crystallographic structure of the strengthening precipitate (D) that forms during the ageing of 
this alloy. Various workers have proposed different analyses for the crystallographic structure 
of D. Auld [171] has re-examined his analysis of earlier X-ray data [112] and compared his 
results w ith those of Kerry and Scott [43]. He concluded that the structure was as originally 
proposed (i.e. monoclinic, a = b = 4.96 Â, c = 8.48 Â, y = 120°). He argued that Kerry and Scott 
misinterpreted their electron diffraction data and had confused rel-rod streaks with the 
indexing of some precipitate spots. Auld identified the presence of {002} reflections along 
<111>A 1/ allowing the determination of the c lattice parameter. Such reflections would occur
along intense streaks in the SAD patterns of Kerry and Scott and these may be either hidden or 
not present in their electron diffraction patterns. Auld also contradicts Kerry and Scott's
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assumption that double diffraction effects are not needed to interpret their electron diffraction 
patterns and he presents experimental evidence for this. Recent work by Knowles and Stobbs 
[172, 173] has led to another interpretation of the structure. They maintain that the analysis of 
electron diffraction data is best described by an orthorhombic unit cell with a = 4.96 A, b = 8.59 
A and c = 8.48 A. A very similar structure for O has been suggested by Hasan and Lorimer [174] 
i.e. face centred orthorhombic, a = 4.96 A, b = 8.58 A, c = 8.48 A, and with an orientation 
relationship of: (111 )^ |//(001 )0 , (110)^i//(010)Q , (112)^i//(100)Q . Both structures are
essentially identical to that proposed by Auld, but take a different definition of the unit cell. 
Further complications arise when the differences in ageing are taken into account. Both Auld 
and Lorimer have employed extensive over-ageing to increase the size of the precipitates and 
so simplify the analysis, while Knowles and Stobbs and Kerry and Scott have used a peak- 
hardened material for their respective crystallographic analyses.
The interpretation of electron diffraction patterns which contain a large number of 
streaks running though the aluminium reciprocal lattice may be facilitated by the construction 
of a three-dimensional model. This has enabled the 3-D relationship of the streaks to be 
established and compared with SAD patterns taken along [100], [110] and [112] aluminium zone 
axes. Examination of bright field TEM micrographs have also shown the presence of O' on {100} 
aluminium planes; consequently O' precipitate reflections also have to be taken into 
consideration when analysing the SAD patterns for this alloy (O' is tetragonal, a = 4.04 A, c = 
5.8 A). Proposed crystallographic structures were checked for validity using the standard 
formulae [175] listed in appendix 10.1.
Figure 4.11 is a schematic diagram of the SAD patterns produced from a [111] zone axis 
with the two alternative indexings of Kerry and Scott and Knowles and Stobbs. The first set of 
workers have used a hexagonal unit cell and obtained the lattice parameter a = 4.96 A, while 
the latter have chosen an orthorhombic cell with a= 4.97 A and b = 8.57 A, the remaining spots 
being formed by double diffraction. This provides the first possible test between the two 
proposed structures by using high resolution dark field using the double diffracted' spots. 
However, a practical problem arises when the actual orientation of the [111] zone axis is 
considered since the (1 1 1 } precipitates are viewed through their thickness and so provide very
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little contrast. So far attempts based on this approach have proved inconclusive.
Proceeding with the indexing, if either hexagonal or orthorhombic unit cells are 
chosen, then the [1 1 2 ] zone axis contains spots which should enable the c lattice parameter to be 
determined. Such an orientation is sketched and indexed with respect to the two models in 
figures 4.12a and b. The orthorhombic model should give rise to spots along [111] for one of the 
{111} geometries and yet they are missing in the SAD pattern as shown in figure 3.34c. A 
possible explanation is that these spots are elongated over reciprocal lattice space to form the 
observed streaks in < l l l> ^ i  due to the very thin nature of the O precipitates. This would
effectively double the expected precipitate thickness based on the streak length due to D to 9 
Â, which is still less than that measured experimentally.
Indexing of the remaining spots is accomplished by either employing double diffraction 
arguments or symmetry relations with precipitates on other {1 1 1 } planes which also give rise to 
reflections. Indexing of [110] and [100] zone axes are sketched in figures 4.13 and 4.14.
Very few workers have considered the mechanism that leads to formation of 
precipitates on {1 1 1 } aluminium lattice planes in what is effectively an aluminium-copper 
alloy. In the binary alloy, precipitates usually form on {100} following the formation of GP 
zones perpendicular to {100} to minimise the lattice strain energy term. It should, however, be 
pointed out that the majority of aluminium alloys have strengthening precipitates which form 
on {111}, e.g. Al-Zn-Mg, Al-Ag, Al-Li-Cu-Mg etc. Indeed, Taylor et al [42] postulated the 
formation of MggAg intermetallics which have suitable lattice parameters for subsequent
epitaxial growth of D. However, no evidence for the presence of this intermetallic has ever 
been identified in this or any similar alloy. Kerry et al [176] have suggested that the extreme 
precipitate streaking observed in selected area diffraction patterns at all ageing times, might 
indicate the presence of stacking faults within the precipitate structure, which could be 
stabilised by a lowering of the stacking fault energy of the matrix. This is plausible since Cl 
will only form when specific levels of silver and magnesium have been added to the base 
aluminium-copper alloy, while additions of zinc have also been found to enhance Cl formation. 
All three alloying elements remain in solid solution within the aluminium matrix at room 
temperature and are known to reduce its stacking fault energy. Work by Hankinson [177] using
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lattice imaging has shown some experimental evidence for the presence of stacking faults 
within the O precipitate.
Recent work by Garg and Howe [178] has added further fuel to the discussion regarding 
the analysis of the O precipitate structure. They employed convergent beam analysis to study 
the O precipitate point group using an Al-3.89 Cu-0.46 Mg-0.45 Ag alloy which had been 
solution treated and aged for 300 hours at 250*^ 0 and then subsequently aged in the TEM for 5 
minutes at 350®C to provide isolated O precipitates suitable for convergent beam analysis. 
They found that the point group for SI was 4/m m m  which is consistent only with a tetragonal 
crystal structure and concluded that both x-ray and electron diffraction data can be explained 
by a modified form of 0, which they call 0 m, with a = b = 6.066 Â and c = 4.96 A. Such a structure 
provides good coherency with {111} A1 habit planes and a misfit of 8.9% normal to the plane.
Further work by Garg et al [179] has reported the nucléation of the O phase in an Al-4.0 
Cu-0.5 Mg alloy without the presence of silver. Work by Bushby on the diffusion bonding of 2124 
alloys [180] has also shown that, following a short heat treatment of 5 minutes at 525®C, SÏ can 
be nucleated without silver, suggesting that whilst silver is not essential for the nucléation of 
Cl, it dramatically enhances its nucléation when present.
Garg and Howe [181] have also carried out a detailed study of the nucléation and 
growth of the Cl phase in both an Al- 4.0 Cu-0.5 Mg and an Al- 4.0 Cu-0.5 Mg-0.5 Ag alloy using 
a hot stage to age thin foils while in the TEM. Nucléation of O was found to occur uniformly in 
both alloys, with no apparent preference for defects present in the as-quenched alloy, and 
growth was found to be preferential along <112>Al//[100]o- High temperature ageing led to 
rapid thickening of the O phase from 3 to 300 nm and it was found to be stable with 0.
Nucléation of O is clearly associated with low atomic mismatch in the {111}ai planes 
and its growth perpendicular to these planes is constrained by high misfit (8-9 %). A low 
nucléation energy makes this phase more likely to form than S' or 0 ', while lack of GP zone 
formation would appear to be associated with low vacancy densities in the quaternary alloys 
(Al-Cu-Mg-Ag). The presence of silver, while apparently not required to nucleate Cl, stimulates 
its formation although the details of the exact role are as yet unclear.
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4.4.3 Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag Alloy Reinforced with Nicalon
The as-cast microstructure of Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, figure 3.37a, shows evidence of 
copper coring and a high but uniform concentration of silicon. As has already been discussed, 
this level of silicon is far higher than that allowed for in the specification for this alloy and is 
thought to be associated with a chemical reaction between the alloy and fibre during the 
infiltration and solidification process. Subsequent solution treatment for 8  hours at 500°C 
followed by 40 hours at 525°C resulted in removal of copper coring and dissolution of CuAl2  
intermetallics segregated to the fibre/matrix interface along with an increase in silicon from ~ 
0.5 to 0.9 at%, see figure 3.38. This increase in silicon was associated with further growth of 
AI4 C3  at the fibre/matrix interface during the extended solution treatment process and is 
consistent with an additional decrease in fibre strength from 351 ± 6 6  MPa to 149 ± 84 MPa at a 
25 mm gauge length.
The ageing response of the Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag composite, see figure 3.39, 
showed a similar response to that of the unreinforced alloy, see figure 3.40. However, over­
ageing in the composite was significantly faster than that observed in the alloy alone. 
Examination of the DSC traces for unreinforced Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag and Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg- 
Ag, figures 3.41 and 42, show that the exothermic peak at 115-130°C is absent in the composite 
and the exothermic peak at 230-260°C has been shifted to 295°C.
Examination of the matrix shows predominantly {100)a1 precipitate orientations with 
evidence of streaking only in the [100] directions. Figures 3.45 to 3.47 reveal some evidence for 
precipitation on {1 1 1 }, suggesting that the presence of the fibres has significantly reduced the 
ability to nucleate D in the composite matrix. The very low levels of precipitation on {111} do 
not give rise to any associated precipitate diffraction spots in the SAD patterns and, 
consequently, identification of £2 is only possible by association w ith the precipitate 
morphology. Polmear [182] has reported that stretching of aluminium alloys with silver 
additions prior to heat treatment led to a reduced hardenability, an observation which could 
be associated with a reduction in the nucléation of £2 precipitates on {111} in the composite. It is 
thus possible that the high dislocation densities generated on quenching from the solution- 
treatment temperature are having a similar effect in retarding £2  formation.
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It is clear from studies of the unreinforced alloy that Cl and 9' compete for nucléation 
and growth, the amount of the phases present being affected by the addition of alloying 
elements such as zinc but primarily controlled by the magnesium-to-silver ratio. The addition 
of large numbers of heterogeneous nucléation sites associated with a high dislocation density as 
observed in the Nicalon/Al system, figure 3.17, will also encourage the formation of the 0' 
phase. The presence of a high silicon concentration in the composite matrix may also be 
contributing to a reduction in the formation of Q, since silicon atoms are known to have high 
binding energies with vacancies, it having been postulated by several workers that Cl 
formation is associated with an interaction between silver, magnesium and vacancy clusters.
4.4.4 Fibre/matrix Shear Stress and Fibre Fracture Toughness
Many workers have either used different fibre and matrix combinations, and heat 
treatments to promote fibre/m atrix reaction or theoretical Monte-Carlo techniques to 
investigate the role played by the fibre/matrix interface on the mechanical performance of 
fibre reinforced alloys. In most cases little experimental work has been carried out to determine 
whether the fibre/matrix interface can be altered by judicious heat-treatment of the matrix. As 
previously discussed there are a variety of techniques available to measure fibre/matrix shear 
stresses, but, for simplicity the method developed by Marshall was chosen for this 
investigation. However, use of Marshall’s method resulted in the derivation of some very high 
values of shear stress for N icalon/Al alloy composites, see tables 3.15 and 3.16 and, 
consequently, it is appropriate to review Marshall’s method and consider any modifications 
which may be required.
The indentation test developed by Marshall to obtain interfacial shear strength values 
from fibre reinforced glass composites, while simple to perform, is only valid where there is no 
fibre/matrix chemical bond. The initial analysis has been extended by Marshall and Oliver 
[183] who considered that fibre displacement occurred by the initiation and then extension of a 
debonding crack at the fibre/matrix interface, followed by frictional sliding over the crack 
surfaces. They obtained the following expression for the fibre displacement, Uf, as a function of 
shear stress, x, fibre radius, r, applied force, F, and interface fracture surface energy,
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Marshall and Oliver employed an instrumented nano-probe for their later work which enabled 
them to produce fibre load-displacement curves.
In the present investigation a conventional microhardness tester was used with a 
pyramid-shaped indenter. Marshall's original method employed a fibre indent which enabled 
the force applied to the fibre to be calculated from a known fibre hardness. If, however, the 
maximum force applied to the fibre is that required to initiate fibre/matrix debonding rather 
than displacement of the fibre into the matrix, then this approach could result in an over­
estimation of the interfacial shear force. The size of the matrix indent could, nevertheless, be 
used to calculate the force applied to displace the fibre by using the simple argument shown in 
figure 4.15. The matrix microhardness is assumed to be a constant value, independent of position 
within the composite, and the force applied to the fibre is then calculated by subtracting the 
matrix supported load from the load applied by the indenter. The Vickers hardness number,
H y ,  is by definition the load divided by the surface area of the indentation;
H.
where P is the applied load in kg and D is the average diagonal of the indentation in mm. The 
load supported by the matrix, is;
Pm = HyAj 4.16
where A| is the surface area of the indentation in the matrix and can be calculated from the 
geometry of one of the pyramid faces as it intersects the fibre, which forms a plane intersecting 
a cylinder at 22® to form an ellipse. The general equation of an ellipse is given by;
where a = r  /  Cos22° and b = r, the fibre radius, represent the major and minor axes of the 
ellipse. If we now consider a segment of the indenter's pyramid face, see figure 4.16, then the 
area of matrix supporting the indenter can be obtained by integration. Two geometries are 
possible, if < zV 2 r , only the comers of the matrix indent project beyond the fibre, see
figure 4.17a, thus;
Aj = s j j  m x d x ( a ^  - x ^ /^ ^ d x j ^.18
w here m  = Cos22° and the limits of integration are C = /  2V2Cos22° and
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d = r /  (V2Cos22°) . Integration yields; 
A: = 8<
r 21mx------ ' _ b - ( a ' - x : r + — Sin-'A
c'
L 2 d a 2 2 a d
4.19




For the case where > l 'é l i t , the matrix indent completely overlaps the fibre, see figure
4.17b, and Üie indent area is given by;
Aj m x d x -—j (^a  ^-x^/^^dxj 4.21
which after integration and rearrangement reduces to;
A. = DLz2e1
‘ 2Cos22°
Thus the load applied to the fibre is ( P  - H y A j )  and the fibre displacement uf is given by;
where g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 ms"^). A plot of fibre displacement versus (P- 
VnAi)2 /r^  should therefore give a straight line of slope g2 / 47 t^Ef x and intercept IFg/x  so
allowing both the fibre/matrix shear strength and fracture energy to be estimated by a linear 
regression technique.
Marshall's equation for fibre displacement on loading by an indenter contains a term, 
2 rg/x, relating to the fibre/matrix fracture energy assuming that a chemical bond between tiie
fibre and matrix must be broken in order to create a new interface. Figure 4.18 shows a plot of uf
versus F^/r^ for a Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy after ageing for 8  hours at 180®C to peak
hardness. A least-squares fit to the data indicates that the intercept on the x axis is very small
and so to a first approximation can be ignored. Interfacial shear strengths can, therefore, be
estimated by Marshall's original expression or the following:
47C^r^EfUf
4.24
Such a result is consistent with TEM observations of fibre/matrix interfaces in these composites, 
where the reaction to form aluminium carbide was not extensive, see figure 3.16. Transverse 
flexural testing, however, suggested a strong fibre/matrix bond particularly in the case of
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Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag where considerable fibre splitting was observed in transverse 
fracture surfaces, see figure 3.51b. This implies that fibre/matrix deformation occurs by plastic 
flow of the matrix rather than by chemical debonding and is supported by the observation of 
deformation of the matrix around the fibre following indentation, see figure 352. If the concept 
of friction at the fibre/matrix interface is replaced by yielding of the matrix in shear, then the 
equation derived above can be used to measure the interfacial shear stress of fibre reinforced 
metals.
Measurement of the fibre/matrix shear strength as a function of heat treatment for 
Nicalon/Al-Cu alloys showed that the matrix hardness and fibre/matrix friction stress follow 
each other closely. Figure 4.19 compares the matrix microhardness and the fibre/matrix shear 
stresses for Nicalon/Al-Cu as a function of heat treatment time at 140°C and suggests that 
control of matrix hardening can be used to modify the composite properties.
Table 4.9 and figure 4.20 compared the fibre/matrix shear stress in a Nicalon/Al-Cu 
composite calculated by Marshall's method (using the size of the fibre indent to estimate the 
stress applied to the fibre) with the method described above. Both methods show similar 
trends, but Marshall's method tends to give lower results; the reason for the difference is 
probably associated with errors in measuring the size of the fibre indent.
Table 4.10 and figure 4.21 show the same comparison applied to the Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn- 
Mg-Ag system. In this case, Marshall's method overestimates the force applied to the fibre and 
leads to unrealistically high values for the fibre/matrix shear stress. Calculation of the forces 
obtained from the dimensions of the fibre indent were found to exceed the applied forces by 
typically 1.9 times, suggesting that Marshall's method can be applied only when the 
fibre/m atrix shear stress is relatively low. The errors arise because the fibre/m atrix shear 
stress is higher with stronger alloys and the indent technique leads to fibre splitting prior to 
fibre displacement; the fibre indent thus measured leads to an overestimation of the applied 
force.
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Table 4.9 Comparison of methods to calculate interfadal shear strength 













Error in T 
±SD  
(MPa)
0 32.9 19.1 43.1 1 1 . 1
1 56.1 22.7 99.2 30.1
4 98.0 30.4 156.0 41.9
8 101.9 40.2 145.8 28.5
24 92.7 5.9 144.4 20.4
48 64.6 28.4 132.9 42.8
96 82.8 53.0 117.7 70.9
1360 82.5 25.7 120.5 46.9
Table 4.10 Comparison of methods to calculate interfacial shear strength 
















0 650.2 316.9 130.8 47.5
2 1166.5 870.0 204.0 59.3
8 1433.5 1731.7 190.0 60.8
24 630.0 304.3 153.4 10.5
48 770.8 445.1 176.2 50.9
318 809.2 460.2 176.2 50.9
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Table 4.11 lists values of fibre/matrix shear stress measured for Nicalon/Al and 
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag composites after different thermal treatments. Marshall's analysis 
again leads to very high values which exceed the expected shear strength of the aluminium 
alloy matrix.
Table 4.11 Fibre/Matrix Shear Stress of Nicalon/Al alloys










Error in X 
±SD 
(MPa)
Nicalon/Al, as-cast 514.3 139.6 117.2 3.8
Nicalon/Al, annealed 227.8 74.7 84.3 32.5
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, 8  
hours at 180®C
3570.6 909.3 193.4 53.2
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, 8  
hours at 180®C, liquid nitrogen 
quenched
514.3 139.6 125.1 7.9
It must be questioned as to what the indentation test is actually measuring. The 
mathematical analysis assumes that the shear force is frictional in nature rather than a 
chemical bond. However, the presence of matrix residual stresses has been ignored in these 
analyses and such stresses can be considerable, as discussed in section 4.5, and being compressive 
in nature could well effect the apparent friction force. Clearly low-temperature ageing for 
N icalon/Al-Cu and Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloys has a significant effect on the 
fibre/matrix shear stress as measured by the indentation technique although this is unlikely to 
change the chemical bond strength between the matrix and fibre. Residual stress modelling has 
shown that the matrix yield stress effects the residual stress state of the composite and, since 
yield stress will depend on ageing time, it is not surprising that the measured shear stress
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follows reasonably closely the age-hardening response of the matrix. This does not allow us to 
determine whether the shear value measured is a friction force or whether it relates to failure 
of the matrix in shear adjacent to the fibre. All the values obtained are of the order of the 
expected shear strength of the matrix, but are significantly h i^ e r  than values measured in 
Nicalon/LAS HI glass (-5.2 MPa [184] ), consistent with the little or no fibre pull-out occurring 
in four-point flexure tests, see figure 3.51a.
Ochiai [163] has shown that the strength of a fibre-reinforced metal is controlled by not 
only the fibre strength but by competition between the stress concentration factor adjacent to the 
fibre/matrix interface and the critical length for reinforcement, both of which depend on the 
shear stress of the matrix. These results clearly indicate that the fibre/matrix shear strength 
is a property that can be controlled in order to improve the overall mechanical properties of 
the composite.
While performing incremental indentation testing, it was often observed that fibres 
showed a simple indent at low loading then, as the loads were increased, fibre cracking became 
apparent. This cracking, which initiated from the comers of the indentation, can be used to 
provide an estimate of the fracture toughness of the fibre as follows.
The most common method used for the determination of the critical stress intensity 
factor, Kic, in brittle materials is the single-edge notched beam (SENB). However, several 
workers have attempted to measure Kic by the indentation method [185, 186], 187], although 
practical problems associated with different crack profiles, figure 4.22, have resulted in a 
range of different formulae for calculating stress-intensity values. Many workers have 
introduced geometric and elastic constants in an attempt to match stress-intensity data 
determined by other methods such as SENB to the indentation tests. However, the method is 
useful in providing an estimate of critical stress-intensity for a Nicalon fibre, since other more 
traditional methods of measurement are inappropriate.
Niihara et al [188] have derived formulae for Kic for the median and Palmqvist crack 
geometries as follows;




0.4 /  t \ - 0 .5
4.26
where Kicm and Kicp refer to median and Palmqvist crack types respectively; E is the elastic 
modulus, H is the Vickers hardness, while a, c and 1 are indent and crack geometries as shown in 
figure 4.22 and <(> is a constraint factor (~ 3).
Lankford [189] gives a formula which is independent of crack geometry:
, 0 . 4 / 1  x-1.56
(ÎJ 4.27
whilst Anstis et al [190] have produced the following for a median shaped crack:
4.28
where P is the applied load on the indenter.
The actual crack geometry is in doubt, as is the crack length, since in many cases the 
load applied to the fibre rarely led to a crack which was arrested within the fibre. However, 
by comparing fibres loaded with and without cracking, values of Kic can be estimated, see table 
4.12.
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Table 4.12 Kic values from Nicalon fibres in an Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy 


















(M Pa.m l/2 )
KicM 
(Anstis et al) 
(M Pa.ml/^)
50 9.7 4.2 1.78 1 . 8 6 1.50 0 . 8 6
1 0 0 9.7 5.2 X 2.77 2.94 2.07 1.73
1 1 0 1 0 . 0 5.2 2.65 2.80 2 . 0 0 1.82
115 1 0 . 0 6.9 X 4.64 4.99 3.27 1.90
1 1 0 10.3 5.0 2.42 2.55 1.87 1.76
115 10.3 5.1 s 2.46 2.60 1.90 1.84
1 2 0 10.3 5.5 s 2.89 3.07 2.15 1.92
125 10.3 5.6 X 2.97 3.16 2 . 2 0 2 . 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 . 2 5.1 2.47 2.60 1.90 1.78
1 2 0 1 0 . 2 6 . 2 X 3.72 3.97 2.65 1.94
1 0 0 1 0 . 0 5.1 2.56 2.70 1.95 1 . 6 6
1 2 0 1 0 . 0 5.1 s 2.56 2.70 1.95 1.99
125 1 0 . 0 5.7 X 3.23 3.43 2.34 2.07
105 1 0 . 0 5.8 3.34 3.55 2.41 1.75
1 1 0 1 0 . 0 6 . 0 s 3.54 3.78 2.53 1.84
1 2 0 1 0 . 0 6.3 X 3.91 4.18 2.77 2 . 0 0
1 0 0 8.7 5.3 s 3.48 3.72 2.48 2.05
115 8.7 6 . 2 X 4.65 5.01 3.30 2.36
140 10.3 5.8 3.19 3.40 2.33 2 . 2 2
145 10.3 6 . 0 X 3.39 3.61 2.45 2.30
135 10.5 5.4 2.63 2.78 2 . 0 0 2.07
140 10.5 5.7 X 2.99 3.17 2 . 2 1 2.15
1 2 0 10.3 5.0 2.34 2.47 1.83 1.90
125 10.3 5.4 X 2.71 2.87 2.04 1.98
Note: S and X refer to single and double cracks respectively
Values of c in table 4.12 relate to the fibre radius. For the case of no crack being
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observed, the calculations represent a lower bound for Kic while for the case of double cracks 
the calculations represent an upper bound. Table 4.13 summarises values for the cases of no 
cracks, single and double cracks respectively using the four methods of calculation outlined 
above.
Table 4.13 Summary of Kic values determined Nicalon fibres in an 
Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy measured by indentation 
at increasing applied load.
Crack Type KIcM 
(Niihara et 
a l)
( M P a .m V 2 )
Kic
(Lankford)






(Anstis et al) 
(M Pa.m l/2 )
No crack 2.59 2.74 1.97 1.72
±SD 0.46 0.50 0.27 0.36
Single crack 2.99 3.17 2 . 2 0 1.93
±SD 0.45 0.50 0.26 0.08
Double crack 3.50 3.73 2.53 2.04
±SD 0 . 6 8 0.75 0.44 0.18
The results show that a reasonable estimate of Kic can be achieved by the use of an indentation 
technique. If we use the method adopted by Lankford as being independent of crack type, then 
an average value of Kic can be obtained = 3.25 ± 0.75 MPa.m^/2 which compares favourably 
with a value of 4.0 MPa.m^/^ for polycrystalline SiC quoted by Anstis. Schamm et al [191] 
have carried out extensive tensile testing of reacted Nicalon fibres and have derived a value of 
3,2 MPa.m^/2 Kic which agrees very closely with the value measured here by indentation.
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4.5 Residual Thermal Stresses in Composite
The residual stresses arising during composite fabrication, as a result of the differences 
in coefficients of thermal expansion of fibre and matrix, are likely to effect not only the age 
hardening response of the matrix, but also the mechanical properties of the composite.
4.5.1 Calculation of Residual Stresses in Matrix
In order to gain a greater insight into the influence of residual stresses on the 
mechanical behaviour of a unidirectional composite, a simple shear-lag model, see figure 4.23, 
has been developed to predict the build up of matrix residual stresses in the axial, 
circumferential and radial directions as a function of the composite's thermal treatment and 
subsequent loading history. The shear-lag model has been implemented as a computer 
programme, see appendix 10.4, to calculate the thermal strain increment 6e resulting from a 
small temperature change 6T using the following expressions;










E.2 = E „ m [ ( l - V r ) + ( V j '^ ) / ( l - V r ( l - E „ < T , / E „ ) ) ]  4.33
^m(T) ^ d  am(T) ^^e the matrix modulus and coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) as a 
function of temperature. Efj, E ^ , Ufj and UQ are the fibre moduli and CTE in the axial and 
transverse directions respectively. These strains are then converted into residual stress 
increments;
5cy = 0£Em(T) 4.34
and integrated over the required temperature interval. The maximum residual stress is limited 
by the compressive and tensile yield surfaces of the matrix. Matrix yielding is allowed for by 
applying von Mises yield criterion;
+  (^h -  4.35
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where the subscripts y ,  a, t ,  and h refer to the matrix yield stress, axial residual stress, radial 
residual stress and hoop residual stress respectively.
Effects such as creep and stress relief effects due to annealing are ignored on the 
assumption that temperature changes occur rapidly. An alternative approach would be to 
adopt a stress-free temperature of -  200®C (~ half the absolute melting point for aluminium) 
above which the residual stresses are assumed to be zero. Such an approach would have little 
effect on room temperature residual stresses, but would be significant for composites operating 
above the stress free temperature.
The model predicts that plastic yielding of the matrix occurs over most of the 
temperature range and compares closely with values measured by x-ray diffraction techniques
[192] or calculated by more sophisticated methods such as non-linear finite element techniques
[193]. It also shows that the resultant residual stresses in a FRM are dependent on the thermal 
history of the composite.
Figures 4.24 to 4.26 show the axial, hoop and radial residual stresses calculated after 
fabrication, subsequent solution-treatment and ageing of a 0.5 Vf Nicalon/ Al-Cu-Zn-Ag-Mg
composite, with liquid nitrogen quenching included in the heat treatment schedule. Residual 
stresses in the matrix start to build up as the composite cools from the solidus, together with 
tensile axial and hoop stresses and compressive radial stresses. The maximum values of matrix 
residual stress are limited by the matrix yield surface as a function of temperature. On solution- 
treatment, tiie stresses rapidly reverse and increase until the opposite yield surface is reached, 
where matrix plasticity again limits the maximum stresses. On quenching to room temperature, 
the matrix stresses follow essentially the same curve as for the initial cooling from the melt. 
On subsequent heat treatment, the axial and radial stresses remain elastic and change 
cyclically with heating and cooling. The hoop stress, however, reaches the compressive yield 
point on heating to the ageing temperature, whereupon subsequent ageing then increases the 
tensile yield point for the matrix. Hence on cooling to room temperature, the residual hoop 
stress is somewhat higher. This treatment clearly shows that residual stresses in these 
materials can be significant and will have an effect on the shape of the tensile stress-strain 
curve, particularly the onset of non-linear behaviour associated with matrix yielding. The use
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of a cryogenic quench can be effective in altering the matrix residual stress states.
Comparison of the values of residual matrix stress predicted from the model with 
measured values cannot be made precisely since the axial, radial and hoop stresses cannot be 
independently resolved with experimental techniques. Park et al [192] have employed x-ray 
diffraction techniques to determine the average longitudinal residual stresses in a 0.4 Vf 
graphite fibre (PlOO) reinforced 6061 composite from changes in the aluminium alloy lattice 
parameters. They explored the effect of various heat treatments on the average matrix 
residual stress, table 4.14 summarises their results and also shows the calculated matrix 
stresses determined using the model described above.
Table 4.14 A comparison of measured and calculated axial matrix residual 
stresses in a 40% PlOO/6061 composite.
Thermal history Measured axial matrix 
residual stress [192] 
(MPa)
Calculated axial matrix 
residual stress (MPa)
530°C for 1 hr, CWQ 149.2 1363
530°C for 1  hr, LNQ, 205®C 
for 1.5 hr, CWQ
270.1 219.9
530°C for 1 hr, LNQ, 205T 
for 1.5 hr, DIQ, CWQ
68.9 104.1
530‘^ C for 1 hr, LNQ, 205‘*C 
for 1.5 hr, EQ, CWQ
-30.2 67.9
530°C for 1 hr, LNQ, 205®C 
for 15 hr, LNQ, CWQ
-86.9 4.2
Note: LNQ = liquid nitrogen quench, 77 K
DIQ = dry ice quench, 194.5 K
EQ = quench into ethanol at its ice point, 156 K
CWQ = cold water quench, 293 K
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The model shows reasonable agreement with the residual stresses measured after 
solution treatment and low temperature ageing. Some discrepancies, however, arise for cases 
which are subjected to cryogenic cooling following heat treatment and then allowed to warm 
back up to room temperature. Park suggested that slippage at the fibre/matrix interface might 
explain such inconsistencies and presented evidence for thermal ratcheting by fibre intrusions 
into the matrix. It should, however, be borne in mind that PlOO fibres have a stiffness of ~ 690 
GPa coupled with a thermal expansion coefficient of - 1.1 x 10"^, and therefore represent an 
extreme case. It is likely that for fibres such as Nicalon the above model will be more accurate 
and thermal ratcheting less likely to effect the residual stress values.
4.5.2 Study by Cyclic Loading
Cyclic loading has been used by various workers to investigate the residual stresses 
within a range of MMC materials. At relatively low applied strains the early plastic 
behaviour will be influenced by the presence of internal stresses arising from tiiermal mismatch 
between fibre and matrix. At higher applied loads stresses due to constrained plastic flow of 
the matrix caused by the presence of fibres will be more significant. Cyclic loading curves 
should therefore give some insight into the residual stresses in these composites.
The cyclic loading curves for Nicalon/Al, figures 358 to 3.63, show the presence of a 
Bauschinger effect which is dependent on heat treatment and the direction of initial loading. 
The size of the hysteresis loops are larger for the cases where the matrix yield stresses are 
lowest, as in the case of the annealed aluminium matrix. The variation in compressive and 
tensile loops for the curves, figures 3.58 to 3.61, show no obvious pattern with regard to the 
calculated matrix residual stresses and the shape of the stress/strain curves suggests that some 
misalignment and bending may be distorting the results.
Use of the flexure method to derive tensile and compressive cyclic loading curves, see 
figures 3.62 to 3.65, would appear to give better results and allow for the collection of more data 
points per cycle. Figures 3.64 and 3.65 show the tension and compression first cyclic stress-strain 
curves for Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Ag-Mg after solution treatment and ageing for 8  hours at 180®C. 
The aged composite shows very little evidence of hysteresis during loading and unloading 
which implies that plastic yielding of the matrix has not occurred. This is surprising since the
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residual stress model predicts a very high tensile axial matrix residual stress, see fîgure 4.24, if 
liquid nitrogen quenching is not employed. The cyclic stress-strain curves, figures 3.64 and 3.65, 
appear to be linear in both loading directions up to applied composite strains of ± 0.24 %. A 
least-squares fit to the entire stress-strain data gives an average modulus of 121.2 GPa, 
compared with a Young's modulus for this composite of 145.1 ± 4.1 GPa, see table 3.14. ROM 
calculations, assuming a fibre volume fraction of 0.54 and a fibre modulus of 210 GPa gives a 
value of 145.6 GPa for the Young’s modulus compared with 113.4 GPa for the case where tiie 
matrix is fully plastic and does not contribute to the composite stiffness. More detailed analysis 
of the initial portions of the tensile and compressive parts of the loading curve give moduli of 
115.9 and 131.9 GPa which are more consistent with a large tensile matrix residual stress state.
4.5.3 Microstructural Evidence
Continuous fibres will give rise to the generation of dislocations caused by thermal 
strain developed on cooling due the mismatch in CTE of the matrix and fibre. A simple shear- 
lag model can be used to predict approximate dislocation densities, assuming that the 
temperature below which dislocations are not annealed out is 0.5 T ^  where T ^  is the absolute
melting point, and for aluminium is ~ 200°C. The axial and radial thermal strains on cooling 
over a temperature range can be estimated using values of 6  xlO"^ and 23 xlO"^ for the fibre and 
matrix CTE respectively, the thermal strains in the axial and radial directions are ~ 0.34% 
strain. The Burgers vector for aluminium is 2 . 8 6  A, and 034% strain gives a dislocation spacing 
of about 200 nm, corresponding to a dislocation density of ~ 2.5 x 10^^ m"^, compared with values 
ranging from 10^® to 10^^ m"^ for an annealed aluminium alloy [149]. This high dislocation 
density will clearly have some effect on precipitation behaviour in the matrix of such a 
composite.
Dislocation densities have been estimated from the TEM micrographs of Nicalon/Al in 
the as-cast state having assumed an average foil thicknesses of 200 nm. Dislocation densities 
adjacent to the fibre/matrix interface were found to be 7.6 ± 0.9 x 10^^ m"^ compared with 
densities of 8.1 ± 2.7 x 10^^ m”^  in the interfibre regions. These values agree closely with those 
calculated on the basis of thermal mismatch as derived above. Furthermore, experimental 
values indicate that the dislocation density is fairly uniform for a 0.5 Vf composite, suggesting
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that the strain fields associated with each fibre overlap.
4.6 Composite Mechanical Properties
4.6.1 Unidirectional Tensile Properties
The longitudinal tensile strengths of Nicalon/Al alloy composites fabricated by low 
pressure infiltration have already been discussed in considerable detail. Factors affecting tiie 
tensile strength of composites include fibre/matrix reaction, intermetallics subject to premature 
failure segregated to the fibre/matrix interface and fibre clustering resulting in inefficient fibre 
reinforcement.
Elastic moduli have been measured during flexure tests using a least squares fit to the 
derived uniaxial stress-strain curves, see tables 3.7 and 3.13, and are compared with ROM 
values, assuming a fibre stiffness of 210 GPa, in table 4.15.










solution treated and aged to 
peak.
0.52 . 145.1 ±4.1 142.8
Values of stiffness recorded for the Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag in the as-cast condition 
are low compared with the ROM value. The stress-strain curve shown in figure 3.48a indicates 
that significant matrix yielding occurs only after an applied strain of -0.4%. This does not, 
however, preclude the possibility of some localised yielding. The effect of ageing the 
composite matrix to peak hardness leads to an increase in stiffness and since as-cast and aged
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composite samples were taken from the same test-plates, the low stiffness of the as-cast 
composites is presumably due to yielding at low strains coupled with the problem of 
determining the slope of stress-strain curves which show no clear linear region. Generally the 
composite stiffnesses show good agreement with values predicted by a simple ROM model.
At higher applied strains the composites show a reduction in modulus. This is 
associated with matrix yielding and a consequent reduction in the matrix contribution to 
composite stiffness.
4.6.2 Transverse Tensile Properties
Transverse properties have been determined for Nicalon/Al based composites, see 
tables 3.7,3.10 and 3.17 and are summarised in table 4.16.





E2  (ROM) 
(GPa)
Nicalon/Al as-cast 0.54 184.4 ±5.7 118.4 ± 6.5 119.4
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, as- 
cast.
0.52 1063 ± 8.5 1 0 2 . 2  ± 1 0 . 2 116.7
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag as- 
solution treated and aged to 
peak.
0.52 104.2 ± 12.3 1 0 0 . 6  ± 1 . 2 116.7
N icalon/A l-C u as-solution 
treated and aged to peak.
0.23 118.5 ± 10.6 36.9 ± 1.3 85.8
ROM values for transverse stiffness are calculated in table 4.16 assuming no matrix 
porosity using the micromechanics equation derived by Hopkins and Chamis [117], see section 
1.8.1. The ROM value for Nicalon/Al agrees closely with the experimental values, the 
Nicalon/ Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag transverse stiffnesses are ~ 14% lower than the theoretical value 
which suggests some degree of porosity or lack of fibre/matrix bonding is present in this
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composite although optical micrographs show that levels of porosity are very small, see for 
example figure 3.35.
The experimental values of transverse stiffness for the Nicalon/Al-Cu composite are 
significantly lower than those predicted. In this case this reduction in stiffness is clearly 
associated with porosity around the fibre tows, see figure 3.20. Takahashi and Chou [194] have 
considered the case of the transverse elastic moduli of unidirectional fibre composites with 
interfacial debonding using Eshelby's equivalent inclusion method for a FP alumina fibre 
reinforced aluminium alloy as a function of fibre volume fraction. They found that with fibre 
debonding the transverse modulus dropped with increasing volume fraction and obtained values 
which agree closely with those measured for Nicalon/Al-Cu. Measurement of porosity area 
fractions by image analysis give a value of -  0.05 and at this level many of the fibre tows 
become decoupled from transfer of stress from matrix to fibre, as is shown by the extensive areas 
of bare fibres observed in transverse fracture, see figure 3.27.
Models of transverse strength for unidirectional composites have been discussed in 
section 1.8.5. Table 4.17 compares experimental and calculated values of transverse flexural 
strength by taking a simple square packing geometry and considering three cases of no chemical 
bond between the fibre and matrix, a chemical bond equivalent to half tiie matrix strength and 
a strong chemical bond equal to that of the matrix. Values of matrix strength have been 
assumed and are equivalent to the 1 0 0 % bonded composite values.
The Nicalon/Al composites show excellent transverse strengths with values of ~ 184 
MPa, which implies a strong fibre/matrix bond and extensive matrix work-hardening as the 
composite is strained. Examination of fracture surfaces reveals considerable evidence for matrix 
plasticity and some fibre splitting, see figure 3.19, which confirms the presence of a strong 
fibre/matrix bond. Fibre indentation tests show a fibre/matrix shear stress of 117 MPa which 
implies that the assumed matrix strength of 100 MPa used in Table 4.17 is an underestimate. If 
the transverse strength model of Chamis [117] is employed and the matrix stress is taken to be 
twice the shear stress measured by the indentation test, then a value of 194 MPa is obtained, 
which is in much closer agreement with the experimental value.
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1 0 0 % bond 
(MPa)
Nicalon/Al, as-cast 0.54 184.4 17 59 1 0 0
Nicalon/Al-Cu, as-solution 
treated and aged to peak.
0.23 118.5 115 182 250
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, as- 
cast.
0.52 106.3 37 119 2 0 0
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, as- 
solution treated and aged to 
peak.
0.52 104.2 75 237 400
The Nicalon/Al-Cu composite shows extensive porosity associated with the fibres 
which can be considered to approximate to the case of no fibre/matrix bonding. Experimental 
flexural values of -  118 MPa show good agreement with the predicted value of 115 MPa in this 
case. The transverse fracture surface, see figure 3.27, shows that the fracture path has 
traversed the composite from pore to pore, which is consistent with the assumption of no 
fibre/matrix bonding
The as-cast and heat-treated results for Nicalon/ Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy are 
essentially identical and are substantially lower than the values predicted assuming a strong 
fibre/matrix, as evidenced by the fracture surfaces, figures 3.49b and 3.51b. These results suggest 
that the matrix and fibre/matrix bond strengths are not controlling factors for the transverse 
strength in these composites. A study of transverse fracture surfaces for Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg- 
Ag composites reveals the presence of extensive fibre splitting and while this type of fracture is 
also seen in Nicalon/Al alloys it occurs to a lesser extent. If the major fracture path for 
Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloys is through the fibres, then increasing the matrix strength 
will have little effect on the overall transverse strength of the composite, particularly when
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there is considerable fibre-fibre contact. It would appear that whilst the fibre/matrix bond 
strength is high in this composite, the improved matrix strength cannot be utilised because tf\e 
fibre/matrix reaction has resulted in reduced transverse strength of the fibre. This has then led 
to a change in fracture mode, from the nucléation and growth of voids adjacent to the 
fibre/matrix interface to fibre splitting at lower applied loads.
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5. Conclusions
The low pressure liquid metal infiltration process can be used to infiltrate successfully a 
wide range of ceramic fibres, provided that suitable processing conditions are chosen. The most 
critical processing parameter was found to be the temperature of the fibre preform. Successful 
infiltration at low pressure required the preform temperature to be at or above the alloy 
liquidus temperature but, if the temperature fell, local solidification led to choking of the 
preform capillaries and incomplete infiltration. Any geometric clustering of fibres increased 
the threshold pressure required to force liquid metal through the fibre network and porosity 
was common where fibres were in contact. The melt front also contributed to fibre clustering by 
compressing the fibre bundles, an effect which was more pronounced for flexible fibres of small 
diameter.
Solidification of hypoeutectic alloy matrices occurred by nucléation and growth of 
primary aluminium dendrites in the interfibre regions, followed by rejection of alloying 
elements ahead of the melt front and segregation of second phases at the fibre/matrix 
interfaces. The presence of second phases was exacerbated by contamination of the melt, for 
example by reaction of molten aluminium with the steel transfer tube, or by chemical attack 
between fibre and matrix.
Clustering of fibres, segregation of brittle second phases to the fibre/matrix interface, 
and reaction between the alloy and the fibre all contributed to a reduction of composite 
strength. In the case of Nicalon/Al composites it appeared that segregation and clustering were 
the predominant factors causing a reduction of composite strength. Longer freezing range alloys 
increased the exposure time of Nicalon fibres to molten aluminium, with a corresponding 
increase in the formation of reaction products such as AI4 C3 , alumina and aluminosilicates. 
Reaction appeared to be predominately between the silicon oxycarbide and free carbon content 
of Nicalon rather than the P SiC phase, since no reaction was observed for Borsic fibres in an 
Al-Zn-Mg alloy fabricated in a similar way.
The residual stresses in the matrix of N icalon/Al alloy composites have been 
calculated and confirmed experimentally by direct measurement of dislocation networks in thin
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foils and by cyclic loading experiments carried out as a function of heat treatment and loading 
history.
A modification to Marshall's indentation method for measuring interfacial shear 
stresses in composites has been developed which enables the accurate measurement of high 
values of fibre/matrix interfacial shear stresses. Repeated indentation of the same fibre has 
also allowed a direct measurement of fibre critical stress intensity, to be carried out for the 
first time.
Tensile properties of the composites, as measured by flexure, have been poor with 
values of only ~ 20% ROM longitudinal strength being achieved, although good correlation 
with ROM values of composite stiffness have been attained. The major reasons for this poor 
performance are believed to be fibre/matrix reactions, the presence of brittle intermetallics 
segregated to the fibre/matrix interface and fibre clustering leading to poor utilisation of fibre 
reinforcement. A Monte-Carlo simulation has shown good agreement with strengths measured 
from a large number of different FRM systems, suggesting that clustering of fibres are 
particularly important but it has not been possible to test this hypothesis experimentally.
The use of a heat-treatable metal alloy to improve matrix-dominated properties has 
been investigated but it was found to lead to increased reaction between the fibre and matrix 
due to the longer freezing range resulting in longer fibre contact times with molten aluminium.
Tensile testing of unreinforced alloy samples aged to peak hardness have confirmed the 
enhanced strengthening conferred by Q precipitation. Measured tensile properties compare very 
favourably with those achieved by the 7000 series wrought alloys. Hot isostatic pressing 
proved to be effective in increasing the tensile properties of the alloy by approximately 1 0 %, 
an effect attributed to the healing of microporosity commonly found with casting alloys with 
long freezing ranges. Microstructural examination has confirmed the formation of O 
precipitates on {111} in an Al-Cu alloy on addition of magnesium, silver and zinc. Detailed 
crystallographic analysis has not yet enabled confirmation of either the structure proposed by 
Knowles and Stobbs or the model of Kerry and Scott.
The microstructure of Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloys after solution treatment and 
ageing shows little evidence for the formation of D precipitates. The reasons for this are
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unclear but are thought to be associated with high dislocation densities found in Nicalon 
reinforced aluminium alloys which promote the kinetics of 0' formation. Increased matrix 
hardening in these composites has been achieved but this does not correspond to increased 




The effect of fibre clustering on mechanical strength requires further study. Methods are 
available to improve the uniformity of fibre spacing by the incorporation of particles or 
whiskers into the fibre tows prior to infiltration. The effect of fibre volume fraction on 
composite strength, both with and without hybridisation and using a pure aluminium matrix to 
avoid effects due to segregation of intermetallics during solidification, will establish the 
importance of fibre spacing on composite strength, both in the longitudinal and transverse 
directions.
Use of highly alloyed aluminium alloys to improve matrix-dominated properties has 
resulted in excessive reaction with Nicalon fibres. A similar study carried out using a less 
reactive fibre or one coated with a less reactive material is clearly required.
Future work is required on a detailed microstructural investigation of the effects of 
reinforcing a Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy with ceramic fibres. The modification to the normal 
precipitation sequence of Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloys due to dislocations formed by thermal 
mismatch between the fibre and matrix on cooling requires further study using high resolution 
TEM. A complementary tensile testing programme is also needed to enable a greater 
understanding of how a precipitation-hardened matrix can influence the mechanical properties 
of a fibre reinforced metal. Commercially pure aluminium should be used as a control matrix.
Further work based on high-resolution TEM is required to identify conclusively the 
structure of Q in the matrix alloy. Some x-ray diffraction work should be carried out to avoid 
problems associated with double diffraction effects.
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7. Glossary
A [ Surface area of indentation
a diagonal length of fibre indentation
b diagonal length of matrix indentation
bg bundle efficiency
c flaw length
dj ineffective fibre length
dU energy change
e base of natural logarithm
E Young’s modulus
g Acceleration due to gravity
G* critical strain energy release rate
Gi2  shear modulus
F force
Hy Vickers hardness number
1 fibre disbond length
Ig critical fibre length
m Weibull modulus
mg slope of load /deflection curve
n total number of fibres
nj fraction of failed fibres
N number of weak links
P load applied to beam in flexure
cumulative failure probability 
Pm matrix load
Pi(s) probability of fibre failure at applied stress s
r fibre radius
r; radius of curvature
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Tjji distance between adjacent fibres






X lamina longitudinal strength
Y lamina transverse strength




6  diffusion distance
AP pressure drop across an interface
Z summation
dP/dZ pressure gradient
|i dynamic liquid viscosity
\> Poisson's ratio
Oq Weibull scale parameter
< o > average fibre failure stress
r  Gamma function
Pg Surface energy
otjuri fibre bundle failure stress
^b mid point deflection of a beam
K radius of curvature
h beam thickness
b beam width
Xt distance from neutral axis to tensile surface
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Xc distance from neutral axis to compressive surface
dA element at distance c from neutral axis
M applied moment
dM differential of applied moment
a* calculated stress
P load
X distance between rollers
T torque
k geometric function of b and h
L support span




Zx sum over variable x
matrix stress at composite failure strain
Subscripts
1 principle longitudinal direction
2  principle transverse direction
1 2  principle interlaminar shear direction
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Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram showing the production of boron fibre by chemical vapour 
deposition.
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Figure 1.2 Oxidation of SiC as a function of temperature and oxygen partial pressure (from 
Warren and Andersson [12]).
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Figure 1.3 Al-SiC-C phase diagrams at a) 500°C and b) 800°C, from [12].
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Figure 1.4 Al-Cu binary phase diagram.
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Figure 1.7 Section of Al-Cu-Mg ternary phase diagram.
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Schematic diagram showing the various stages of the liquid metal infiltration 















Figure 2.1 A diagram showing the main components of the liquid metal infiltration 














Figure 2.2 A diagrammatic representation of the vacuum and gas pressure services for the 
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Figure 2.4 Microhardness method for determining fibre/matrix bond strength by 







Figure 2.5 Method of measurement of fibre displacement by simple geometry.
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Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram showing the various interactions which can occur when an 






Figure 2.7 TEM ray diagrams showing,
a) bright field,
b) selected area diffraction mode.
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Figure 2.10 Dimple depth determination for mechanically thinning FRM samples prior to 




Figure 2.11 Tensile test specimen geometry applied to FRM samples using tapered tabs










Figure 2.12 Four point flexure geometry.



























Figure 2.15 Diagram showing least square fit metiiod of numerical differentiation.
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Masking Tape Fibre Paper Card Mount
Figure 2.16 Fibre testing method employing a card onto which the fibre is mounted using
adhesive tape allowing the fibre to be accurately located in between pneumatic 
chucks in a tensile test machine before cutting the two card arms.
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Figure 3.1 Microstructure of Saffil/6061 showing good infiltration, optical.
Figure 3.2 Saffil/6061 disc, as cast, showing evidence of shrinkage porosity.
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Figure 3.3 Photograph of machined Saffil/6061 disc.
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Figure 35 Stress-strain curves for 0.12, 0.18 and 0.24 Vf Saffil/6061 after solution 




Figure 3.7 Borsic fibre reinforced Al-Zn-Mg alloy, as-cast, optical, PbO film contrast.
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Figure 3.16 Fibre/matrix interface of Nicalon/Al, as-cast, TEM,
a) showing dislocations, BF,
b) SAD pattern from fibre/matrix interface,
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Figure 3.18 As-cast Nicalon/Al, stress-strain curves from four-point flexure,
a) 0® stress-strain curve,





Figure 3.20 As-cast Nicalon/Al-Cu, optical.
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Figure 3.25 Nicalon/Al-Cu, aged for 48 hours at 140°C, TEM
a) BF showing matrix area of composite,
b) SAD pattern,
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Figure 3.26 Al-Cu alloy, aged for 1360 hours at 140°C, TEM,
a) BF, showing matrix precipitates,
b) SAD pattern,
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Figure 3.31 Ageing curves of AI-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy 415B at 155®C, 170®C and 180®C.
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Figure 3.32 Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy 415 B after ageing at 155°Q TEM,
a) as-solution treated, showing a double faulted Frank loop,
b) after 3 hours ageing,
c) after 16 hours ageing,
d) after 65 hours ageing, showing a precipitate free zone,
e) precipitate orientations of c),
f) SAD pattern of c),
g) indexed matrix spots of f).
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Figure 3.33 Precipitate diameter variation with crystallographic orientation and ageing 
time at 155°C.
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Figure 3.35 As-cast microstructure of Nicalon/Al-Cu-Mg-Ag-Zn, optical, Kellers etch.
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Figure 3.42 DSC trace for Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy after solution treatment at 
525®C and cold water quenching.
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Figure 3.45 Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag after ageing for 8 hours at 180°C, TEM,
a) BF,
b) EDS of second phase (9),
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Figure 3.47 Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag aged for 8 hours at 180°C, TEM,
a) BF showing matrix precipitates,
b) SAD pattern,
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Figure 3.48 Typical tensile stress-strain curves for Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, as-cast, 
obtained from four-point flexure,
a) 0° stress-strain curve,




Figure 3.49 Fracture surfaces of as-cast Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, tested in four-point 
flexure, SEM
a) 0° fracture surface
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Figure 3,50 Typical tensile stress-strain curves for Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, solution 
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Cyclic flexure stress-strain curve for as-cast Nicalon/A1 alloy after quenching 
in liquid nitrogen, compression/tension.
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Figure 359 Cyclic flexure stress-strain curve for as-cast Nicalon/Al alloy after quenching 















Figure 3.60 Cyclic flexure stress-strain curve for Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, solution 
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Figure 3.61 Cyclic flexure stress-strain curve for Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag, solution 
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Figure 3.62 Weibull plot of Nicalon fibre tensile test data in the as received condition and 
after extraction from composite samples by digestion of the matrix with 10% 
NaOH.
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Mechanical Properties of Composite
Figure 4.1 Overview of liquid metal infiltration process and the various factors which 
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Figure 4.2 Infiltration pressure calculated for 10 and 100 pm diameter fibres.
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Figure 4.5 Four-fold packing geometry as a function of fibre volume fraction. 
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Figure 4.6 Calculated values of Vg as a function of melt and fibre preform temperatures for 
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Figure 4,7 Calculated strength of Nicalon fibre as a function of reaction zone width.
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Figure 4.8 Effect of increasing volume fraction on as a function of % ROM longitudinal
composite strength for various composite systems. Experimental results 
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Figure 4.11 [111] SAD Pattern for Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy,
a) indexing according to Kerry and Scott,











































Figure 4.12 [112] SAD pattern for Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy,
a) indexing according to Kerry and Scott,
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Figure 4.13 [110] SAD pattern for Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy,
a) indexing according to Kerry and Scott,























Figure 4.14 [001] SAD pattern for Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag alloy,
a) indexing according to Kerry and Scott,
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Figure 4.19 A comparison of fibre/matrix shear stress (based on present work) and matrix 
hardness versus ageing time for Nicalon/Al-Cu alloy after solution treatment, 
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Figure 4.20 Plot of fibre/matrix shear stress versus ageing time for Nicalon/Al-Cu alloy 
aged at 140®C. A comparison of values calculated by methods due to Marshall 
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Figure 4.21 Plot of fibre/matrix shear stress derived by the present work and matrix
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Figure 4,25 Hoop residual stresses in a 0.5 Vf Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Ag-Mg alloy as a function 
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Figure 4.26 Radial residual stresses in a 0.5 Vf Nicalon/Al-Cu-Zn-Ag-Mg alloy as a 




The following standard equations for calculation of interplanar spacings, and 
interplanar angles were employed in a spread sheet programme to check proposed 
crystallographic structures:
10.1.1 Cubic System
a = b = c 9.1
a  = p  = Y = 90° 9.2
Interplanar spacing of (hkl) plane
l / d ^ = ( h ^ + k ^ + h / a ‘ 9.3
Angle ^ between (h ik ili)  and (h2k2l2):
Cos(<t>) = ^ = ^ ^ ^ % ^  T 9.4
VW ^  ) W
10.1.2 Tetragonal System
a = b ^ c  9.5
cc = =  y  = 90° 9.6
Interplanar spacing of (hkl) plane
l l d ^ = i h ‘  +  k^ ) l a^  +  l ^ l c^  9.7
Angle <j) between (h ik ili)  and (h2k2l2):
CosU) = -I_______(>hh^+kik^)/a^+lil2 /c
\  /  f r   ^ ^ _ 'I .  . *y ^ i r  . _ n _ i  .  .
+ k ^ ) / a ^ + l ^ /  é \ ( } i  +  it |)  /  a '  +  /  c ']
9.8
10.1.3 Orthorhombic System
a ^ b ^ c  9.9
a  = p  = y  =  90° 9.10
Interplanar spacing of (hkl) plane
1 / I  +k^ I  b ^ + P  I  9.11
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A ngle <t> b etw een  ( h ik i l i )  and (h2k2l2):
Cos{<j>) = -.-----------------------------------------+    912
I + k ^  / +  1^  / +  k^ / + 1 ^  /
10.1.4 Hexagonal System
a = b ^ c  9.13
a = b ~  90°, 9.14
7  = 120° 9.15
Interplanar spacing of (hkl) plane
Angle (|) between (hikili) and (h2k2l2):
Co:(it) h,h; + k,k,+(h,k; + k ,h ,)/2  + l,l,(3aV4c")
+ kf + h,k, + 31? / 4c"][h  ^+k^ + h^kj + 31^  / 4c"]
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10.2 Tensile Results for Cast Al-Cu-Zn-Mg-Ag Alloy
Results taken from sand cast 1" thick plates after a heat treatment of 6 hours at 500®C + 














1. 477 493 3.0 496 532 8.0
2. 479 501 4.0 481 513 5.0
3. 502 520 3.0 471 515 9.5
4. 466 484 3.5 483 521 7.0
5. 467 475 2.0 484 490 2.0
6. 451 460 2.5 502 538 9.0
7. 465 493 4.0 501 524 4.0
8. 453 463 3.0 506 537 5.5
9. 457 465 2.0 501 530 5.0
10. 487 518 5.0 490 526 7.5
11. 471 500 5.5 503 536 7.0
12. 473 489 3.0 497 535 8.0
13. 476 499 4.0 486 516 6.5
14. 460 474 3.0 510 544 8.0
mean 470 488 3.4 494 526 6.6
±SD 13.7 19.1 1.0 11.3 14.0 2.1
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10.3 Monte-Carlo Simulation of Fibre Clustering
A programme written to carry-out a Monte Carlo simulation of the effects of fibre 
clustering on the strength of composites as a function of fibre volume fraction, as described in 
section 4.3.3. The programme is written in FutureBasic and has been implemented on an Apple 
Macintosh computer.
Programme Listing
Monte-Carlo simulation of fibre clustering 
written by R L Trumper 28 July 1993
results are stored in file clusterO/P as comma-separated text




WINDOW # l / ’myWindow",(0,0)-(400,400)





INPUT "Type in cell side (10-500) ? = ";k%
F0RV = 1 T 0 7
vf=vno
c&=0: sc&=0: f&=0 
FORi% = lT O 10 
PEN 1,1
FOR y% = 0 TO 400 STEP 10
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’ PLOT 300,(300+y%) TO 700,(300+y%-400*0.577350269)
NEXTy%
FOR x% = 0 TO 400 STEP 10 




FORx7o = lTOk7o 
FORy% = lTOk7o 
IF RND(IOO) <= Vf THEN a%(x%,y%)=l ELSE a%(x7o,y7o)=0 






IF a%(x7o,y7o)=0 THEN GOTO "walkhex"
IF a%(x7o+17o,y7o+17o)=l THEN c&=c&+l 
IF a%(x7o,y7o+17o)=l THEN c&=c&+l 
IF a7o(x7o-17o,y%)=l THEN c&=c&+l 
IF a%(x7o-17o,y7o-17o)=l THEN c&=c&+l 
IF a7o(x7o,y7o-17o)=l THEN c&=c&+l 
IF a7o(x7o+17o,y%)=l THEN c&=c&+l 
' square touching
IF a7o(x%,y%)=0 THEN GOTO "walksq"
IF a%(x7o+17o,y%)=l THEN sc&=sc&+l 
IF a7o(x7o,y%+17o)=l THEN sc&=sc&+l 
IF a7o(x7o-17o,y%)=l THEN sc&=sc&+l 























10.4 Residual Stress Program
The program listed below was written for an Apple Macintosh using Z-Basic 5.01 by the 
Zedcor Co. and is a menu driven package designed to calculate and generate a data output file 
called "Residual Output" in tab delineated form for input into a graphics package such as 
Cricket Graph or Deltagraph Professional. The program makes use of the equations described in 
section 4.3 above.
Program Listing
00010 ' To calculate the residual stresses in a FRM during fabrication
00020 ' by R L Trumper 11/4/93
00030'
00040 COORDINATE WINDOW: ’ Pixel Graphics
00050 DBF MOUSE = 1 : ' MSBASIC Mouse type 
00060 TEXT 0,12,,0 : ' MSBASIC uses system font
00070 WIDTH -2 : ' PRINT w /o  word wrap
00080 WIDTH LPRINT -2 : ' LPRINT w /o  word wrap 
00090'
00100  ' ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
00110 ' Default Settings
00120  ’ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
00130'
00140 DBF OPEN "TEXT'
00150 OPEN "0 ",#l/'ResiduaI Output"
00160 ' write column headings for graphics package; stress units are MPa 











00260 COSUB "Input data"
00270 FOR 1=1 TO 9: PRINT: NEXT













00410 COSUB "Cooling "
00420 PR IN T #U /' ",Rl/"'rR2/ "',R3 
00430 T=T-INTERVAL 
00440 IF T>300 COTO "1"
00450’









00540 IF T<SOLUTION GOTO "2"
00550 R=0: RR=0: RH=0 
00560'




00610 GOSUB "Thermal "
00620 GOSUB "Cooling"
00630 PRINT#1,T/ "",R1/"rR2/"",R3 
00640 T=T-INTERVAL 
00650 IF T>LNQ GOTO "3"
00660"








00750 IF T < AGING GOTO "4"
00760"
00770 " annealing out of stresses
00780 IF AGING > SOLIDUS/2 THEN R=0: RR=0: RH=0
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00790’








00880 IF T > 300 GOTO ”5"
00890’





00950 GOSUB ’Cooling ”
00960 PRINT#l,T/ ”’,R l/’’’rR 2 /’’’,R3 
00970 T=T-INTERVAL 
00980 IF T>COLD GOTO "6"
00990’




01040 GOSUB ”Thermal2 ”
01050 GOSUB ’Heating ”
01060 PRINT#1,T/”,R 1 /”r R 2 / ”,R3 
01070 T=T+INTERVAL
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01080 IF T < 300 GOTO "7"
01090’
01100 CLOSE#l 









01200 WINDOW 2/ MATRIX ALLOY",(0,45)-(512,256),1
01210 PRINT "Please select choice of matrix alloy by clicking the appropriate button"
01220 BUTTON L l / ’Al"X50^5)-(19070)/3
01230 BUTTON 2,l/"357",(50,85)-(190,100),3
01240 BUTTON 3,1/’ARE 415 ”,(50,115)-(190,130),3
01250 BUTTON 4 ,l/’Mg’’,(200,55)-(320,70),3
01260 BUTTON 5,1/’AZ91’’,(200,85)-(320,100),3
01270 BUTTON 6 ,l/’ZN’’,(330,55)-(470,70),3
01280 BUTTON 7,1/’ZA12’’,(330,85)-(470,100)3
01290 BUTTON 8 ,l/’Epoxy’’,(200,145)-(320,160),3




01340 Pushm = DIALOG(l)
01350 DIALOG OFF




01390 READ MA$,RM,CA,EM11,EM22,GM12,GM23,MM12,CM,KM11, 
KM22,AM11,AM22,STM11,STM22, SCM11,SCM22,SM12 
01400 "Mat"
01410 INPUT "Please input number of different lamina materials = ";Y0 




01460 INPUT "MATRIX NAME ";MA$
01470 INPUT "MATRIX DENSITY = ";RM 
01480 INPUT "MATRIX COST ( PER KG) =";CA
01490 INPUT "MATRIX MODULI (Ell, E22, G12, G23, M12)";EM11,EM22,GM12,GM23,MM12 
01500 INPUT "MATRIX HEAT CAPACITY = ";CM
01510 INPUT "MATRIX THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (K ll, K22)";KM11,KM22 
01520 INPUT "MATRIX COEFFICIENTS OF THERMAL EXPANSION (A ll, 
A22)";AM11,AM22





01570 WINDOW 3,"F1BRES",(0,45)-(512,450),1 
01580 PRINT "Select choice by clicking button"
01590 BUTTON l,l,"Sigma SiC",(50,55)-(150,70),2 
01600 BUTTON 2,l,"Tyranno",(50,85)-(150,100),2 
01610 BUTTON 3,l,"Nicalon",(50,115)-(150,130),2 
01620 BUTTON 4,l,"Safimax SD",(50,145)-(150,160),2
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01630 BUTTON 5A,"Sumitomo",(50,175)-(150,190),2 
01640 BUTTON 6,1/'FP Alumina",(50,205)-(150,220),2 
01650 BUTTON 7,l/'Grafil HM",(50,235)-(150,250),2 
01660 BUTTON 8,l,"Safimax LD",(50,265)-(150,280),2 
01670 BUTTON 9,l/'Borsic'%(175^5)-(250,70),2 
01680 BUTTON 10,i;’P55",(175,85)-(250400),2 
01690 BUTTON 1U1/P100S"X175,115H250A30),2 
01700 BUTTON 12,1/'XAS "X175,145)-(250,160),2 
01710 BUTTON 13,l/"Fillite",(175,175H250490),2 
01720 BUTTON 14,1/ Other ?",(300,70)-(370400)4 
01730 BUTTON 15,l/'Stop",(300,120)-(370,150),l 
01740 DIALOG ON 
01750 WHILE DIALOG(O) <>1 
01760 WEND 
01770 Pushf = DIALOG(l)
01780 DIALOG OFF
01790 IF Pushf = 15 THEN STOP
01800 IF Pushf = 14 THEN CLS: GOSUB "OtherF: RETURN 
01810 Item%=(Pushf-l)*18 
01820 RESTORE Item%
01830 READ FT$,D0,RF,CR,EF11,EF22,GF12,GF23,MF12,CF,KF11,KF22,AF11,AF22, 
STF1USTF22,SCF11,SCF22 
01840 INPUT "Fibre volume fraction (%) = ";VF 




01890 INPUT "FIBRE NAME ";FT$
01900 INPUT "FIBRE DIAMETER = ";D0
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01910 INPUT "FIBRE DENSITY = ";RF 
01920 INPUT "FIBRE COST ( PER KG) =",CR
01930 INPUT "FIBRE ELASTIC MODULI (Ell, £22, G12, G23,M12)";EF11,EF22,GF12, 
GF23,MF12
01940 INPUT "FIBRE HEAT CAPACITY = ";CF
01950 INPUT "FIBRE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (K ll, K22)";KF11,KF22
01960 INPUT "FIBRE COEFFICIENTS OF THERMAL EXPANSION (A ll, A22)";AF11,AF22




02010 DATA "SIGMA",100,3.4,1250,420,420,176.5,176.5,.19,1200,16,16,4.3,4.3,3.5,3.5,3.5,3.5 
02020 DATA "TYRANNO",10,2.35,475,210,210,88.2,88.2,.19,798,16,16,3.1,3.1,2.9,2.9,2.9,2.9 
02030 DATA "NICALON",15,2.55,400,190,190,79.8,79.8,.19,798,16,16,3.1,3.1,2.75,2.75,2.75,2.75 
02040 DATA "SAFIMAXSD",3,3.3,75,300,300,125,125,.2,710,24,24,6.5,6.5,2,2,2,2 













02170 DATA "CP Mg",1.74,2,44.7,44.7,17.3,17.3,.291,1038,155.5,155.5,26,26,.17,.17,.17,.17,.085
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02180 DATA "AZ91", 1.85,2,45,4547.5,17.5,.291,1038,155.5,155.5,26,26,.23,.23,.23,.23,.115 
02190 DATA "ZN",7.14,.5,104.5,104.5,41.9,41.9,.249,289,119.5,119.5,31,31,.125,.125,.125,.125,.06 
02200 DATA "ZA12",6.0,.5,100,10041,41,.3^00,92.1,92.1,3030,.320,.320,.320,.320,.16 
02210 DATA "EPOXYM.2,30,3.4,3.4,1.26,1.26,.35,1050,2.16,2.16,64,64,.04,.04,.1,.1,.03 
02220 ’
02230 "Input data"
02240 WINDOW 4/'ThermaI Processing",(0,45)-(512,450),1 
02250 '
02260 EDIT FIELD l/'578 (°C) = Solidus temperature",(50,25)-(400,45)44
02270 EDIT FIELD 2,"530 (®C) = Solution treatment temperature"X50,45)-(400,65)/14
02280 EDIT FIELD 3,"200 (“C) = Heat treatment temperature",(50,65)-(400,85)44
02290 EDIT FIELD 4/’-196 (*’C) = Liquid Nitrogen temperature",(50,85)-(400405)44
02300 EDIT FIELD 5,"-77 (°C) = Cold quench temperature",(50405)-(400425)44
02310 EDIT FIELD 6/’5 (*C) = Interval",(50425)-(400445)44
02320 BUTTON 14/"Continue"X50455)-(400485)4
02330 BUTTON 2,F2/'2014 Matrix"X50400)-(400420),2






02400 IF PushBt=2 THEN F2=2: F6=l: CLS: GOTO "Input data"

















02570 IF T<=500 THEN EM=82.5-.035*T ELSE EM=95-.06T 
02580 IF T>=700 THEN EM=298-.35*T 
02590 IF T>=850 THEN EM=0.5 
02600 IF F2=l THEN GOTO "6061A "
02610 IF T>=500 THEN SM=243-.2857*T ELSE SM=225-.25*T 
02620 IF T>=850 THEN SM=5 
02630 GOTO "Conl"
02640 "6061A "
02650 IF T>=493 THEN SM=243-.2857*T ELSE SM=225-.25*T 
















02810 IF T<=500 THEN EM=82.5-.035*T ELSE EM=95-.06T 
02820 IF T>=700 THEN EM=298-.35*T 
02830 IF T>=850 THEN EM=0.5 
02840 IF F2=l THEN GOTO "6061B"
02850 IF T<=300 THEN SM=590-.35*T ELSE SM=1062.5-1.925^T 
02860 IF T>=500 THEN SM=243-.2857*T 
02870 IF T>=850 THEN SM=5 
02880 GOTO "Con2"
02890 "6061B "
02900 IF T<=373 THEN SM=352.5-.3685*T ELSE SM=452-.6348*T 
02910 IF T>=493 THEN SM=90.5-.131*T 






























03210 X=R*EM: Y=-RR*EM: Z=RH*EM
03220 VON=SQR((X-Y)/\2+(Y-Z)/\2+(Z-X)/\2)/(SQR(2))






03290 BREAK OFF 
03300 END
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